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About this book….
th“Tiatr - 125  Anniversary Commemorative Volume” is a book which contains a treasure of authentic 

information about the tiatr artistes of yesteryears who are no more in our midst and their valuable 
contribution to the Goan Tiatr Stage. This book will preserve the sacrifices made by the tiatr artistes of 
yesteryears for posterity and it will serve as an important tool for the students of Tiatr, writers and 
researchers.

thIn order to make this Commemorative Volume a reliable source of information, the 125  Anniversary of 
Tiatr Celebrations Committee selected eleven writers from the tiatr field to write articles on 
contributions of these tiatrists. These writers are:

   1. Fausto V. da Costa  

   2. Dr. Rafael Fernandes

   3. Joe Rose

   4. Irene Cardozo

   5. Wilson Mazarelo

   6. Sharon Mazarelo

   7. William Fernandes

   8. Michael Gracias

   9. Pio Esteves

   10. Dr. Cosme Fernandes

   11. Tomazinho Cardozo

Each writer was entrusted with the task of writing about the contribution of a certain number of tiatr 
artistes. Therefore after every article, the reader will find the initials of the names of the writers who have 
penned those articles. The names of the writers and their initials are as follows:

Fausto V. da Costa – F.C., Dr. Rafael Fernandes– R.F., Joe Rose – J.R., Irene Cardozo – I.C., Wilson 
Mazarelo – W.M., Sharon Mazarelo– S.M., Wiliam Fernandes – W.F., Michael Gracias – M.G., Pio 
Esteves - P.E., and  Dr. Cosme Fernandes – C.F. 

In order to edit these articles and put them in the right perspective an Editorial Board was constituted. The 
Editorial Board consists of:

Chief Editor:
Tomazinho Cardozo

Editors:

 Fausto V. da Costa

Dr. Rafael Fernandes

William Fernandes

Michael Gracias

Irene Cardozo



I must appreciate the efforts put in by the Editorial Board in order to make this Commemorative 
thVolume a prestigious publication on the occasion of 125  Anniversary of Tiatr.

It will be wrong on my part if I do not record the efforts put in by Fausto V. da Costa, by way of 
tremendous amount of inputs and varied type of help, during the making of this esteemed publication.

The book is divided into 10 chapters and according to the contribution of the late tiatr artistes, they are 
placed in a particular chapter. The chapters are as follows:

   1. Stalwarts

   2. Prominent

   3. Female Impersonators

   4. Tiatr and Khell-Tiatr

   5. Clerics

   6. Journalists

   7. They Also Served

   8. Zomnivoilo Khell, Khell-Tiatr and Non-Stop Drama

   9. Musicians 

   10. Backstage

The Contents give the names of various artistes included in a particular chapter. They are included as per 
their seniority. This will definitely help the readers to easily read about the contribution of the late artiste 
of their choice.

I must thank Wilfred Goes for drawing the cover design of the book and Eds Printers for doing a neat 
work of printing it. I also put on record my appreciation for Pranesh Desai and team for their effective 
portrayal of the sketches. 

Lastly my sincere thanks to the Goa Government, Art & Culture Department and the Tiatr Academy of 
thGoa for their wholehearted support in celebrating 125   Anniversary of Tiatr in a befitting manner in 

general and in publishing this Commemorative Volume in particular.

Tomazinho Cardozo
Chief  Editor
&

th
Chairman of 125  Anniversary of Tiatr Celebrations Committee

Panaji: March, 2019



Goa is always projected as a fusion of the East and West. This is basically because of the influence of the 
Portuguese who ruled Goa from 1510 to 1961. Goa was known as 'the Rome of the East'. Portuguese 
rulers did try their best to give this impression to the whole world. Some of our Goans too did not hesitate 
to project Goa as somewhat different from the rest of India. This happened mainly because of the 
tremendous adverse influence of almost 450 years of Portuguese rule on our culture. Under these 
circumstances our songs, dances, dramas and music developed.

Brief history of Tiatr

It is surprising to learn that the Goan Tiatr took birth in neighbouring Bombay, over 125 years back i.e. in 
1892. A young man called Lucasinho Ribeiro hailing from Sokolwaddo, Assagao in Bardez taluka of 
Goa can be called the pioneer of the Tiatr because, he along with Joao Agostinho Fernandes and three 
others, staged the first Tiatr performance on the occasion of Easter on April 17, 1892. The name of the 
first Tiatr presented was Italian Bhurgo. It was based on an English opera called “Italian Boy”. 
However, it was Joao Agostinho Fernandes hailing from Borda, Margao, Salcette, Goa who wrote 
original scripts of tiatrs and directed numerous tiatrs of high standard. He even published his tiatr 
manuscripts in book form. He was rightly called the 'Father of Tiatr'.

There is very little documentation which gives a clear picture of the staging of the first tiatr in 1892. It 
was only in 1943 on the occasion of the Golden Jubilee Celebrations of Tiatr in Bombay that Joao 
Agostinho Fernandes wrote an article, which was published in the issue of the weekly in Konkani in 
Roman script - 'Ave Maria' dated  November 28, 1943. In this article, Joao Agostinho Fernandes 
describes how Lucasinho Ribeiro got a job in an Italian Opera Company and how he wrote the first tiatr 
Italian Bhurgo. Mr. Fernandes also informs through this article how jealousy crept in and how different 
dramatic troupes were formed, thereby creating disunity among the tiatr artistes in those years. Although 
Joao Agostinho Fernandes is considered as the tallest tiatr personality, in that article, he pays his respects 
to Lucasinho Ribeiro saying, "Undoubtedly the credit goes to late Mr. Lucasinho Ribeiro on the tiatr 
stage. I bow my head to Mr. Ribeiro, who was my guide and teacher and because of his guidance I still 
continue to present tiatrs of good values to the tiatr lovers".                      

Tiatr – Not a Folk Drama

There is a misconception created by some writers that tiatr is a folk drama. A folk drama, folk song or folk 
music is generally limited to the knowledge that is transmitted from one generation to another by word of 
mouth or imitation. No one knows about the origins of folk dramas, folk songs and folk music. Nobody 
knows about their composers and writers. There are no records in writing either of the prose content or 
the music or song. In case of tiatr there is solid evidence to counter all the above characteristics which 
brings us to the conclusion that the tiatr does not belong to the folk category.  

Let us dwell on the factual evidence which proves that tiatr is not a folk drama. The first tiatr Italian 
Bhurgo was written by Lucasinho Ribeiro and staged in Bombay on April 17, 1892. This tiatr was an 
adaptation of an Opera. When Mr. Ribeiro encountered difficulties in setting up the stage for different 
scenes in the play, as time would be wasted during the change of setting, which could bore the audience, 
he thought of introducing songs in front of the curtain while the stage was being set for the next scene 



behind the curtain. He did it and succeeded in his first attempt. And this format came to be known as 
'Tiatr'. The source of the script of the play is known and the name of the writer who translated/adapted the 
opera in Konkani is also known. Secondly, the musical instruments used to provide music for the songs 
included a violin,  banjo, trumpet and  drums. There were no rustic musical instruments used to sing 
songs during the performance. The musicians were those who had studied music and learnt to read and 
write music scores. There is no connection whatsoever to the folk plays “Zagor” or “Khell” or “Fell” in 
the evolution of the Tiatr. This format came into existence when there was tremendous influence of the 
Modern European Theatre on Indian Theatre. In fact Marathi Theatre in Bombay and Bengali Theatre in 
Calcutta had already undergone that  change. 

After the success of the first tiatr Italian Bhurgo Lucasinho Ribeiro translated some more world famous 
classics such as Alladin, Ali Baba, Carlos Magno and staged them as tiatrs. Sebastiao Gabriel D'Souza, 
popularly known as 'Karachiwala', translated Merchant of Venice,  As You Like It, Hamlet, Winter's Tale 
and staged them in the tiatr format. Joao Lazarus D'Souza adapted and staged Romeo And Juliet in the 
same manner. This only proves that the tiatr was born and developed under the influence of Modern 
European Theatre of that time. Joao Agostinho Fernandes was the first writer to write original scripts of 
tiatrs on themes highlighting injustices in the Goan society e.g. caste system, dowry harassment, 
alcoholism, dignity of labour, etc. He was also a pioneer in composing lyrics and original music scores 
for songs. These songs can be heard even today on HMV discs.  

If so where is the folk element in tiatr and songs presented by the pioneers of tiatr?   In view of this it is 
clear that Tiatr – its prose as well as its songs and music – has no relevance to folk theatre, folk songs and 
folk music. On the contrary, it had tremendous influence of contemporary European theatre and music of 
that time. Hence tiatr is a product of modern theatre of that time.         

Uniqueness of Tiatr 

Tiatr is a unique form of dramatic art. It is unique because it cannot be considered a musical drama or a 
prose drama. It has music and song but it is not a musical drama. 

The plot of a Tiatr is normally divided into six or seven parts, each part is called a Podd'ddo. In between 
these Podd'ddes there are songs which are called Kantaram. Normally there are two or three Kantaram in 
between two Podd'ddes. This means that there are at least 12 to 14 Kantaram in a tiatr.

The uniqueness of the tiatr lies in the fact that the story of the tiatr is based on one particular theme 
whereas each Kantar is based on a different subject. Accordingly one particular theme is presented 
through the story of the tiatr whereas 12 to 14 different subjects are tackled in the kantaram. It is this 
aspect of the tiatr that makes it unique compared to other forms of dramatic art.

The word Tiatr came from the Portuguese word TEATRO which means Theatre. In the beginning it was 
also written as Teatro and not Tiatr. Those Tiatr writers who had an English background wrote it as 
THEATRE which was sometimes spelt as Theatr. In the past some senior tiatr artistes spelt the word as 
TIATR. However. it was when Kala Academy of Goa started the Annual Tiatr Competitions in 1974, that 
the non-commercial artistes who were more concerned with the development of the tiatr stage in all 
respects, stopped writing Teatro or Theatre and instead they used the Konkanised version i.e. Tiatr. 
Today practically every tiatr artiste writes it as Tiatr.

Structure of Tiatr 

     If one analyses the structure of a tiatr, one finds that (1) A good story line, (2) attractive songs with 



pleasing music and (3) comedy linked to the play, form the basis of the tiatr. The other aspects such as 
stage sets, light effects, background music, acting, costumes, etc. form part and parcel of good direction. 
If all these ingredients are well balanced, the performance of the tiatr is bound to be excellent.

Script

Script is the storyline of the tiatr. Fifty percent of the success of a tiatr depends   on a good storyline. 
During the first two or three decades of the existence of  tiatr, the standard of tiatr was raised with every 
production of a new one. The reason lies in the fact that most of the writers and directors of that time were 
educated persons. What happened on Marathi or Bengali stages, has also taken place on the Konkani 
Tiatr stage. The history of modern theatre in Bengali as well as in Marathi shows tremendous influence of 
English. Drama. Tiatr is not an exception. There is a lot of influence of English Drama on Tiatr too. 
Therefore one finds translations of numerous English plays into Konkani Tiatr. 

As stated earlier the first tiatr Italian Bhurgo by Lucasinho Ribeiro was an adaptation of an Opera. 
Subsequently, during the first decade of the existence of tiatr, adaptations of English and French plays  
were presented as tiatrs. However, Joao Agostinho Fernandes who was called the Father of Tiatr was 
responsible in giving a new direction and guidance to the writing of original scripts. He was a farsighted 
creative person.  His original scripts include Cavelchi Sundori, Revolta de Satari, Bhattkara, Kunnbi 
Jaki, Bebdo, Dotichem Kestanv, Vavraddi, etc. One can see that Joao Agostinho Fernandes touched upon  
subjects like caste system, ill effects of drinking, problem of dowry system and dignity of labour much 
before these issues became serious problems in the society. These same issues exist even today.

     In the mid-twentieth century we come across numerous intelligent script writers who produced 
scripts of high standard. To name a few, Saib Rocha's Ghorzanvoim, Alexinho de Candolim's 
Dhormacho Bavtto and Amchea Xetachi Pavnni, Minguel Rod's Tarvoti Irmao, Ghorchem Kestanv, 
Somestancho Rinnkari and Koddu Sonvsar, C. Alvares' Kednam Udetolo To Dis, Goencho Mog, Mhoji 
Vonnin etc, Jacinto Vaz's Cunhad Ani Mana, To Amkam Visorlo, etc., M. Boyer's Ekuch Rosto, Sonvsar 
Sudorlo, Ghor Dukhi Ganv Sukhi etc, Prem Kumar's Dukh, Vavraddi, Jawan and Fulam ani Kantte, J.P. 
Souzalin's Hem Asa Tem, Nelson's Afonso's Dolorosa, Aristides Dias' Divorce, Remmie Colaço's 
Atamcho Teomp and Ghorachem Sukh, are some of the excellent scripts which can boast of a high 
standard. 

Songs & Music 

    The songs – Kantaram - sung between the Podd'ddes of the tiatr are equally important for its success. 
Otherwise the audience passes comments like "the play was excellent but the songs were not good or the 
songs were interesting but not the play". Only when the play and the songs are good, then the audience 
says that the tiatr is good. The songs presented in the tiatr should also be of varied nature, i.e. Solos, 
interactive Duets, Duos, Trios, Quartets, etc. including comic songs.

Kid Boxer, Alexinho de Candolim, Dioguinho De Melo, M. Boyer, C. Alvares, Minguel Rod, Nelson 
Afonso, Jacinto Vaz, Roam Tony, Alfred Rose, Chris Perry, etc to name a few, composed kantaram of 
high lyrical value. Those compositions live in the hearts of the people till date.

Alfred Rose and Chris Perry were lyricists-cum-musicians who took Konkani song and music to the 
highest level. Alfred Rose was a fine singer and was lovingly called 'Melody King'. The music of Chris 
Perry was enthralling. His music blends so well with the lyrics that his songs really have the Goan touch. 
Another musician who has given excellent music to Konkani songs is Frank Fernand in the Konkani 
Films Amchem Noxib and Nirmonn. 



Comedy

  Comedy is essential in the tiatr if one wishes to make it a grand success. So far no tiatr has achieved 
success without the element of comedy in it, except religious tiatrs. The comedy in the tiatr should be 
linked to its main story. Comedy in a tiatr is one of the specific characteristics of this dramatic form and to 
preserve its uniqueness we cannot afford to lose the comedy aspect. Comic Joao (Joao Agostinho 
Fernandes), Jacinto Vaz, Anthony Mendes, Kid Boxer, Jephsis Hitler, etc. were some of the most popular 
comedians. 

Types of Tiatr

Any drama in any language, in any state or country can be categorized into (a) Historical (b) Social (c) 
Political & (d) Religious. 

(a) Compared to other categories, historical tiatrs are very few. Joao Agostinho Fernandes in the late 
1890s wrote a tiatr Revolta de Satari. 

(b) Since the innovation of tiatr most of the original scripts dealt with social issues such as evils of 
caste system, dowry problems and alcoholism, disunity in the family and society, value of 
education, etc., Tiatrs based on family issues also dominated the tiatr scene at that time. Joao 
Agostinho Fernandes, Saib Rocha, C. Alvares, M. Boyer, Remmie Colaco, Aristides Dias, 
Minguel Rod, Prem Kumar and others have excelled in presenting tiatrs on social themes.

© Some Political tiatrs were produced only after the Liberation of Goa. Nelson Afonso produced 
two tiatrs namely Salazar and Nationalist. Robin Vaz scripted and staged Agente Monteiro. The 
staging of these tiatrs took the audiences by surprise. They appreciated the directors' courage in 
exposing political realities.

(d) Religious tiatrs were normally staged in the Lent season. J. P. Souzalin was one of the prominent 
directors who produced religious tiatrs with excellence. Sat Dukhi, Panch Mister Horkache, 
Bhag. Josechi Khorvont are some of his outstanding tiatrs. Many priests also regularly presented 
religious tiatrs.

Women on Tiatr Stage

Like on any other stage, be it in our country or abroad, women joined the drama stage much later due to 
social compulsions. A woman acting on the stage was looked down upon and was considered of low 
character. It took hundreds of years, even in developed countries, for women to act on stage.

Regina Fernandes was the first woman to step on the tiatr stage, way back in 1904, in Batcara. Regina 
was encouraged to act on stage because she was the wife of Joao Agostinho Fernandes who wrote and 
directed the tiatr Batcara. She was followed by numerous female artistes, namely Luiza Maria 
Fernandes,  Miss Carlota, Ermelinda, Mohana, Filomena, Cecilia, Shalini, Ophelia and others.

Prior to the entry of women on the tiatr stage and even later, there were not enough female artistes and as 
such, males had to perform the roles of females. The males who excelled in female roles were J. R. 
Fithna, Miss Marekin, Miss Julie, Andrew, Vincent de Saligao, H. Britton, etc.

Impact of Tiatr

Basically most of the tiatrs are based on themes which directly touch our lives.  The audience response 
during the performance is very impressive. It appears that the people in the auditorium are moved by the 



message of the tiatr or songs. But it is usually momentary. This is because the tiatr audiences view the 
tiatr largely as a medium of entertainment. 

However, tiatr and its songs created a lot of awareness and roused public feelings and emotions of Goan 
identity during the time of the Opinion Poll in 1967 and again during the movement for making Konkani 
the Official Language of Goa in 1987.

Role of Kala Academy. 

It was in 1974 that something very important took place in the field of tiatr. For the first time the Kala 
Academy of Goa organized the first Tiatr Competition in May 1974. Till date Kala Academy's annual 
tiatr competitions continue. They give ample opportunities to non-commercial artistes to bring 
innovations and new ideas to the tiatr stage. The writing of some tiatr scripts show originality and 
richness of thoughts and ideas. The stage settings can be compared to any of the developed stages. Light 
effects are effective and the direction of some of these tiatrs show the imaginative and creative capacity 
of the non-commercial artistes.   

Contribution of Tiatr Academy of Goa

Government of Goa, under the Chief Minister Shri Digambar Kamat, established the Tiatr Academy of 
Goa (TAG) in 2009. Tomazinho Cardozo was nominated as the First President of TAG. The Tiatr 
Academy of Goa formulated around forty schemes to bring about all-round development of tiatr. These 
schemes have produced good results.

Popularity of Tiatr 

There is no doubt that the most popular dramatic form in Goa is the tiatr. Looking at the number of 
performances a tiatr has in Goa, proves that it is the most popular Theatre of Goa. From 1892 to 2017, a 
period of 125 years, we have seen tiatr getting more and more popular day after day and year after year. 
No feast, even in the small wards of the villages in Goa, is complete without staging a tiatr. These tiatrs 
were written, directed and performed by the local artistes. In the present times, the village organizers 
request commercial tiatr groups to stage tiatrs on the occasion of their feasts.

Conclusion

These are just the opening comments on Goan tiatr. You will start discovering different facets of tiatr 
while reading about the contribution of numerous tiatr artistes since the innovation of the tiatr. This 
volume will serve as a treasure of information for future lovers of tiatr while immortalizing the 
contribution of numerous artistes.  It will also serve as an authentic guide for students and researchers of 
tiatr.



Tiatr took birth 125 years ago in 1892 in Bombay. It was a new dramatic 
form in the cultural field of Goa. In fact it was a unique dramatic form. In 
order to develop this form of drama from scratch, there were numerous 
artistes who with the power of their imagination succeeded in shaping 
the concept of tiatr into an attractive form of drama.

It took decades for the present format of tiatr to evolve and be sustained 
as a vibrant dramatic form. The popularity of tiatr today is a concrete 
example of the vibrancy of tiatr not only in Goa but wherever Goans 
reside around the world.

In this chapter we highlight the contribution of those tiatr artistes of 
yesteryears who laid the strong foundation of tiatr and developed it with 
innovative ideas.



Why can't we Goans put up a drama of high standards? Such 
thoughts tormented Lucasinho Ribeiro, a young lad of 27 from 
Assagao, Bardez. On the other hand, he watched other art forms 
like the Italian Operas which were performed in Bombay and 
witnessed the high standard they had. They had a good story line 
and script besides music, direction, costumes, etc. They were a 
treat to watch and many people, including some well-placed 
Goans, patronised them.

Constancio Lucasinho Caridade Ribeiro, better known as Lucasinho Ribeiro, was born on January 2, 
1863 to Vicente Rosario Ribeiro and Aurora de Souza of Sokoilvaddo, Assagão, Bardez, Goa.  
Lucasinho had gone to Bombay looking for a job but with little schooling, jobs were hard to get. Instead 
he spent his time watching other art forms and thinking how he could change things for the better in our 
Goan world of entertainment. In those days many unemployed youth would try and get jobs in these 
opera companies just to enjoy the glamour and glitz of the entertainment world. 

Lucasinho of course had to get a job in these companies for a still better reason and he got a job as a 
backstage artiste, through the good offices of a Goan who recommended him to the management of the 
Italian Opera company. Although the salary was meagre, Lucasinho did not mind since he got an entry 
into the field of his liking i.e. watching artistes perform and listening to their wonderful music. 
Incidentally Lucasinho loved music and even  played the violin and sang and composed songs as well. 

During his stint with the Italian Opera company, Lucasinho travelled to many places wherever they 
performed, like Poona, Shimla, Madras and Calcutta but when the company was leaving for Burma, he 
quit. By this time, he had memorised the script and music of one of their plays.  A plan had formed in his 
mind, so before he left the company, he purchased used costumes of that opera from the management.

Back in Bombay, Lucasinho translated the script of the opera Italian Boy into Konkani and named it 
Italian Bhurgo and thus the first Konkani tiatr was born. The script required nine characters and five 
artistes performed two or three roles among themselves. And then began the search for artistes. He met a 
boy from Taleigão, Caetaninho Fernandes, whom he befriended and who joined him and offered to help 
find other artistes. Caetaninho worked as a clerk for the 'Bombay Gazette'. One day he met João 
Agostinho Fernandes who was working for a pharmaceutical company and he happened to mention 
about the Konkani tiatr to him. João Agostinho showed much interest and personally went to meet 
Lucasinho at his Picket Road residence in Bombay. Now there were three of them and together they 
found two more Goans, one named Agostinho Mascarenhas from Mungul and another actor whose name 
is yet to be found in the records.

02. 01. 1863 – 23. 01. 1928



The five of them laid the foundation for staging the very first Konkani tiatr. They rehearsed every evening 
after working hours and once satisfied that they were ready to perform, fixed  the date for the premier 
show which was April 17, 1892. The tiatr had many scenes and it was noticed that changing the stage sets 
required time and audiences would get bored waiting. Lucasinho solved the problem by including dances 
and songs to fill the gaps  between scenes and this trend came to stay. Till today Goan Tiatr has songs in 
between 'pord'des' which provide additional entertainment besides the main play. 

And so the first Konkani tiatr was staged on Easter Sunday at the New Alfred Theatre in Bombay. A large 
audience had come to witness the first tiatr and it was a resounding success. The people went home a 
happy lot, having witnessed a tiatr with good story, music, sets, songs and dances and the plush velvet 
costumes worn by the artistes. 

With success came name and fame. Lucasinho named the group 'Goa Portuguese Dramatic Company' 
and encouraged by the success, did many more translations, famous among which were Aladdin, Alibaba 
and Carlos Magno.

Pai Tiatrist, JoãoAgostinho, in his letter published in the Roman Konkani weeklyAve Maria of  
November 28, 1943 writes that Lucasinho got carried away with wrong advice from wrong people and 
split from the group to form another one “Ribeiro and D'Cruz Opera Co.”  The company did not last long.  

Lucasinho brought the Tiatr to Goa and it was performed on January 1, 1894 (New Year's  Day) and this 
tiatr had artistes like Napoleanv, Manuel Jose Fonseca, Zeferine Andrade, Tolentino Fonseca and L. J. 
Raposo. The music was provided by Mestri Gabriel Franco. Thereafter many more tiatrs were staged by 
Lucasinho at Sokoilwaddo, Assagão and thus he became the first Goan to stage Konkani tiatrs in Goa. 

Lucasinho was also a painter and an accomplished artist having a talent for drawing portraits. Having 
seen some of his brilliant works on canvas, the Portuguese Government  commissioned him to draw  
portraits of two of the past Governors, for which he was honoured and rewarded. But Konkani tiatr 
always remained his first love.

Married to Filomena de Souza, Lucasinho had three sons Caetano Paulo, Teofilio and Joaquim Menino. 
Among them Caetano Paul Ribeiro and Joaquim Menino Ribeiro alias Jack  performed in tiatrs. Jack was 
a commercial artist and would design tiatr posters and portraits, hence was known among tiatrists as 
painter J. Ribeiro. Under the banner of Ribeiro Opera Co., he re-staged his father's tiatr Alaudin Ani 
Tacho Ojapancho Divo at P. T. Bhangwadi, Bombay on January 10, 1936. This show was held in memory 
of Kings Dom Carlos, Dom Luis Felipe and Dom Manuel II of Portugal. 

Lucasinho died on January  23, 1928 leaving an exemplary legacy of tiatrs for Goa and Goans.  (W.M.)



Tiatr completes 125 years of its existence and history today is 
revisited, thanks to the vision of the founding father of tiatr, João 
Agostinho Fernandes, who meticulously preserved his writings for 
generations to come.

João Agostinho Fernandes was born in Modsai, Margao, Salcette, 
Goa, on December 14, 1871 to Conceicão Fernandes and Maria Francisca Fernandes. He completed his  
elementary education in Portuguese and then attended classes at the Seminary of Rachol. He completed 
his matriculation in St Xavier's School, Dhobitalao, Bombay and worked as a chemist at Philips & Co.  

João Agostinho Fernandes, through a common friend Caetaninho Fernandes of Talegão, met Lucasinho 
Ribeiro and they decided to go ahead with the idea of staging the Konkani tiatr 'Italian Bhurgo' penned by 
Lucasinho. 

João Agostinho Fernandes was an artiste of repute. In the beginning of his theatrical career he enacted 
comic roles and gained popularity. He was even referred to as 'Comic Fernandes'. Later on he took up 
enacting character roles. Perfection to him was the ultimate in tiatr production and hence he would insist 
on thorough rehearsals as a pre-requisite for staging a tiatr. 

He brought onto stage the best of the existing talent from the Konkani speaking populace. Tiatr 
performances were greatly enhanced by the participation of artistes of high calibre who were revered and 
highly applauded by the audience. The greats like A. R. Souza Ferrão, Minguel Rod, Anthony Mendes, 
Jacinto Vaz, Kid Boxer, A. M. B. Rose, Alfred Rose, Anthony Tooloo, Dioguinho De Mello, J. P. 
Souzalin, C. Alvares, Anthony De Sa, Saib Rocha, Karachiwala and many more acted under his 
direction.

In a theatrical career spanning more than five decades (1892-1947) João Agostinho Fernandes scripted a 
total of 30 tiatrs out of which 26 were original in nature and 4 were adaptations.  Tiatrs written by him are:  
Belle of Cavel (1893), Revolt de Satari/Ranneanchem Traisaum (1897) Cazar Matarponnar (1897), 
Bebdo (1898), Batcara (1904), Batcara Part II (1905), Dotichem Kestaum (1908), American Minstrels/ 
Khapreanchem Band (1909), Sociedade de Rom Tom (1909), Pandurang Cusmoncar (1931), 
Josefina/Paichi Dusri Bail (1932), Vauraddi/Leopold Ani Carolina (1934), Kunbi Jaki (1934), 
Veneravel Padr José Vaz (1936), Muzo Khapri Chakor (1939), Deu Naslolo Communist (1940), Goan 
Ponch (1941), Kunnbi Jaki Part II (1945), Hirmigild vo Modian Ratcho Deunchar (1942), 
Tandulanchem Kestaum (1945) Goan Ponch Part II (1945), Teg Bondukkar, Mothes Tiu and Henry VIII.

João Agostinho Fernandes was foresighted with a vision for tiatr.  He was meticulous in maintaining his 
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literature for posterity by printing some of his tiatr manuscripts in book form. From the various articles 
that he painstakingly cut from the newspapers and stuck on his tiatr manuscript books, the tiatr handbills 
and other clippings that he preserved, it has been possible to trace the origin, history and development of 
Konkani tiatr. 

João Agostinho Fernandes was a cultured and well-read man as is evident from the vast array of 
references in his tiatrs. He toiled to bring respectability to the Konkani stage. He was a great thinker and 
creative writer who painstakingly and tirelessly worked to always keep Konkani tiatr high on a pedestal. 
He kept on revising his tiatrs in a bid to improve the vocabulary to suit the changing times.

When Lucasinho Ribeiro left the company of João Agostinho Fernandes, Agostinho Mascarenhas, 
Caetaninho Fernandes and Fransquino Fernandes, to start his new Dramatic Company in 1895, João 
Agostinho Fernandes started his own drama company 'Dom Carlos Dramatic Unity' and staged his tiatrs. 
Incidentally Lucasinho continued to act in the tiatrs staged by João Agostinho Fernandes. João 
Agostinho's tiatrs had a moral background and good comedy with no place for vulgarity. 

João Agostinho Fernandes is also credited with the following firsts:

· He was the first director to introduce a lady artiste on the Konkani stage; bringing his first wife 
Regina Fernandes and her sister Carmelina in his tiatr Batcara (1904).

· He was the first director to bring on stage folk dances in their original rhythm in Kunbi Jaki (1934) 
with the sensational song “Sintidan Paim Ghal Re Jaki” sung by A. R. Souza Ferrão, Anthony 
Mendes, M. Boyer and others.

· First tiatrist to release a gramophone record in 1908. His songs “Mog Mirmireancho”, “Gõychio 
Zati”, and “Gupit Mog”, were path breaking in this album. His daughter Sophia too lent her voice to 
this album.

· First tiatrist to print his tiatrs Batcara, Veneravel Padr José Vaz, Dotichem Kestaum and Kunbi Jaki  
in book form.

· First director to bring on stage his entire family. 

· First director to seek copyright protection for his tiatr Kunbi Jaki in 1941. 

João Agostinho Fernandes was a very generous person who would stage his tiatrs in aid of many 
charitable causes. He ensured that his artistes were adequately remunerated, at times even sparing no 
thought for his own share. He regarded personal integrity very highly. The tiatr fraternity called him 'Pai 
Tiatrist' during his lifetime. 

João Agostinho set the record right when he ventured to celebrate the golden jubilee of tiatr, by writing an 
article in the Konkani weekly 'Ave Maria' on  November 28, 1943, pointing out that Lucasinho Ribeiro 
was the founder of tiatr, whom he regarded as his Master, and at whose tomb he bows his head with 
respect.

João Agostinho Fernandes breathed his last at the Gokuldas Tejpal Hospital, Bombay on August 29, 
1947.  (M.G.)



F. X. Fernandes Douglas, hailing from Colva, Salcette, Goa, was an employee of the Great Indian 
Peninsula (GIP) Railway office. He was dedicated to tiatr and his love for tiatr made him give up his job.  
In Bombay he organized a group of Goan artistes that was known as Douglas Comic Opera, which earned 
a name for itself within a short time. He left behind a number of comic tiatrs and songs. Twelfth Night Or 
What You Will Vo Dogam Bhau-Bhoinnam Zoullim, a tiatr drawing inspiration from the Shakespearean 
drama of that title, was staged at Gaiety Theatre, Bombay on October 17, 1911 and was published later in 
book form. Two of his tiatrs staged under the banner of Douglas Comic Opera were published in book 
form posthumously in 1916. 

One of the earliest attempts at publication of the tiatr was the collection of plays under the title of 
Concanim Tiatristancho Album that was published in 1917 by R. P. Noronha & Co., Bombay.  Although 
such plays were published from time to time they are no more in circulation.  (F.C.)

(?) - 1912

In our country and abroad, like on any other drama stage, women 
joined the Konkani Tiatr stage very much later. This was due to social 
compulsions. It was below the dignity of a woman to act on stage. She 
was looked down upon and regarded as a person of low character. It 
took hundreds of years, even in developed countries, for women to 
venture into the field of theatre.

In the history of various theatres of the world a mention is made of 
Isabelle Andreini acting in drama sometime in 1582 for the dramatic 
troupe which performed 'Commedia Dell Arte' in France. She was a 
fine actress and could display her talents on the drama stage only 
because of the encouragement and support she received from her 
husband, Francisco Andreini, who acted with her in the same drama. In our country women started acting 
on stage somewhere in 1789, when Mrs. Bristow, an Englishwoman, built her own theatre in Calcutta 
(now Kolkota). The ladies namely Mrs. Deacle, Madam Dhermailvilla and others who acted on stage at 
that time, were all from Britain. The first Indian woman to act on stage and lead the way for other Indian 
women was Binodine Dasi.

Prior to the entry of women on the Konkani tiatr stage and even later when there were not enough female 
artistes available, like on all other stages, males had to perform roles of female characters.The male 
artistes who excelled in doing female roles on the tiatr stage were J. R. Fithna, Miss Marekin, Miss Julie, 
Vincent de Saligao, Miss Ida, Andrew Fernandes, Remmie Colaco, Master Vaz and many others. They 
portrayed female characters so accurately that it was difficult to tell that they were not females. They 
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have done a great service to  tiatr  not only by keeping it alive in the absence of female artistes but also by 
bringing grace to it and making it vibrant.

Regina Fernandes was the first lady on the Konkani tiatr stage. She was born on November 16, 1880 in 
Raia, Salcette, Goa. She married Joao Agostinho Fernandes who came to be called 'Father of Tiatr'. 
Regina was 24 years old when João Agostinho introduced her to the tiatr stage in the tiatr ‘Battcara’ 
which was written and directed by him. This tiatr was staged on November 22, 1904 at the Gaiety 
Theatre in Bombay on the occasion of the inauguration of the 'Goan Union Dramatic Club'. In this 
comedy tiatr Regina performed three different roles – a 'bhattkarn' (landlady), a 'kunnbinn' (kunnbi lady) 
and a Hindu lady – which were very well appreciated.  Regina's presence on the tiatr stage brought 
reality in acting and added glamour to tiatr. The tiatr audience experienced something wonderful it had 
never experienced since tiatr was born in 1892.  It is evident that Regina Fernandes was able to take the 
bold step of performing in tiatr inspite of social tabooover a hundred years ago only because of the 
support and encouragement she received from her husband. She thus created history by becoming the 
first lady to act in tiatr.

Regina had a very short stint on the tiatr stage – just four years - but her exemplary and pioneering efforts 
bore great fruit.  This is evident from the fact that many female artistes took to the tiatr stage after her.  
Some of them who adorned the tiatr stage after her were Carmelina, Annie, Sophia, Luisa Maria, 
Ermelinda, Carlota, Mohana, Shalini, Philomena Braz, Cecilia Machado, Ophelia Cabral, etc. Presently 
we have many upcoming talented female artistes who are contributing greatly to tiatr.

Regina was a promising star on the tiatr stage but her career was cut short by her untimely demise at the 
young age of 28. She passed away on December 20, 1908.

Since the inception of the Tiatr Academy of Goa it celebrates the birth anniversary of Regina Fernandes 
every year on  November 16, as a tribute to the first lady of Konkani tiatr. (I.C.)

Sebastião Gabriel de Sousa, from Aldona, Bardez, Goa, spent many years in Karachi, Pakistan.  He later 
moved to Bombay where he was highly appreciated for his writings in Konkani and his brilliant roles in 
tiatrs. He was called 'Karachiwalla' by his compatriots.

He translated and produced Shakespeare's English plays Merchant Of Venice, Hamlet, As You Like It and 
A Winter's Tale on the Konkani tiatr stage.

His play Faust in two acts with eighteen songs along with musical scores, was printed and published in 
1909, after being staged for the first time in the prestigious Gaiety Theatre in Bombay.  His other play 
which received critical acclaim was Custoba.  It was published in the same year. His plays published 
posthumously include Inocente Hermione Vo Dubavi Leontes (Karachi 1926) and Abou Hassan 
published in Bombay in 1927. 

He also published  books of his Konkani songs 'Comik Cantaranche Album' and 'Cantarache Chear 
Album'. 

Carlos Magno Ani 12 Par Fransache and Roldao Xinvachea Pottant are some of his other hit tiatrs.  
(M.G.)



Rogaciano D'Souza hailed from Saligão, Bardez, Goa.  A contemporary of  Karachiwala,  Rogaciano 
was a good playwright, actor and director.  Presenting tiatrs depicting royal families was his speciality.  
His royal and historical epics demanded huge sets and archaic grandeur which were a spectacle to 
behold.  The sets of his tiatrs on contemporary themes were equally spectacular.  

His vision was vast. Rogaciano did not live long enough to present more historical tiatrs. His contribution 
to the tiatr stage was so immense that even Saib Rocha was moved and inspired by his immortal work. 
(F.C.)

Founder of Union Jack Opera Company, Jack Aquila alias J. 
Aquila, hailed from Bardez, Goa. He was unique in his own way 
and one of the few prolific writers and directors who could sell his 
tiatr by placing his name before its title. He reached the peak of his 
career with the tiatr Bhavart Bhorvonso Mog that still reverberates 
in the minds of those who saw it when it was staged way back in 
1944. This tiatr remains one of the landmarks of the tiatr stage.  
(F.C.)

Although it was a minor role of a servant, Affonceka created an 
impression among the audience and projected himself as a talented 
tiatrist. Thereafter he was offered the role of 'Iago' in Shakespeare's 
Othello.

Assis João Avelino Afonso was popularly known as Affonceka on 
the Konkani tiatr stage. He was born in Aldona in the year 1898 and 
was brought up in Marcela, Goa. He made his first appearance on 
stage in 1920 with the role of 'Ramis' (servant) in the tiatr Maurice 
Ani Juliana vo A Real Love Story penned by L. C. D. Braganza alias 
Rama.



From then on Affonceka was offered several roles in tiatrs by noted directors. At first he started off as a 
member of 'Marcela Principal Dramatic Company' which later changed to 'Star Principal Dramatic 
Company'.

Affonceka later started his own 'Star Affonceka Dramatic Company'. He penned his first tiatr Lawrie Ani 
Merina which was staged at Gaiety Theatre in 1924. 

Some of Affonceka's tiatrs include Lisboachem Sopon, Xins Guilbertachem, Ibonez Ani Yoanda, 
Imperador Nero Vo Nimnno Caesar Patxai Romancho and Anjelin Bombainchi Puzadkarn.

Affonceka  role as judge Gerald in J. P. Souzalin's tiatr Bhott Ailolo Pomburpechea played a memorable
Festak.  (P.E.)

23. 08. 1898 – 28. 04. 1972

Saib Rocha was one of the favourite sons of the tiatr stage.  He 
carved a special niche for himself among the erstwhile writers and 
directors of the tiatr stage through his untiring efforts to develop 
tiatr.  He was known as the 'Lion of the Konkani stage'.  His tiatrs 
always contained good plots, well-knitted stories and rich 
dialogues.

Although he gave his stage name as A. J. Rocha and was popularly 
and respectfully known as Saib Rocha, his real name was 
Domingos José Rocha.  He was born on August 23, 1898, at 
Vagalim, Oxel, Siolim, Bardez, Goa.  His father was Minguel 
Salvador da Rocha and mother Escolastica de Souza. Saib Rocha 
married Ermeline Cardozo alias Sudhabala who also happened to be a fine dancer of her time and a Hindi 
film artiste of great merit. She too performed in tiatrs.

Saib Rocha saw for the first time a Konkani tiatr written and directed by L. C. D'Braganza, alias Rama, in 
Bombay in the year 1910. This tiatr had a great impact on him.  Thereafter he saw many more tiatrs 
written and directed by stalwarts of those days like Lucasinho Ribeiro, F. X. Fernandes alias Douglas, 
Sebastião Gabriel D'Souza alias Karachiwala, Rogaciano D'Souza and many others.

Saib Rocha soon began to work on his own tiatr and while in the midst of his first script, had to suddenly 
leave for Iraq in view of employment opportunities. He was in Basrah during World War I.  It was only 
after he returned to Bombay in 1916 that he finished his first play, Zenoveva De Brabão. He selected the 
best artistes available at that time and with their cooperation staged the same. His leadership qualities 
enabled him to establish his own group, Union Jack Dramatic Company, which had 32 members in all.

The following artistes were founder members of his group: Emidio Sailor, C Carneiro, Jose Pereira 
Mittaiwala, Simon Alphonso, S. Dias, J. Afonso, Luis Borges, Alphonso Pako, Chikin, Luis Alphonso, 
Athos, Duarte Hara, Santan Fernandes, D'Costa, Eddie, Thomas Fernandes, Babu Hilario, Victor, Peter 



Peres Bomboicar, Elzara, C. D'Souza, A. Peres Bomboikar, Johnnie Bartle, Patrick Fireman and D'Costa 
Midas.

In 1931 Emidio Sailor and Luis Borges, both of whom were good composers and singers, parted ways. 
As a result some artistes left the group while new faces got included. They were Anthony Vaz, J. R. 
Fithna, Anthony Too-Loo, M. C. Correia, J. P. Souzalin, Souza Ferrão, Franco, C. Brazil, Manny Luis 
and B. Vaz.

Saib Rocha first only managed the group but in 1922 was made the managing director of the company. 
All 32 members of the group were good artistes and singers. Saib Rocha exercised his authority 
prudently and ran the organisation in a very systematic manner. For the artistes, his word was final.  

Between 1916 and 1941 there existed many dramatic troupes but over a period of time they vanished into 
thin air. It was only Saib Rocha's Union Jack Dramatic Company that lasted for a number of years and 
kept the torch of tiatr burning brightly.

Among the playwrights and directors of those days, Saib Rocha was a well-read man. A voracious reader, 
he was always found reading local dailies and magazines like 'Time' and the former 'Illustrated Weekly of 
India'. He not only wrote his own plays, but also read and studied plays in English as well as in other 
languages. He always considered himself a student of drama. Shakespeare was his favourite.  He adapted 
the great love story Romeo And Juliet to the tiatr stage.

Saib Rocha and his troupe toured the state of Goa in 1926. He presented tiatr at Eden Cinema Theatre 
(later known as Cine National) in Panjim and Clube Harmonia Hall, Borda, Margao. The Goan press 
gave the troupe substantial coverage. The group had a reputation because of its successes in Bombay. In 
1927 the troupe again performed at both the venues in Goa.

Saib Rocha acted in a few dramas but mostly he directed them. He acted in Imperador Carlos Magno Ani 
Bara Par Fransache (1929) written by Jinnu and presented by Union Jack Dramatic Company and 
Carcus Sailor Boy's drama White Rose Garden Vo Dhovea Gulabachi Bag (1934). He served the 
Konkani stage with an open mind and with progressive ideas.  He knew well that writing the play, 
directing it, and acting were three distinct aspects of theatre.

He staged his own tiatrs Doth (1931), which records Georgina Souza's debut performance followed by 
Mea Culpa (1931) and Mr. Bardez Ani Mr. Salcete (1932) all at P. T. Bhangwadi, Bombay. Souza Ferrão 
staged Saib Rocha's tiatr First Prize in Navelim, Goa on November 16, 1932. Thereafter  Saib Rocha 
went to Karachi for a short period and returned to Bombay in 1934.

Back in Bombay, Saib Rocha staged his tiatr Share Holders Night at Royal Opera House, Bombay, on 
April 8, 1934.  It was attended by His Excellency, The Consul of Persia and other dignitaries.  On June 
10, 1934, another of his tiatrs, Son Of Jerusalem, was staged at Royal Opera House followed by Visronk 
Dukh-Khont on December 3, 1934. Son Of Jerusalem was re-staged at P. T. Bhangwadi on January 11, 
1948.

His other plays were performed as follows: Romeo And Juliet (1935), Ek Oklek Teg Noure (1935), 
Addangi Choli Ani Patrador Cholo (1936), Dona Ernestina Vo Sounsar Jiklim Hanv (1936), 
Sezareachem Kizil (1944) and Dubhavi Ghorcarn (1946). One of his tiatrs, Gupit Cazar was printed and 
published in book form by 'The Goa Mail' press in January 1936. 

Saib Rocha always focussed on the content of his plays but at the same time never minimised the 



importance of songs in a tiatr. To get the best songs and singers, he began organising singing 
competitions. For this purpose he formed a committee comprising expert musicians, lyricists and 
singers.  His singing competitions became very popular and the artistes selected from them became 
professionals. In this way he encouraged composers and singers of his days.

Initially Saib Rocha staged two tiatrs a year.  He would rehearse them for about six months each. Saib 
Rocha's tiatrs were educative and of high standard and his performances were good.

Like other stalwarts in the field, Saib Rocha also worked hard to get ladies to perform on stage.  Besides 
his wife Ermelinda, he brought Georgina D'Souza and Miss Carlota D'Souza to perform in his tiatrs. 

Of all his plays, Romeo And Juliet, Dubhavi Ghorcarn, Mog ani Krim,Nokhetr Italia Xarachem and 
Kalsad Nouro were among the best.  His style of writing was very simple but the stage arrangements 
were gorgeous and his direction superb.  From 1916 to 1941 Saib Rocha wrote 39 plays which was some 
kind of a record at that time.  By the time he passed away he had written around 60 plays in all. He staged 
his plays mainly in Bombay and toured Goa, Karachi, Poona and Calcutta with his troupe.

Even when he became old the dramatic zeal in him did not fade away. When some contractors wanted to 
re-stage Mog Ani Krim, he approached Remmie Colaço to direct the same.  The tiatr was staged at 
Victoria Gardens, Byculla, Bombay on November 3, 1963.  Alfred Rose directed his Ghor Zanvoim, 
which was re-staged at St. Mary's Hall, Mazagaon, Bombay on August 15, 1964.  While in Goa, Saib 
Rocha approached M. Dod de Verna to stage Dubhavi Ghorcarn and Dod had a few performances of the 
tiatr in Goa in May 1966 with the Young Stars of Goa troupe.

Saib Rocha passed away on April 28, 1972.  (F. C.)

Ambrose Carlisto Piedade Fernandes hailed from the village of 
Calvim, Aldona, Bardez, Goa. He was born on July 31, 1899.  He 
imbibed the histrionics of acting and music from his family which 
was well-known for its stage talent. His father Santano Salvador 
Fernandes in particular was an established stage artiste of that time 
and a well-known composer and organizer of Konkani 'Zagors'.

His father was working in Karachi and at a young age Ambrose 
went to Karachi along with his mother and started studying in St. 
Patrick's School run by the Jesuits. Whilst schooling he also learnt 
to read and write music and play the violin, an art he mastered from reputed violinists.

The Jesuits were impressed by Ambrose's musical talent and gave him an opportunity to sing in one of the 
school concerts. Ambrose excelled in the rendition doing justice to the faith reposed in him by his Jesuit 
superiors and at the same time did justice to the art that God had bestowed upon him. With this superb 

31. 07. 1899 – 06. 04. 1982



performance he came to be known as 'Kantorist Rose' among his schoolmates. The Jesuits of St. Patrick's 
School split his first name and presented him as A. M. B. Rose, a stage name he reverently used 
throughout his stage career.

In 1919 Saib Rocha was on a tour of Karachi with his tiatr Noketr Italia Xarachem. The young A. M. B. 
Rose got an opportunity to witness this tiatr and he was so impressed by the performance that he decided 
to stage his own tiatr.   He scripted the tiatr 'Gondoll Zunvlleam Bhavancho' and staged it in the Goa 
Portuguese Association Hall, Karachi. He excelled not only in acting and singing but also in direction. 
Seeing his talent, the then Mayor of Karachi, B. F. Cabral, of Ribandar, Goa origin, requested him to 
direct his tiatrs: Gabriel Balcheanv Ani Tachi Sasumaim, A Conquista de Goa and Inocent Hermione. A. 
M. B. Rose did great justice to the roles he enacted and soon became the talk of the town. He was the first 
Goan to perform tiatrs in The Palace Theatre, which was then an exclusive auditorium for the Europeans. 

He inspired Goans settled in Karachi to take up acting and singing and formed a troupe that was named 
'Group of Goan Amateurs' and under this banner presented many tiatrs. In 1929 before bidding adieus to 
Karachi he staged his tiatr Cuslolo Visvo Xekddo.

Migrating to Bombay in search of greener pastures, A. M. B. Rose got his much deserved break in J. P. 
Souzalin's Conde de Monte Cruz which was staged in P. T. Bhangwadi, the 'Mecca of Tiatr' then. A. M. B. 
Rose was an instant hit and his performance earned him offers to act in tiatrs by the stalwarts of the tiatr 
industry like Aleixinho de Candolim, Saib Rocha and others. It was a dream come true for A. M. B. Rose 
to act in the tiatrs of Saib Rocha. A. M, B. Rose enacted his role to perfection in Alexinho de Candolim's 
Aga Kumpar.  J. P. Souzalin entrusted him with the role of a beggar in Padr Agnel and impressed by his 
talent and dedication, gave him an important role in Hem Asa Tem. He received accolades not only from 
the tiatr viewers but also from the press.

Ghatkeponnacho Inam and Jadu were A. M. B. Rose's most memorable and acclaimed tiatrs. He was 
affectionately called 'Daddy' by his tiatrist brethren. A. M. B. Rose gave to Konkani Tiatr and Music, his 
son, the legendary golden-voiced Melody King, Alfred Rose.

  A. M. B. Rose left for his heavenly abode on April 6,1982.  (M.G.) 

Maria Carlota D'Souza, popularly known on the tiatr stage as Miss 
Carlota, was born to João Minguel and Maria Artimiza Julia Vaz on 
December 5, 1902 in Cunchelim, Bardez, Goa. In the early years of 
the existence of tiatr when there was social taboo on women to 
perform on the stage, she dared to appear on the tiatr stage. She was 
a very talented performer. She took great interest in singing and 
acting right from childhood.

05. 12. 1902 – (?)



Her first appearance in a lead role was in the tiatr of a very famous director namely Affonceka. His hit 
tiatr Anjelina Bomboichi Puzadcarn put her in the limelight as she was cast opposite Anthony Tooloo, a 
famous artiste of that time. This performance prompted the veteran director, Saib A. J. Rocha, to feature 
her in lead roles in tiatrs staged under the banner of 'The Union Jack Dramatic Company'. It was under 
this banner in Saib Rocha's Romeo & Juliet where she was cast opposite the veteran, J. P. Souzalin, who 
played Romeo that she earned rave reviews. She also performed in Saib Rocha's Son Of Jerusalem and in 
J. P. Souzalin's Conde De Monte Cruzo. 

Like a shining star she rose into the firmament of grandeur on the Konkani Tiatr  stage and breathed 
her last in Bombay.  (J.R.)

Luis Borges was a name that was linked with tiatr during the early period of tiatr performances in 
Bombay. 

Luis Borges hailed from Aldona, Bardez, Goa and was the first to sing English songs with elegance on the 
tiatr stage.  He was always called upon by the thrilled and enthusiastic tiatr lovers to repeat three to four 
times each of the English or Konkani songs he rendered. 

Luis was a true pioneer who deserved honours for at least one accomplishment that seminally influenced 
tiatrs.  He advocated the cause of women to take to the tiatr stage and make it a career. 

Borges' duets with A. R. Souza Ferrão playing the female character used to bear a certain flamboyance 
that kept the audience's interest escalated.

He ably directed a number of tiatrs during his lifetime.  He was one of the finest artistes produced by the 
tiatr stage.  (F.C.)

J. P. Souzalin, whose real name was Jose Pascoal Fernandes, was 
born on March 22, 1904 at Calvim, Aldona, Bardez, Goa.  He did his 
primary schooling in Portuguese in his village.  His father passed 
away when he was quite young and his mother brought him up facing 
a lot of hardships.  He went to Karachi for further studies and 
returned to Bombay after a few years.

As a young lad, he put up plays on a stage made of wooden benches 
and used bed sheets as curtains.  Once in Bombay he got an 
opportunity to exhibit his talent as a tiatrist.  He was a member of 

22. 03. 1904 - 18. 07. 1976



Saib Rocha's troupe, 'The Union Jack Dramatic Company'.  In his first performance in Saib Rocha's tiatr 
Romeo And Juliet  he enacted the role of Romeo, which was much appreciated.  This was followed by 
another tiatr in which he did the role of a character named Souzalin.  He played this role to such 
perfection that people began calling him by that name and henceforth he became J. P. Souzalin.

Souzalin sang female parts in songs. While singing duets he would mimic a female's voice perfectly.  
Many of his songs are recorded on HMV records. “Goeant Kitem Xizta, Tem Mapxeam, Ponnje Ravon 
Dista” was one of his hit songs on All India Radio.

While in the troupe of Saib Rocha, Souzalin wrote his own tiatrs and also translated and adapted English 
plays to Konkani.  When the right opportunity came along, Souzalin became a writer, producer and 
director. In all J. P. Souzalin wrote 40 tiatrs and these include: Dream of Lisbon, Dadlo Vhodd Vo Ostori? 
Assnoracho Kistulo? Sezarni Ho Ge Dodlacho?, Sant Anton, Bhag Juzechi Khorvont, Jesus Ani Judas, 
Tiklem Cheddum, etc. 

Souzalin mostly wrote tiatrs based on religious themes.  These were well appreciated by the audience.  
His performers were usually the most popular ones on the tiatr stage, and he saw to it that the tiatrs were 
well rehearsed and well directed.  Initially Souzalin used to stage his tiatrs only in Bombay.  In the year 
1965 in January, he staged his tiatr Saibinnicheo Sat Dukhi for the first time in Goa.  Subsequently in the 
same year, he staged Hem Asa Tem in Goa which made him a very much sought after director in Goa.  
Later he visited Goa with his tiatrs several times.  He got the same support from the people in Goa too. It 
was houseful wherever he went.  In order that every tiatr lover could afford to watch his tiatr he would 
decrease the rate of the tickets after every successive performance.  Souzalin introduced many new 
talents to the tiatr stage. One such singer-actor and director he gave to the tiatr world was Alfred Rose. 
One of his hit tiatrs Saibinnicheo Sat Dukhi is published by the Goa Konkani Akademi in the book 
'Tiatrancho Jhelo Vol. 2'.

Because of his immense enthusiasm and perfection in whatever he did, Souzalin rose to become a 
director of fame.  In every tiatr Souzalin always had something new to offer to the audience.  His 
direction and 'trick-scenes' would attract people to the halls.  It was because of this, that some referred to 
him as 'Cecil B. De Miles' of the tiatr stage.

Souzalin had many firsts to his credit.  He was the first producer-director to stage three performances 
(morning, noon and night) of the same tiatr Sam Francis Xavier on the same day (although a week day) in 
the same hall P. T. Bhangwadi and got houseful sales for all the three shows.  It was a record then, not only 
among Konkani tiatrs, but among all stage plays taking place then, in and around Bombay. He is the only 
director who has the distinction of performing one of his tiatrs Hem Asa Tem twenty-seven times at P. T. 
Bhangwadi, Bombay. 

J. P. Souzalin passed away in Bombay on July 18, 1976.  At the time of his death he was half-way through 
his new script Misachi Bhett. 

The Municipality of Greater Mumbai named after him a lane in the third street of Marine Lines in 
Mumbai as 'J. P. Souzalin Marg'.  Similar recognition was given to him in Goa by naming after him a road 
leading to his village, Calvim, in Aldona.  (F.C.)



Even though tiatr was first staged at The New Alfred Theatre, Bombay and thereafter in many a theatre, P. 
T. Bhangwadi is always referred to as the Mecca of Konkani Tiatr. The tiatrist who was responsible to 
open the doors of P. T. Bhangwadi to tiatr is Ernest Rebello.

Ernest was born in 1905 in Ponollem, Aldona, Bardez, Goa. His talent for tiatr was spotted at a tender age 
and his ability to compose songs even as a school boy placed him in an envious spot among his co-
villagers. Ernest was proud to be a tiatrist who could sing and act. 

The concerts held in his village ward served as a perfect platform for him and his friends and he was 
invited to perform in concerts in other wards too. With the passage of time, he built for himself a 
reputation of being one of the most talented tiatrists of the village.

Ernest Rebello migrated to Bombay in search of a job and upon finding one looked out for avenues to 
realize his heart's desire of singing and acting. Lean in body and having facial expressions that could 
drive any sane person crazy, Ernest Rebello was soon recognized as a leading comedian Offers started . 
pouring in from leading directors of the time. His comic songs received encores. 

From singing and acting he ventured into scripting and direction. His tiatrs Hanv Patki, Bomboichi Istil 
and Avoicho Ghutt established him as a reputed playwright. 

Ernest Rebello had the gift of recognizing talent in new-comers and he encouraged them by casting them 
in his tiatrs. 

In the short span of his life he dedicated two and a half decades to tiatr. He breathed his last at his 
residence in Aldona in 1945.  (M.G.)

1905 - 1945

João Agostinho Lobato alias J. A. Lobato was born on September 
23, 1906 at Dabul, Bombay.  He hailed from Ponda, Goa. He 
worked for Mazagaon Docks Ltd., Bombay and lived in Gowalia 
Tank, Bombay.  

He was considered a leading light among the early birds on the 
tiatr stage.  He was a playwright and singer of repute, who staged 
and directed a good number of tiatrs during his lifetime.  Roque 
Santan, Minguel Rod, Fithna, Marekin, Master Vaz, etc. 
performed in his tiatrs. He was a good composer and composed his 
songs mostly on social themes. 

23. 09. 1906 – 29. 03. 1980



His last tiatr was Tum Tiatrist?, a tiatr  that was based on tiatr and tiatrists.  His most popular tiatrs were:  
Nimitak Karann, Bail Khuris Vhoddlo, Ticlea Lagim Kazar, Noxibantlo Nouro, etc.  For Lobato, tiatr 
was a serious duty.  He always enjoyed the company of writers and directors.  He was one of the most 
disciplined soldiers of the tiatr stage.

J. A. Lobato passed away on March 29, 1980 in Bombay.  (F.C.)

João Thomas Fernandes, hailing from Calvim, Aldona, Goa, was born 
on April 25, 1907 in Karachi. As a kid he got the opportunity of 
witnessing the silent movies of Charlie Chaplin in which another 
American actor, Jackie Coogan, was cast. João Thomas idolized 
Jackie Coogan and his love for this actor made him acquire the stage 
name Thomas Coogan.

Thomas Coogan was a star at a very tender age. Composing songs was 
his forte, an art he kept on perfecting with every passing day. Be it 
Christmas, New Year, Easter or the village feast, Thomas Coogan was 
always part of the concerts presented, in which he would amuse the 
gathering by singing a variety of songs – comic and non-comic. He 
composed most of the songs and taught them to his co-villagers. 

Maturing as a youngster, like many others he too went to Bombay in search of greener pastures. He worked 
for a living but never gave up on the art that he cherished deep within his heart since childhood. 

On the occasion of the Exposition of the holy relics of St. Francis Xavier, a concert was organized at P. T. 
Bhangwadi in Bombay in which his composition and rendition of the song “Sant Francis Xavier”, created 
such an impact that he was instantly picked up by the commercial directors of that time. 

He sang duets and duos with his co-villager, Jose Mendes, who was popularly known as Miss Ida on the tiatr 
stage. This duo probably featured together in 20-25 tiatrs and they made a great impact. Their duos recorded 
on HMV records were broadcast on All India Radio. 

Acclaimed as a singer, Thomas Coogan went on to master the art of acting. From the cameo roles he initially 
played, he rose to be one of the lead versatile actors and the directors would cast him in any role, be it of the 
romantic lead, a comedian, a hero or  a villain. He acted with ease as a Hindu or as a wicked vampire. His 
portrayal of the role of a wicked negro in J. P. Souzalin's Conde de Monte Cruz remains a memorable one.

In olden days, the scripts of the tiatr were short and precise and would have even 25 songs  Besides the script, .
the writer also had to compose songs which was often burdensome. Thomas Coogan eased this burden by 
composing most of the songs if not all. It is estimated that in his lifetime comprising of fifty years, Thomas 
Coogan composed several songs. He also directed and presented tiatrs with good messages. 

He left for his heavenly abode in 1957 at the age of 50 at his residence in Wadala, Bombay (M.G.) .  

1907 – 1957



Dioguinho De Mello brought to the Konkani stage that 
irrepressible yodelling with natural tremolo in his voice. He sang 
with melodious inarticulate sounds with frequent changes between 
falsetto and his normal voice.

The maiden black and white Konkani movie Mogacho Anvddo 
produced by Bombay-based Mapxenkar, Al Jerry Braganza, was 
based on Dioguinho's novel Mogachi Odd, second edition of 
which was published in 1971.  The premier show of Mogacho 
Anvddo was held on April, 24, 1950.

Dioguinho De Mello, who hailed from Candolim, Bardez, Goa, 
was born on March 03, 1908 at Panjim. Christened Francis Diogo Romano de Mello, he had his primary 
education in Portuguese followed by higher education in English. He made his debut on the Konkani 
stage at an early age of 17.  He and thereafter for Richardson and worked for the Mazagon Docks 
Cruddas, Bombay. He later cruised as a steward on board the ships, travelling to Europe, Mexico and 
Miami in the United States of America.

Dioguinho's song compositions were either in Konkani, English or Portuguese.  He won laurels 
wherever he sang, earning name and fame not only for himself but also for our Golden Goa. He was a sort 
of an ambassador of the Konkani stage, spreading Goan culture far and wide.  He was equally at ease 
composing and singing Mandos, dulpods and devotional songs. Songs on various topics like “Atom 
Bomb”, “Hem Mannic”, “Cheddum Forsugelem”, “Ponnjechea Pattear”, “Orasaum Fatima Saibinnik”, 
“Sam Francis Xavier”, are famous examples of these thematic trends.  All these tracks are already 
popular with the Goan masses and they are sung at places of worship, mando festivals and other 
auspicious occasions even to this day.

 Dioguinho is yet another singer who belonged to an era that rendered combined English and Konkani 
songs.  His other competitors were Patrick Fireman, Luis Borges, Emidio Sailor, Anthony Vaz, Souza 
Ferrão, Souza Guiao and Anthony De Sa.  DioguinhoIn 1947  won the first prize in a singing competition 
in Bombay at the Indo-Portuguese Institute. When the 'Stars of Portugal' visited Goa, he was classified as 
the best voice of Goa among the songsters gathered there. Many of his songs were recorded on discs of 
HMV and 'Twins Records' and became popular. A few dulcet duets were cut by him with his sister 
Ismenia, who sang duets with him in tiatrs as well.  Many tiatrists of yesteryears were introduced by him 
to The Gramophone Company of India If at all Jacinto Vaz established himself as a professional, it was .  
because of Dioguinho  who admitted Jacinto in 'National Artist Unity'. He was the main songster and 
organizer of the Konkani section of Emissora de Goa.

Dioguinho was a good playwright as well. His popular tiatrs include: Don Ghoranchi Dusmankai, Dog 
Talhar Noure, Xevott Abru Chorteleancho, Addecho CID, Don Endde Afrikanist, Sun Vo Visvaxi Bail, 
etc. A few of his tiatrs were not staged such as Sotachem Hatiar, Niropradhi Chor, Bhikxecho Inam, etc.

 He performed in many tiatrs of other directors.  Even after losing his eye sight, Dioguinho made his last 
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appearance in Manuel D'Lima's Soddvonddar at Panjim, where he was received by tiatr-lovers with a 
frenzied round of applause.

We are able to get an insight into Dioguinho's life as a seafarer through an article published by the 
Evening Chronicle (London) in its issue of May 15, 1953. “He learnt to sing and could flawlessly enact 
his roles on the stage to perfection. This is Blyth port in London.  He is the crew member on board the 
ship which is anchored here.  It is likely to take three months for the ship's repairs.  Every Sunday, as a 
staunch Roman Catholic he participates in the Eucharistic celebration.  He established friendly relations 
with the parish priest, who invited Dioguinho and other Goan crew members for a programme 
comprising of dance, songs and food.  On this occasion, Dioguinho rendered as many as seven songs – 
with non-stop applause from the audience.  This was followed by an invitation of the Big Club, where 
again he earned the appreciation of one and all.”

The news soon spread over entire London like a wild fire.  As they were to sail off, Blyth District Club 
and its members organized a farewell party for Dioguinho and his fellow Goans.  And as a remembrance, 
Dioguinho was presented with a memento. Therefore he happens to be the first tiatrist to sing on the 
English stage.  Liverpool, Birkenhead, Glasgow, Vera Cruz, Mexico, USA and Africa were the other 
places where Dioguinho performed later, besides our own Goa and Bombay.

Dioguinho regularly contributed articles to The Goa Mail and The Goa Times of Bombay under the pen-
name of 'Diodem'. Besides Mogachi Vodd, he also authored the following novels: Tambddo Moyekar, 
Dharunn Calliz, Khotto Put, Konn Zait To Crimidor? and Ugddas 1901 Vorsacho.

He established himself as a responsible artiste by taking his work seriously and labouring at it with 
consistency.

He passed away in Goa on September 30, 1976.  (F.C.)

On May 7, 1908 in the Cardozo family of Divar, Ilhas, Goa, was 
born a beautiful baby girl who would one day dazzle everyone with 
her beauty and talent on celluloid. This was none other than 
Ermelinda Cardozo alias Ermeline who starred in more than 40 
films (most of them belonged to the 'silent movie' era). She was 
born into a poor peasant family to Paulo Faustino Cardoso and 
Maria Joaquina de Souza. 

She took for her screen name 'Sudhabala' and made the first 
appearance of her film career in the Hindi film, Hothal Padmini, in 
1925 at the young age of seventeen. Some of her other films are 
Cinema Girl, Vanishing Hopes, Daring Damsel, Red Signal, Ram Bharose, Noor-E-Baghdad, Jagad 
Guru Shrimad Shankaracharya, Gulshan-E-Arab, Kamlakumari, Veer Kesari, Vanjari etc. At that time it 
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was the practice to give an English title to any film. In Cinema Girl she had the good fortune of starring in 
the female lead role opposite the legendary Prithviraj Kapoor. Incidentally  it was she who chose him and 
introduced him to films. 

Ermeline was hardworking, sang very sweetly and danced like a diva. The 'vamp' or 'the other woman' 
role was pioneered in Indian cinema by Ermeline and others. 

Ermeline was also a star of merit in the Konkani tiatr. She married one of the veterans of the Konkani 
tiatr, Saib Rocha, who was a playwright and director. In addition to the encouragement she received from 
great Konkani tiatrists like Miss Georgina and Miss Carlota, Saib Rocha encouraged and supported her 
to perform in tiatr. She became popular among tiatr audiences. 

Ermeline performed not only in her husband's tiatrs, but also in tiatrs written and directed by others like 
A. R. Souza Ferrão's Almam Sorgar Vetat.

She died accidentally during the shooting of one of her films.  (I.C.)

01. 06. 1909 – 06. 03. 1978

Augusto Remedios Souza,  popularly known as A. R. Souza  
Ferrão, was born on June 1, 1909 in Ambora-Raia, a village in 
Salcette taluka of Goa. Little did Joaquim Mariano Souza and 
Maria Cecilia Ferrao know then that their bundle of joy would 
become one of the stalwarts of the tiatr stage. Souza Ferrão's father 
chose to leave Ambora-Raia and reside at Fatorda, Salcette, Goa, 
where his big house still stands. As a child, Souza Ferrão attended 
the parochial school in Margao. Like most other Goan musicians of 
yesteryears, he also learnt music and the violin during his 
schooldays. The Church choirmaster took him along to many villages to sing for Masses and Lenten 
lamentations (moteti).  From there he joined the Government Portuguese Primary school.

After completing his 'Segundo Grau' he joined the Catholic Educational Institute in Margao to study 
English. As he was also a good artist he later joined the J. J. School of Art in Bombay. 

Souza Ferrão's love for the tiatr stage manifested itself at a very early age. Basilio Furtado from 
Chinchinim introduced him to the tiatr stage in his tiatr Naddponn Amigachem. Souza Ferrão played a 
female character, 'Princess Diana', in this tiatr. The tiatr was staged at Clube Harmonia hall in Margao. 
He won the hearts of the audience with his acting and singing. This spurred him on to perform more 
often.  He improvised a stage by making use of benches. He used bed sheets as curtains and along with a 
few other boys performed small concerts in the house of Erico Barreto at Margao. He passed a tray 
around among the audience during the interval so that with the collection that he made he could defray 



the expenses of the music and other requirements. It is praiseworthy that in spite of his great liking for 
and participation in tiatrs right from his schooldays, he pursued his studies with devotion. 

Although his father was a 'khellam mestri', he never wanted his son to become a tiatrist. He even often 
beat up Souza Ferrão severely to dissuade him from acting in tiatrs. In desperation he got Souza Ferrão a 
job in the police band. But Souza Ferrão was not interested in the job because he would not be able to do 
what he did best – perform in tiatrs. To conceal his identity as a tiatrist from his father, he took the stage 
name 'Souza Ferrão'. �

Souza Ferrão rose in popularity among tiatr lovers. Once a famous Portuguese director came to Bombay 
to perform his tiatr at Royal Opera House. It was a jam-packed select audience. The Portuguese Consul 
selected Luis Borges and Souza Ferrão, the only two famous Goan singers, to sing. Needless to say, they 
won great acclaim for their performance. 

Souza Ferrão performed with all the noted playwrights and directors like João Agostinho Fernandes, J. P. 
Souzalin, Saib Rocha, Ernest Rebello, M. Boyer, C. Alvares, Prem Kumar, etc. He also formed his own 
group with some Goan boys. It was called the 'Jolly Brothers Dramatic Club.'

Souza Ferrão was the first Konkani artiste to present a musical programme on All India Radio, Bombay. 
It was broadcast on November 11, 1936 (or 1937 ?). The music was done by Manuel Alphonso. Souza 
Ferrão was an excellent composer of lyrics as well as music. He could sing equally well. His forte was 
typical kunbi songs.

In 1954 and 1955 Souza Ferrão was the only Konkani artiste to be invited to perform on Republic Day in 
Delhi. Souza Ferrão's troupe, 'The Goan Folk Song and Dance Party' was adjudged the best in the 
competition among the folk dances of India. Souza Ferrão was highly praised by the then President of 
India, Dr. Rajendra Prasad and the then Prime Minister of India, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. The Central 
Government of India produced a documentary entitled 'The Folk Dances of India' which included Souza 
Ferrão's folk dances of Goa.

Souza Ferrao wrote, directed and produced many tiatrs, namely, Visvasgath, Paichem Farikponn, Kazari 
Okol, Ghatkeponn, Zotkaxi, Gouio Put and Santan Bavddi. Many of his tiatrs turned out to be hits. He 
also directed tiatrs for other tiatr playwrights, especially João Agostinho Fernandes.

A versatile actor that he was, we can safely say that he played almost every role one could think of. When 
you recall the many varied roles that he played in different tiatrs, undoubtedly you picture before your 
mind's eye the multi-talented A. R. Souza Ferrão. He always kept the audience guessing whether he 
would play a Kunbi, a bhattkar, an old woman, a young girl, a Hindu or a character that he had never 
played before. It was always a pleasure to see him on stage. He could get under the skin of the character 
and play it effortlessly.  He always did full justice to his role. He was exceptionally good at Kunbi roles. 
The same thing can be said of all the songs he sang during the tiatrs.

He encouraged and introduced many youngsters to the tiatr stage. He was also quick to applaud them for 
their good performance.  He was a perfect gentleman. He was totally dedicated to tiatr and tiatr artistes. 
At his time public transport, particularly at night, was a big problem. He walked long distances carrying 
his trunk on his head, although sometimes he was not paid even for his performance. He was also large 
hearted to allow tiatr artistes to live in his house in Margao. He cared for the poor and those in need of 
help. He staged many tiatrs to raise funds for charitable causes. He was not afraid to speak the truth as the 
following incident proves. When Konkani received recognition as a distinct language by the Sahitya 



Academy, a meeting was held in Bombay at the Dabul Goan Institute. Seeing that many tiatr artistes were 
conspicuous by their absence, he lamented, “We, tiatr artistes are big hypocrites. We earn and sustain 
ourselves because of Konkani. But how many of us are present here?”

He got good roles in almost all the Konkani blockbuster films like Amchem Noxib, Nirmonn, Sukhachem 
Sopon, Mhoji Ghorkarn, Kortubancho Sounsar, Jivit Amchem Oxem, Bhuierantlo Munis, Boglantt etc. 

He was a good lyricist and composed several songs. Some of his popular songs being “Vauraddi”, “Sorg 
Tujea Dolleamni”, “Sintidan Paim Ghal Re Jaki”, etc.

Souza Ferrão passed away on March 6, 1978 at St George's Hospital, Bombay at the age of 69.

'A. R. Souza Ferrão Cultural and Charitable Trust' is a public Trust established in Souza Ferrão's memory 
by his family.  (I.C.)

Anthony Vaz was born in 1909 and hailed from Carambolim, Ilhas, 
Goa.  He was an enthusiastic singer and actor when young and 
regularly participated in his school's concerts in Goa.

 He got his first commercial break in Saib Rocha's tiatr in the year 
1927 in Bombay when he was just 18.  He had a sweet and 
melodious voice and a unique style of singing and became an 
instant hit among the tiatr audiences. He was one among the few 
English-Konkani opening solo singers who made a mark with his 
western dress style and was applauded when he appeared on stage.  
“Oh, It's Time Holding Hands In The Moonlight” was his evergreen 
English song in tiatrs which the audiences of those times still remember with nostalgia. His songs such as 
“Bhonvchim Mogan”, “Calliz Dukhant Ghaltai”, etc.were recorded on HMV records. 

He was also a good actor and playwright.  He has a few tiatrs to his credit such as Broken Heart 
(Ducoulolem Calliz), Mog College-ik Vetanam, Tarvotteancho Sounsar, Gupit Mog and Theatristancho 
Theatr.  Among these Tarvotteancho Sounsar was the most popular. 

Anthony worked for Richardson & Cruddas Co. Ltd., Bombay.  He was also the secretary of the Workers' 
Union of this company. 

In 1952 Anthony performed for the first time in Goa in one of Minguel Rod's tiatrs and became popular in 
Goa too.  Back in Bombay, he got very involved in Trade Union activities. Overloaded with this 
responsibility, Anthony had little time to devote to the tiatr stage and hence abruptly bid adieu to it, much 
to the disappointment of tiatr fans.

Anthony Vaz passed away in Bombay in 1976. (F.C.)

1909 - 1976 



From his stage name Aleixinho De Candolim (meaning Alexinho 
from Candolim) we can fathom his love for his native village. 
Christened as João Baptista Aleixinho Fernandes, he was born in 
Camotim, Candolim, Bardez, Goa, on July 9, 1913 to Antonio 
Caetano and Monica Fernandes.  

Having studied in the parochial school, he got a chance to sing 
hymns. This helped him to sing songs and he was very fond of 
singing and acting from a very early age. He was an indispensable 
participant in the annual cultural programme of the school.

When Aleixinho was 16 years old, he composed a song and sang it 
in the tiatr which was staged on the occasion of the village feast. The audience liked it very much and this 
encouraged him greatly. At an early age of 22 Aleixinho had become so popular that he was in demand for 
both, acting and singing in the tiatrs staged in different villages.

Aleixinho wrote his first tiatr entitled Putanchi Duddvanchi As Ani Avoiche Disgras. He staged this tiatr 
on the feast day of the patroness of Candolim Church - Our Lady of Hope (Nossa Senhora de Esperança) 
on December 27, 1935. He included local artistes and composed all the songs in the tiatr himself. The 
tiatr as well as the songs clicked with the audience and then there was no turning back for Aleixinho. He 
scripted a number of tiatrs and with both, local and commercial artistes, staged them not only in 
Candolim but in other villages as well. 

Like other youngsters from Goa, Aleixinho also went to Bombay in 1939 in search of a job. To his good 
luck he was invited to perform in German Pinto's tiatr.  He came to be regarded as a good artiste both by 
tiatr directors as well as audiences in Bombay.

In the short span of his life he penned about 27 tiatrs. He directed and presented them on stage. The tiatrs 
that have done exceptionally well and are remembered even today, that is more than 50 years after his 
death, include  Mhatarponn, Amcho Pordes, Gõycho Posorkar, To Bavtto Dhormacho, Mhozo Ghov 
Basurkar, Ram Ram Baoji, Bhasailolo Nouro, Sonvsarant Konn Konnacho?, Omtea Kollxear Udok and 
Amchea Xetachi Pavnni.  An analysis of his tiatrs shows that he was keenly aware of the social problems 
of his day and tried not only to provide entertainment to people but also to educate them about these 
problems and try to find solutions to them.

In his tiatr Mhatarponn he shows how the sons ill-treat their aged parents. He also warns the sons that 
they will become old one day and will receive similar treatment from their children in their old age.

His tiatr Gõycho Posorkar describes the shopkeepers who owned shops during the Portuguese regime. 
Some tried to help their poor customers while others tried to cheat the poor by selling them things at 
higher rates. In his tiatr Aleixinho requests the government to take strict action on erring shopkeepers and 
to award prizes to the good ones.

09. 07. 1913 - 16. 07 1963



For many years Goans have gone to the Gulf to earn a living. Today many youngsters have chosen to go 
to England and other countries to help support themselves and their families.  In Aleixinho's days many 
went to Basura and did well for themselves. The young men working in Basura were in demand for 
young brides. Alexinho made this the theme of his tiatr Mhozo Ghov Basurkar. He appealed to the Goan 
parents of young brides-to-be not to get their daughters married to these young men only for the love of 
their money. He told them to see that the bridegrooms have good qualities instead.

To Bavtto Dhormacho was a tiatr he wrote basing it on social life. In this tiatr he also emphasized the 
importance of the Holy Cross which is greatly revered by Goans.

His tiatr Amchea Xetachi Pavnni was first staged by him in Candolim in April 1962 on Easter Sunday.  
During the Portuguese era in Goa the tenants (munddkars) toiled laboriously on the lands owned by the 
landlords (bhattkars) but the landlords reaped the lion's share of the profits. The landlords were so 
powerful that the tenants dare not even look them in the face, leave alone speaking up before them. Soon 
after the Liberation of Goa Aleixinho exposed this tyranny and exploitation by the landlords in this tiatr 
and pleaded for justice for the tenants. It was almost impossible to stage a tiatr against landlords during 
the Portuguese regime. But Aleixinho fearlessly staged his tiatr and made it amply clear to all that he had 
the good of the poor and the downtrodden in his heart and that he could make his voice heard for the 
voiceless tenants. 

Aleixinho composed and sang many songs in tiatrs. Besides, he recorded many songs which can be heard 
on the radio even today. Some of his popular songs are Fatima Saibinn, Cazari Bhoinni, Bailek Bhieta, 
Dadlea, etc.

Alexinho passed away on July 16, 1963.  (I.C.)

01. 03. 1915 – 10. 07. 1969

One can never forget his awesome presence in the role of a villain 
in the film Nirmon. The way he played that negative role was mind 
blowing. A talented singer and an even better actor, he had always 
wanted to perform on stage and perform he did, carving his very 
own place in the Konkani tiatr world.

Anthony De Sa hailed from Dandora, Cuncolim, Salcette, Goa. He 
was born on March 1, 1915 to Marcus Antonio Benedicto de Sa and 
Agatha Ernestina Gracias.

He was well-educated, having done his studies in Bombay and he 
stood out as a bright young man. As destiny would have it he entered the field of tiatr.   His aristocratic 
family believed that acting in tiatrs was below its dignity. But it so happened that when he was living in 
the club in Bombay, his village boys requested him to write a script for a tiatr they wanted to stage. 
Anthony was only 18 then and he did write a tiatr entitled Zhuz Mogachem in 1933 which was performed   



at P. T. Bhangwadi. It is said that the show almost got cancelled due to the Hindu-Muslim riots taking 
place at that time. Curfew was clamped on the whole of Bombay and no dramas were allowed to be 
staged but Anthony De Sa was made of sterner stuff. He did not give up and somehow wanted to stage the 
show.  He made it happen due to sheer perseverance on his part as he convinced and took special 
permission from the then City Police Commissioner and the show was staged.  Kudos to him! 
Undoubtedly the tiatr was a resounding success, watched also by established popular directors like Saib 
Rocha and J. P. Souzalin. 

Anthony was a good singer too and he sang with a style of his own, attired in his best suit with gloves on 
his hands and a hat to match a la English actors. Impressive as he was, when the great director J. P. 
Souzalin approached him to perform the Opening Song in his tiatr, Anthony was overwhelmed and 
accepted the offer.  He did not have a clue as to what kind of song he would sing for the great director but 
finally he composed an English song and sang it with its Konkani translation as well and this style got 
him a permanent regular place to sing the Opening Songs. This opportunity was normally given to the 
likes of A. R. Souza Ferrão, Dioguinho de Mello, Anthony Vaz, Luis Borges, Emidio Sailor etc. 
Anthony's songs were found to be definitely above the rest and of a much higher standard. He drew 
spontaneous applause as he walked onto the stage.  There was a lot of depth in his compositions. Anthony 
was one of the preferred singers for Opening Songs which he sang in many tiatrs staged during that time.  
HMV has recorded some of his songs such as “Ankvar Dovortolem”, “Irene Mhaka Rabta”, “Kai Borem 
Tem Mannkulem”, etc. 

Later he took to acting as well and there again he scored. Initially he did small roles and slowly developed 
his acting skills himself to take on bigger roles. He used to study the roles and characterise them to the 
minutest detail. The great director, J. P. Souzalin,  always preferred Anthony to do the main roles in his 
tiatrs. His memorable role in J. P. Souzalin's Sat Dukhi where he played Jesus Christ was a treat to watch.  

Having made a mark in singing and acting, Anthony took to writing scripts and penned 17 tiatrs of his 
own, popular among which were Rogtachi Bhett, Vingans, Dotor Fottas, Maim ti Maim, Farikponn, 
Inam Zolmancho, Inam Patkacho, Ayah, Ghatkem Kumsar, Nores Fonddpi, Axechem Nirbhag and 
Lojechem Boglantt.  Ghatkem Kumsar was his last home production which was staged on February 12, 
1969 at Tejpal Hall, Gowalia Tank, Bombay.  He used to take a lot of interest in the direction and sought 
perfection from his artistes in his tiatrs. They respected him and his work. 

Besides writing, directing and staging his own tiatrs, Anthony De Sa also revised and directed 24 other 
plays for various writers. His last performance was in M. Boyer's Atam Konn Ghatki? staged at Damodar 
Hall, Parel, Bombay on February 28, 1969.  Anthony was a radio artiste too and participated in many 
drama productions aired by All India Radio, Bombay. 

Although Anthony De Sa started off in the tiatr field as a singer, he made a huge impact also as an actor 
and director.

Anthony De Sa passed away on July10, 1969, in Dhobitalao, Bombay.  (S.M.)



Sebastião Vitorino Alvares, alias Alvares Champion, was born on 
April 15, 1915 in Saligão, Bardez, Goa.  He was a writer, director, 
lyricist, singer and a fine performer both in male and female roles. 

Saib Rocha was always on the lookout for fresh talent and he would 
organize singing competitions in Bombay regularly.  Sebastião 
Alvares mostly won these competitions and as a result Saib Rocha 
named him 'Alvares Champion'. 

Alvares was a gifted composer. He composed songs and freely 
distributed them to his colleagues.  Initially he sang duets with his 
colleagues in which he played the female part.  

Later Alvares took to scripting tiatrs and turned out to be a 
successful writer-director. Some of his popular tiatrs were: Kuzner Bombaincho Ani Bhattcar Goencho, 
Jezuchi Imaz, Directorancho Refri, Morgad Put, Narad, Vattsur Ani Tachi Mozot, etc.

Alvares was a distinguished Mando and dulpod composer.  Some of his Mandos like “Istimosanv 
Rozachem”, “Mhapxechea Bazarant”, “Jakinu Bai”, “Zhoddi” etc. are still being broadcast on All India 
Radio, Goa and Mumbai.  Many of his songs such as “Boball Sezareanchi”, “Guddguddi”, “Sorngo”, 
etc.  and Mandos were recorded on HMV records. 

His songs are also compiled in two audio cassettes titled 'Champion' and 'Noxibachem Nokhetr'.

Alvares Champion passed away on January 4, 1991 at his residence in Dhobitalao, Mumbai.

His legacy was carried forward by his son Tony Alvares alias Tony King and is still being carried on by 
his son Theodore Alvares (trumpeter) and daughter Irene  Alvares Saseira.  (F.C.)

15. 04. 1915 - 04. 01. 1991

17. 02. 1917- 10. 03. 1991

Caetano Manuel Pereira was the baptismal name of Kid Boxer who 
was born on February 17, 1917 at Siolim, Bardez, Goa. When he 
was about eight years of age his father took him to Bombay. His 
childhood naughtiness earned him the nickname 'Boxer' which 
was adapted to the stage name of Kid Boxer. He learnt English 
through his interaction with elders while his avid readership of Dor 
Mhoineanchi Rotti helped him to master Konkani. After having 
had apprenticeship in smaller plays, Kid Boxer had his debut in 



commercial tiatr in 1940 through Ernest Rebello's Bomboichi Istil.   

Inspired by seeing the M-G-M logo at Metro Cinema in Bombay, while walking back with Master Vaz 
one evening, he innovated the formation of the famous Kid-Young-Rod trio. The second member was 
Young Menezes, a jet-speed singer. Minguel Rod, one of the greatest Konkani tiatrists, completed the 
triumvirate. The triad was a force to reckon with in singing at tiatrs as their presence attracted audiences 
and they influenced the formation of subsequent trios such as Conception-Nelson-Anthony, Rom-Rem-
Rod, etc.  Kid was highly skilled at fashioning sarcastic songs loaded with puns, proverbs and disguised 
criticism.  Some of his popular songs till date are: 'Ximiter', 'Marekar Temp', 'Panpotti', 'Xevott 
Sounsaracho', etc. A few of them were recorded on HMV Records. He was also an exponent of preparing 
instant retorts at singing debates opposite Aleixinho de Candolim.

Kid's very appearance on the stage, whether in a trio or a duet, triggered the audience's expectation of 
someone being in for a slamming.  He could envision powerful scientific imagery in his songs such as in 
the metaphor of bombers as birds dropping eggs while flying. Though he was accused of being anti-
national, Kid eulogized leaders such as Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhash Chandra Bose 
and often wore a Nehru cap. With his Chaplin-like moustache, flat cap and a wand, he resembled Charlie 
Chaplin.

 The first tiatr that Kid Boxer scripted was Ostori but Kidachem Sopon became the most popular and 
controversial of his tiatrs.  Some of the other tiatrs by Kid Boxer were: Adeus Vo Nimnni Bhett;; Amchim 
Natalam;  Amcho Ganv; Ankvar ani Kazari; Bankruttan Bankrutt; Beltodd of India (Budhvont Put 
Ganvcho);  Editor Ponch de Bombaim; Fuddar; Lojechem Kopel; Mog Antticho; Mhozo Oprad;  
Mumboiche Gõykar; Zata tem  Boreak and Zulum.  It is worth noting that there were reactions triggered 
by Kid's tiatrs. These came in the form of published books such as Kid Boxer-ak Ugti Chitt; Sonvsara 
Bhair Ponch and Kid Boxer-hachi Ostori. His tiatr Ostori  gave rise to two other dramas: Dadlo  and 
Konn Vhodd-Dadlo vo Ostori? The discussions continued through newspapers for about three years.  
Somzonnent Chuk Zali which was printed by the Goa Konknni Akademi explores the human psyche and 
the tendency of prejudice that leads to terrible misunderstandings. The drama also displays his quirky 
ability to combine the serious with the humorous without being melodramatic. Kid directed several of 
Minguel Rod's tiatrs after Minguel Rod's demise such as Bapul Bhau, Lembddo Santan, Gorib Xezari 
and Ghorchem Kestaum. He had a brief but highly attractive role as a trombone player in the popular 
Konkani film Amchem Noxib.

He passed away in Bombay on March 10, 1991.  (R.F.) 



The moment he was seen on the stage the audience used to burst out 
laughing uncontrollably. Yes, you guessed it right! The reference is 
to the 'Charlie Chaplin of the Konkani Stage', Jacinto Vaz. 

Jacinto Vaz was born in Mandur, Ilhas, Goa on April 27, 1918. He 
got his elementary education in the village school. He then 
followed up his studies in Little Flower High School, Bombay. He 
was lucky to be able to showcase his singing talent in a Konkani 
singing competition held in his school. From then on he was a 
regular participant in the school concerts.

He got his first commercial break in Ernest Rebello's tiatr, Hanv 
Patki. There was an association of great tiatr artistes in Bombay like Souza Ferrão, Kid Boxer, Anthony 
Vaz and Miss Julie. It was called National Artistes Unity. Another tiatr artiste, Dioguinho D'Mello, made 
Jacinto a member of this association. Being a member of this association, he participated for the first time 
in a tiatr in Goa. 

It seems strange that at first Jacinto Vaz did non-comic roles. It was Aleixinho de Candolim who 
discovered the comic streak in him.  In his tiatr, Bhasailolo  Nouro,  Aleixinho gave Jacinto the lead role 
of a comic bridegroom. He did full justice to the role and became a permanent and inimitable comedian 
of the tiatr stage. He remained so till the end of his stage career. There was nothing that he did or did not 
do on stage that did not blend with his role. His comedy was spontaneous and effortless. He excelled as a 
drunkard on stage, displaying detailed mannerisms of the character. He did not need to do anything –  
speak, act or sing. His very presence on stage was enough to send people into fits of laughter. That was 
because he was a born comedian. 

Jacinto was a good playwright. He scripted tiatrs like Bodmas, Ghorvali, Bandwala, Nitidar, Botler Bab, 
Maim Ani Sun, Xevott Putancho, Tiatrist, Cunhead Ani Mana, New Fashion, Bombay Dekho, To Amkam 
Visorlo, etc. Cunhead Ani Mana was a hit tiatr that completed 175 shows. 

In 1959 he toured various parts of Africa like Nairobi, Mombasa, Dar-es-Salaam and Tanganyika and 
held performances of his tiatrs, New Fashion and Cunhead Ani Mana. En route to Africa he staged 
Cunhead Ani Mana in Karachi, Pakistan. He went on a second tour of Africa in 1982.  From 1981 
onwards he did many trips with his tiatrs to Kuwait, Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Doha, Muscat and Dubai and 
regaled Goan audiences there.

He participated in innumerable tiatrs, written and directed by himself as well as in tiatrs written and 
directed by famous playwrights and directors. Among the earlier ones mention can be made of João 
Agostinho Fernandes, Ernest Rebello, J. P. Souzalin, Aleixinho de Candolim, Minguel Rod, Kid Boxer, 
Master Vaz, Dioguinho De Mello and J. A. Lobato. Later on he participated in tiatrs by C. Alvares, Alfred 
Rose, M. Boyer, Rico Rod, Star of Arossim and Prem Kumar.

Jacinto Vaz worked for some time in 'Emissora de Goa' (now All India Radio). He composed and sang 

27. 04. 1918 - 30. 04. 1993



many songs on stage, on All India Radio and in cassettes and gramophone records. Some of his popular 
songs like 'Bailank Lagon', 'Bhair Kaddlo Dovo', 'Dukracho Prat', 'Nylon', 'Kabai', 'Koloi', 'Mottorcar', 
'Rend Sedachem', 'Rock-N-Roll', etc are still loved today.  The audio cassette titled Goencho Avaz, is his  
own production which has music by his son, Tony Vaz, along with Mike Machado. It is now available in 
compact disc format.

Besides his outstanding performances on the tiatr stage, Jacinto has left behind memorable performances 
in Konkani films like Nirmonn and Mhoji Ghorcarn. In the film Nirmonn, the song, 'Kazar Zaunk Asa 
Boro Cholo…….' picturized on him is an unforgettable song and is still very popular among Konkani 
song lovers.

When Jacinto Vaz started acting as a comedian Anthony Mendes was the reigning comedian at that time, 
a comedian par excellence. It was not easy to displace him from his number one position. But as fate 
would have it, Anthony Mendes died in 1964 at the young age of 43. He left behind a void which only a 
high caliber comedian like Jacinto Vaz could fill.

Jacinto Vaz was the first tiatrist to be honoured with the coveted Goa State Cultural Award for the year 
1979-1980. Speaking at the occasion, the then Governor of Goa, Col. Pratapsingh Gill, referred to him as 
'Charlie Chaplin of the Konkani Stage'.

He was also the recipient of many other prestigious awards like Kala Academy award, Gulab award, Cine 
Times award and Man of the Year award. 

Jacinto's wife, Mary Vaz, also was a great artiste of the tiatr stage. 

 The Master Comedian, Jacinto Vaz, breathed his last on April 30, 1993 in Mandur, the village where he 
was born.  (I.C.)

01. 08. 1920 – 27. 02. 1999

C. Alvares was born to Caetano Alvares and Anunciacão de Souza 
on August 1, 1920 in  Saligao, Bardez, Goa, and was baptized with 
the name Santana Francisco Alvares. He hailed from a family of 
stage artistes and owing to this, their family was called 
'Fokanneager'. His father Caetano staged concerts in their village 
and surrounding areas. 

True to his family nickname, C. Alvares was initiated onto the 
stage in the comedy genre wherein, at the age of seven, he sang 
comic songs composed by his cousin, Alvares Champion. He also 
enacted comedy roles. After completing elementary school in Goa, C. Alvares moved on to Bombay to 
continue his studies and thereafter worked for a livelihood. Bombay, the city of dreams, unfolded his 



acting histrionics. He performed in a concert at Dadar, where he sang two songs; a comic and a non-
comic solo, both composed by Alvares Champion. He later joined Dr. Simon Fernandes' 'Goan Dramatic 
Amateur Group'. Alvares Champion introduced him in his tiatr Bhattcar Gõycho ani Kuzner Bomboicho 
in which he sang five songs. 

C. Alvares along with a few tiatrist friends formed 'The Hula Boys Dramatic Company' and after acting 
and singing in this troupe, he staged his first tiatr Atam Zanvoim Hanv Tuzo in 1942 in which he did not 
act but only sang songs. “Tiatristank Lok Respeit Kiteak Dinant?” was a much appreciated song which 
attracted tiatr stalwarts i.e. Saib Rocha, J P Souzalin, Alexinho de Candolim, A. R. Souza Ferrão, etc. 

C. Alvares was an instant hit with this tiatr and directors booked and cast him in their forthcoming tiatrs. 
He then went on to stage Nirdukai in which he donned the lead comedy role. There was no looking back 
for C. Alvares. In 1944, seeing the dearth of lead role enactors, he donned the mantle of a hero and 
continued in that line for decades and was even nicknamed 'Evergreen Hero of Konkani Stage'.

From singing comic solos to non-comic solos, C. Alvares took up to singing duets. His partners were 
Remmie Colaço, Romaldo D'Souza, Andrew Ferns, Ophelia Cabral, Miss Mohana, Cecilia Machado, 
Carmen Rose and others.  He also composed immortal songs like “Molbailo Dov”, “Benkddaita Pai”, 
“Claudia”, “Korat Upkar”, “Sontos Bhogta”, “Nach Atanche”, etc. He is also remembered for his songs 
“Dotor Kuzner” with M Boyer, “São João” with Francis de Parra, Star of Arossim and others, “Kunhad 
Ani Meunno” with Francis de Parra, “Figur Haddlam Putan”, and “Jawan”, with Ophelia. Because of his 
many popular duets he earned for himself the title 'King of Duets'.

C. Alvares is believed to have written over 100 tiatrs which include Goencho Mog, Kednam Udetolo To 
Dis, Dr. Simon, Mhojem Rogot, Mazor Cat Zalem, Mhozo Put Padri, Put Konnacho?, Mogak Lagon, 
Pisuddlolem Kalliz, Sonvsar Sudhorlo Punn Monis Sudhronk Nam, Tondd Bond Kor, Tuje Dolle, Teach 
Rukhachem Foll, Tum Mhozo Put, Xezari Kombo, Zav Zav: Teg Bhav, Tujem Durig Mhojea Bhattant, etc 
and came to be called the 'Ace Director'.

Besides performing in tiatrs, C. Alvares also performed in the following Konkani movies: Amchem 
Noxib (1963), Nirmonn (1966), Mhoji Ghorkarn (1969) and Bhuierantlo Monis (1977). He performed in 
the telefilm Faxi Mogachi which he also scripted and directed. He produced the following Konkani 
audio cassettes: Konkani Hits, “Passport”, “Kator & Mogachi Faxi”.

C. Alvares was a man of discipline and always strived to bring discipline on the Konkani tiatr stage.  He 
was always well-dressed. His tie-pins and shoes had the alphabets 'CA' on them.

 As an actor there will not be a single emotion that C. Alvares has not emoted during the span of his tiatr 
career. Though he was a teetotaller, in the tiatr Bhurgim Ani Bhangar written by M. Boyer, he enacted the 
role of a drunkard to such perfection that in a scene where he would snatch away a child from the hands of 
his co-artiste and walk down the stairs, people would scream, fearing the safety of the child he snatches. 

He left for his heavenly abode on February 27, 1999.  (M.G.)



Anthony Mendes was born on December 28, 1920 at Borda, 
Margão, Salcette, Goa. Anthony was a clever young boy who loved 
to sing and act and so he used to gather young boys from his village 
and put up concerts. 

He studied at St. Theresa's High School, Girgaum, Bombay, where 
he took part in all the concerts. His teachers were impressed with 
his talent.

Thereafter Anthony took part in other Goan concerts during school 
holidays and on one such occasion, he was noticed by the great 
João Agostinho Fernandes who offered him a role in his farce 
Mhozo Khapri Chakor.  This farce was staged in 1936 at the Antonio D'Souza School Hall at Dadar, 
Bombay. The role was small but that did not deter young Anthony from playing it with full dedication 
which impressed the great director who included him in all his future tiatrs. Next he cast him in his tiatr 
Vauraddi and gave him the role of a 'Vhoddekar' (boatman). This tiatr was staged at P. T. Bhangwadi and 
it was for the first time that Anthony Mendes was seen on this famous stage. His clear and melodious 
singing, together with his perfect characterisation, won the hearts of the audience and he became an 
instant favourite among the tiatr-goers. His famous songs “Taxi”, “Dadlo Bail”, “Magnese Firoi”, 
“Tarvotti Nouro”, “Zor Normal Zalo”, 'Kamparika Banja' and 'Wonderful Child' are still remembered 
and 'Kamparika Banja' is still played by All India Radio, Panjim. 

Anthony Mendes composed and sang many songs on stage, be they comic or  non-comic solos, duets and 
trios. He had a very unique style of presenting his songs. When he sang comic songs on stage, he used to 
be very flexible in his body language so much so that the people used to call him the 'Spring Man' due to 
his spring-like movements. That and his 'rolling of eyes' coupled with a quirky sense of humour in his 
comedy and his comic songs endeared him to the audiences and used to evoke peals of laughter. His mere 
presence on stage without uttering a single word was funny but when he finally did say his dialogues, he 
had the people laughing till it hurt their tummies. 

Anthony was also a good playwright, having written his first script while still in school. He wrote, 
directed and staged Pandu Barber first in Goa and then in Bombay at P. T. Bhangwadi, somewhere in 
1940. Thereafter he wrote many more tiatrs noteworthy of which are Artimez, Goenkar, Boborji Vo 
Kuzner, Pensaum Vo Tensaum, Kunnbi Irmão, Dusreponni Cazar, Ticli Sun, Voniecho Jurament, 
Editorachem Noxib, Guirannacho Put, Bekar Zanvoim, Road To Mapusa etc.  

Anthony Mendes who worked for Brilliant Batteries Services, Grant Road, Bombay, was a disciplined 
artiste. His stage colleagues spoke of his good habit of being present at the hall one hour before the start of 
the show. Besides staging his own tiatrs, he performed for many directors and they used to be always 
happy with his performances. He served the Konkani tiatr stage for about 28 years. During this period he 
also acted in the Konkani film Amchem Noxib in which he sang the popular song Bencdaita Pai.  His sons 

28. 12. 1920 – 21. 03. 1964



Felix-Xavier-Derrick (Mendes Bros.) continued his legacy. 

Anthony Mendes was only 43 when he passed away on March 21, 1964 having entertained Goan 
audiences with his comedy and immortal songs. After his sudden demise the tiatr fraternity of Bombay 
came together and unitedly staged his drama Guirannacho Put directed by C. Alvares at P. T. Bhangwadi; 
St. Mary's hall, Mazagaon; Damodar hall, Parel; St. Michael's, Mahim; St. Peter's hall, Bandra, etc., as a 
tribute to this great artiste. At each of these performances Alfred Rose rendered a heart-breaking song 
“Konkani Palk Golloita Dukam” dedicated to Anthony Mendes, bringing tears to the eyes of audiences.  
(W.M.)

23. 11. 1921 - 06. 02. 2018

Antonio Francisco Fernandes, known to tiatr lovers as Tony Sax, 
was born on November 23, 1921 to Maria Isabel Lobo and 
Custodio Fernandes at Bazarwaddo – Collem, Sanguem, Goa. He 
was a good student and completed Segundo Grau in Portuguese. 
He shifted to education in English and passed S.S.C. examination 
in 1947.

At the age of 16 he took up apprenticeship with Madras and 
Southern Mahratta (M. S. M.) Railways at Hubli. He was later 
posted as an Assistant Train Examiner in South Madras Railway at 
Vasco da Gama.  Alongside his job he pursued his passion for the 
tiatr stage. 

As a teenager he performed for the first time on the tiatr stage in 'Xinvtulem'  written and directed by 
Honorato Picardo.  Tony Sax won the hearts of the audience with his acting and singing. He made his 
debut on the commercial tiatr stage in Kumpar Mhojer Demand Kela written by Joao Inacio D'Souza and 
directed by Minguel Rod. It was in this tiatr that his talents were spotted and he was sought after by 
stalwarts of the tiatr stage such as Alexinho de Candolim, A. R. Souza Ferrao, Young Menezes, J. P. 
Souzalin, etc.

He was a versatile actor and this helped tiatr directors to cast him in varied roles.  Some of his most 
memorable roles were that of a landlord of the Portuguese era in Kunnbi Jaki written by Joao Agostinho 
Fernandes, the Father of Tiatr and directed by A. R. Souza Ferrao. His fluency in Portuguese made some 
of his dialogues which were in Portuguese very effective and enhanced his role. His varied roles such as 
that of a man wielding power in Jacinto Vaz's Podvedar,  a landlord in Alexinho de Candolim's To Bautto 
Dhormacho,  a villain in Aristides Dias'  Doia, a wicked man in Nelson Afonso's Dolorosa and an old 
man in Star of Curtorim's Sezapai have been etched in the minds of tiatr audiences. His professionalism, 
style and precision in portraying different characters  endeared him to tiatr lovers.

Tony Sax scripted and directed some tiatrs. Some of his popular tiatrs are Sot Tem Sot,   Maim Des Goa, 
Niz Mog, Avoichem Kortub,  Tavern,  etc.  His tiatrs always highlighted problems in Goan society and 
upheld values of truth, justice and unity.



Tony Sax was a good lyricist. He composed and sang solos, duets, duos, trios, quartets, etc. 

In a successful tiatr career spanning over 45 years Tony Sax raised the standard of acting considerably.  

For his valuable service to the tiatr stage, he was conferred with many awards, important among them 
are:Goa State Cultural Award by the Government of Goa in 2007 and Lifetime Achievement Award by 
Tiatr Academy of Goa in 2009.  He was felicitated for his contribution to tiatr by Kala Academy, Goa on 

th
the occasion of Centenary Celebration of Tiatr in 1992 as well as on the occasion of 125  Anniversary of 
Tiatr Celebrations in 2016.

Tony Sax passed away on February 6, 2018 in Collem, Goa. (I.C.)

29. 12. 1921 - 22. 06. 1989

Luis João Menezes, popularly known as Young Menezes on the 
tiatr stage, was born on December 29, 1921 at Dando, Candolim, 
Bardez, Goa. 

His father, João Isidore Menezes, a musician by profession, did not 
want Young Menezes to become a tiatrist.  However, Young 
Menezes started his stage career at a relatively young age of seven, 
when he sang his first song on stage. His mother encouraged him to 
perform in tiatrs.

He was a good composer and singer besides being a good 
playwright and director. His songs contained proverbs, riddles and  
sayings. For example in his song entitled Dis Ani Rat, he asks the listeners to guess what he is referring to. 
In another song he names different kinds of fish like 'kul'lios', 'el'lios', tal'lios' etc. and even mentions 
where they are found. 

He holds the record till date for composing a song of 500 words and singing it non-stop. He used to 
compose many such songs and sing them at jet speed. He therefore earned for himself the title 'Jet Speed 
Singer of the Konkani Stage.' But this genre of his music and song was not documented. Nor did it 
receive much attention in the absence of television, cassettes and compact discs. Vinyl gramophone 
records did not help popularize it much. Therefore unfortunately Young Menezes was not recognized as 
the pioneer of such music and song. It was much later that Rap Music became popular in western and 
Bollywood music. But because of the wide exposure that it got on radio, television, cassettes and 
compact discs, the makers of such music and the singers of such songs became popular and the credit for 
such type of music and song went to them. 

He was good at rendering witty solos. He once sang a political song wearing a loose gown (kabai) made 
of jute cloth. He sang this during many performances. His songs would excite the audiences very much. 
He also sang duets, trios and quartets with other singers.

Young Menezes holds the record with Kid Boxer and Minguel Rod for forming the Trio Group (Tikttem) 



of singers on the tiatr stage. They called themselves Kid-Young-Rod. They thrilled the audience with 
their songs and kept them asking for more. They were a rage in those days. Minguel Rod was also a close 
buddy of Young Menezes. When Minguel Rod passed away, Young Menezes poured out his heart in a 
song composed specially by him for Minguel Rod. He sang this song entitled, “Nimanno Ugddas” during 
a tiatr wearing a black suit and with no shoes on his feet.

In the early 1960s when St. Theresa's High School was being constructed in Candolim, Young Menezes 
came forward voluntarily to perform in the tiatrs staged to collect funds for the school. Although a great 
artiste, yet he was very simple and humble.

Young Menezes worked for some time in the Taj Hotel in Candolim.

 He has HMV records of many of his songs to his credit. His famous songs like “Parki”, “Mhargai”, 
“Mazor”, “Milagrincho Sam Lourenco”, “Goribanche Tovlen”, “Hotel de Jakin”, “Kazar Konnachem 
?”, “Ojeapancho Ghutt”, “Good Morning”, “Bondrak Sodd” and “Aitar Kela” can still be enjoyed on All 
India Radio Goa and Bombay.

The first tiatr that he wrote was Razvott. Some of his other tiatrs were Guneanv Voniem Tuzo, Mhozo 
Opradh, Amcho Estad, Lamb Xempddekar and Paichem Bens.

He was appreciated in his village and Candolim Sports Club felicitated him for his contribution to tiatr.

He passed away on June 22, 1989 in his native village of Candolim.  (I.C.)

29. 05. 1924 – 29. 12. 1987

Ramakant Babuso Camotim hailing from Assolna, Salcette, Goa 
was born on May 29, 1924.

 Undoubtedly, Kamat was a born singer and his composing ability 
was to be highly admired.  As the villages of Assolna, Velim and 
Cuncolim (AVC) in Salcette were the hub of tiatr activities, it was 
but natural that Kamat was attracted to the tiatr stage. He spent 
some part of his teenage years at Seraulim and Mungul, where tiatr 
activities were also taking place. 

Kamat did his Masters in Arts (MA). He came from a family of highly educated people. Although tiatr 
and tiatrists were looked down upon by the elite of that time, Kamat took pride in performing on the tiatr 
stage. His very entry on the stage for a song brought instantaneous applause from the audience. 

Before Goa's Liberation Kamat had once participated and sung Konkani songs as an added attraction to a 
festival of Portuguese fados and songs for  a group 'Estrela de Portugal' which had come down to perform 



in Goa and needless to say, he was a hit with the crowd. He could compose and sing songs also in English 
and Portuguese with ease. 

Kamat's performance was not restricted to singing. He went on to act and took up key roles and did full 
justice to the characters he played.  

Kamat migrated to Portugal and so for a while he was not seen on stage but when he returned to Goa, he 
took off from where he had left, acting and singing with renewed vigour. He was once again welcomed by 
the audiences especially for his hard-hitting political songs.

Besides solos, for many years he sang duets with Lucas Ferns as the female partener. This pair became 
quite famous wherever they performed. But in later years, after he came down to Goa with his family, he 
sang duos with C. D'Silva, mostly on current political affairs. The song “Konkani Uloi Konkani” 
composed and sung by him was a wakeup call for Goans to preserve their mother tongue Konkani and to 
achieve statehood for Goa. There was depth in his compositions.

Kamat had his songs recorded by HMV and the same are aired on All India Radio even today. Songs like 
“Lhanvikai”, “Xikop Ani Zath”, “Goribank Borem Korchem”, etc. have become very popular among the 
listeners. Besides, he had recorded an audio cassette entitled “Konkani Uloi Konkani”. It has memorable 
songs like 'April in Colva' which has both Konkani and English lyrics and other entertaining songs like 
“Goeant Uronknam”, “Sant Khuris”, “Dubavnaka”, “Xitoll Varem” and “Tujea Vinnem”.

Kamat also wrote, directed and staged his own tiatrs, popular among which were Ho Guneanv Tuzo, 
Maim, Vontlaim Toxem Bhor, Dothik Lagon and Mhozo Khuris with topmost cast of the tiatr stage. He 
travelled to many parts of India and to African countries with his tiatrs.

Kamat was an avid reader. He believed he was an Indian first and therefore respected all religions. He 
was well-versed with the Bible, the Quran and the Bhagwad Gita. 

Kamat was a polyglot. Besides his mother tongue Konkani, he could read, write and speak English, 
Hindi, Marathi, German, Portuguese and Arabic too.  

A thorough gentleman, he was affable towards all. Kamat loved Goa and Konkani and that was probably 
why destiny brought him back to Goa where he passed away in the arms of his motherland on December 

 29,1987.  (S.M.)



Minguel Rodrigues, popularly known as Minguel Rod on the 
Konkani tiatr stage, hailed from Cortalim, Mormugão, Goa. He 
was born on August 10, 1924. A multi-talented artiste, his inborn 
qualities on stage, both in acting and singing, won him name and 
fame from the directors and the audiences at large.

Minguel Rod came from a humble family who had to struggle to 
make both ends meet. Because of his adverse circumstances, 
Minguel Rod could not pursue his higher studies. 

He penned 32 tiatrs which turned out to be masterpieces. During 
his brief lifespan, he also composed around 300 songs which are 
popular till date.

In order to showcase his dramatic talents, Minguel Rod initially took off with presentation of small 
concerts in his village. He would stage them in one of his neighbour's verandahs (bolcão) by making 
maximum use of benches as stage and bed sheets as curtains.

Instant audience appeal, support and encouragement for such small concerts prompted Minguel Rod to 
script a short play for a bigger audience in the village. His first tiatr My Dear Roza Ani Mogacho Pedru 
was scripted in 1936 and staged successfully.

During the Portuguese regime then prevalent in Goa, as Minguel Rod did not seek due permission to 
stage his tiatr, orders were issued by the government to arrest him. Fearing his arrest, he went into hiding. 
Suspecting that he would never be able to display his talent on stage in Goa, Minguel Rod decided to 
escape from Goa and landed in Bombay.

Once in Bombay, Minguel Rod looked out for opportunities to step on to the commercial stage. But 
during that period when tiatrs were being staged in full swing in Bombay by some stalwarts, his was not 
an easy task.  In order to make an entry on the commercial stage, an artiste had to be recommended by 
some noted personality. As Minguel Rod had no one to recommend him, he had a tough time finding an 
opening for himself on the tiatr stage.

But all the hurdles along the way did not discourage him. On the contrary, he picked up courage and 
penned another short play and staged it. But this bold initiative did not help Minguel Rod and he found 
himself struggling to make his presence felt among the other tiatrists in Bombay.  Finally an opportunity 
came knocking at his door, when in 1941 Frank Aguiar gave him an opportunity to render a song in his 
tiatr, which was directed by Anthony De Sa.

Around 1943, Minguel Rod decided to return to Goa as he was assured that the Portuguese regime would 
not harass him any longer. At that time, João Agostinho Fernandes was supposed to stage his tiatr Bebdo 
in Mapusa on May 2, 1943. João Agostinho invited Minguel Rod to sing in his tiatr.

10. 08. 1924 – 04. 10. 1955



In this tiatr Minguel Rod's composing skills and his unique style of singing were appreciated by other 
directors as well as the audience. João Agostinho was also impressed with this artiste and immediately 
recommended him to his fellow tiatrist, A. R. Souza Ferrão, who welcomed Minguel Rod in his tiatr 
Xetkamti. In this tiatr although Minguel Rod rendered only one song, “Naum Mingueli” in Kunnbi style, 
he was heartily applauded. Offers from commercial directors came pouring in.

There came a time when no tiatr in Bombay was complete without Minguel Rod in the cast. Taking note 
of his popularity, he penned a full-length tiatr Duddvancho Fors, thus establishing himself as a 
playwright, besides a singer.

Minguel Rod's tiatrs turned out to be crowd pullers. The uniqueness of his tiatrs included 'cantos' in every 
act or scene and all the 'cantos' were set to original tunes. He would render three songs, which included a 
solo, a duo or a trio and the concluding comical solo.

Minguel Rod has 32 tiatrs to his credit. They include Gorib Sezari, Ghorachem Kestanv, João Saxttikar, 
Nirdukai, Open to Close, Bapul Bhav, Mest Dorji, Lembddo Santan, Civil Marriage, Tarvotti Irmão, 
Kasador Caetan, Pobre Fidalg, Manuel Paddekar, Bacro Ugot Zalena, Imtteache Bhognnar, 
Irmanvachem Kazar, Nores Fonddpi, Oddlea Abacher Fest Poddlam, Lord Fokir, Intruz Vo Carnaval, 
Vid Churchureanchem, Somestancho Rinnkari, Estad De Tarvotti,  Kunead Bomboinkar, Afrikar Bail, 
Helmetkar Bab, Mileor Librancho and Koddu Sounsar. He performed lead roles in most of his tiatrs 
effectively.

In 1947 he formed his 'trio' Kid-Young-Rod as he had Kid Boxer and Young Menezes as his co-singers on 
stage. This was the first successful 'trio' on the tiatr stage. The rendition of its trios would make audiences 
flock for tiatrs. 

Some of Minguel Rod's memorable songs include “Bhurgeponn”, “Bobor”, “Takka Tikki Dho”, 
“Painxim Maddachim Sonn'nnam”, “Dotik Roddtat”, “Leitavam Soixim”, “Okol Bardezkarn”, 
“Rumpapa Dhumpa”, “Kumpar Kumar”, “Fara Fara”, “Pek Pek Pek”, “Novo Zanvoim”, “Burak Puroi”, 
“Fotto Fotto” and several others. Most of his songs were recorded on HMV's gramophone records and 
are still being broadcast on All India Radio.

Minguel Rod passed away in Goa on October 4, 1955 at the young age of 31.

On the day Minguel Rod passed away 'Emissora de Goa' (All India Radio) broadcast a special 
programme of 2 hours as a tribute to this great artiste. A short commentary on the life and works of 
Minguel Rod at the end of every song was given by radio announcer and artiste, Allen Costa. At that time 
although Goa was under Portugese rule, great honour was given to this local artiste.  No other artiste has 
ever got such an honour from All India Radio, Goa.

The road passing in front of his house in Cortalim, Goa is named after him.  (P.E.)



Maria Christalina D'Silva e Vaz alias Mary Vaz was born on 
January 25, 1925 at Verna, Salcette, Goa. She was noted for her 
singing and acting skills from a very young age. She was a 
versatile artiste and would perform any role with great ease, be it 
a tragic, villainous or comic character.

Mary Vaz's debut was in Jacinto Vaz's tiatr Xevott Putancho 
which was staged at St. Francis Xavier Church compound, 
Dabul, Bombay, at a time when very few ladies were taking to 
the stage. Thereafter she performed for almost all the leading 
directors of the tiatr stage – Kid Boxer, Aleixinho de Candolim, 
C. Alvares, M. Boyer, Remmie Colaço, etc.

Mary married Jacinto Vaz in 1947. God blessed them with two sons, late Anthony Vaz alias Tony Vaz 
and Peter Vaz.  Tony Vaz was an ace bass guitarist of the Hindi film industry. He, along with Mike 
Machado, provided music for Jacinto Vaz's only music cassette 'Goencho Avaz' which is now 
available on a compact disc.  Peter Vaz has carried on the legacy of his parents by producing his own 
tiatrs. 

Mary Vaz wrote and directed two of her own plays. Besides acting skills, Mary Vaz was good at 
singing and rendered duets and trios with Jacinto Vaz, Robin Vaz, Tita Pretto and M. Boyer.  She lent 
her voice in Minguel Rod's songs “Fara-Fara”, “Kumpar-Kumar”, etc. on gramophone records. She 
also featured in the renowned Konkani film Nirmon in a minor role.

Although she had almost signed off from the tiatr stage after Jacinto Vaz's illness, she once again 
took to the stage in Fr. Freddy J. da Costa's Doxea, Utth Goenkara and Khata Pita Dev Dita along 
with Jacinto Vaz and entertained tiatr lovers not only in Goa and Bombay but also those living in 
Kuwait, Bahrain, Abu Dhabi and Dubai.

Mary Vaz was a beautician and a make-up artist by profession. She had good culinary skills. She was 
also good at craft and made many beautiful articles. But above all she was a very humane, generous 
and God-fearing person. 

She passed away on October 15, 2004 at her residence in Mandur, Ilhas, Goa after a brief illness. 
(P.E.) 

25. 01. 1925 – 15. 10. 2004



 Jose Francisco Leitão alias Jephsis Hitler hailed from Tolleaband, 
Chinchinnim, Salcette, Goa. He was born on June 5, 1925. He took 
the name 'Jephsis Hitler' probably when he began to do comedy 
later on stage in tiatrs.  'Jephsis' is coined from his first two names. 
Because of the Hitler-like moustache which he used to sport for his 
act, people started calling him Hitler and thus the name Jephsis 
Hitler. 

Jephsis was just a young boy of twelve when he started putting up 
'fells' and concerts in his village, Chinchinnim, on a make-shift 
stage in his neighbours' verandahs, with bedsheets for curtains. His 
'fells' and concerts became quite popular among the villagers. That 
was probably how Mestri Antonio Moraes, the popular writer-
director of 'fells' and 'khell-tiatrs', heard about this clever young boy and promptly brought Jephsis to act 
as comedian in his 'fells'. Jephsis won the hearts of the 'fell' audiences and became quite popular in the 
'fell' circles. He was in great demand for his comedy acts in 'fells' performed during that time. After doing 
comedy for quite a number of years for popular 'fell mestris', Jephsis formed his own 'fell' troupe and 
performed 'fells' for Carnival and Easter every year.

When the 'fell' season got over, Jephsis used to watch commercial tiatrs of popular tiatrists with his 
maternal uncle and he liked what he saw. He too wanted to do tiatrs. Such was his desire that he began to 
have his own tiatrs staged in Chinchinim and the villages around it. Thus began his tryst with the tiatr 
world. And that is how he began to write his own tiatrs.

He wrote his first tiatr Xeutteamchi Ganthon in which he criticised the lawyers of those times who were  
so corrupt that they could be bought by gifting them a 'ganthon' braid  of mullets. Thereafter he wrote ( )
and staged many tiatrs with commercial tiatrists, namely Bhavart, Belgaumkar, Onupkari Put, Chouto 
Upordhes, Mogachi Justis, Kunnbi Niklau, Bacro Amje Zalem, Bhau Ani Zau, Bhognnar Putache, etc.

He acted and sang for others too, having acted with the best like Dioguinho de Melo, Aleixinho de 
Candolim, Minguel Rod, Kamat de Assolna, Saluzinho, E. Almeida and others. Minguel Rod was so 
impressed with his acting and singing that he took him to Bombay to act in his tiatr Intruz Vo Carnaval.  
With this tiatr Jephsis was catapulted to the top rank of comedians. Jephsis Hitler was a craze among the 
tiatr-goers. With his comedy he always left the audiences holding their sides with laughter. Such was his 
popularity.

His memorable acting in John Claro's Gupit Karann had the audience quite thrilled, both in Goa as well 
as in Bombay. M. Boyer took him especially to Bombay to act in his tiatr Atam Konn Ghatki?  Roam 
Tony also included him in his cast for Deodita.  Jephsis' comedy prompted Jacinto Vaz to cast him in 
Kunhad Ani Mana which was performed in Africa in 1957.  Here Jephsis also staged his famous tiatr 
Kunnbi Niclau at the request of the audience.   

Jephsis Hitler sang a variety of songs in the tiatrs in the form of solos, duets, duos, trios and quartets. His 
duets as a kunnbi with Anita de Goa were quite popular. 

Short in stature, he stood tall and made his presence felt on the Konkani tiatr stage. 

Jephsis Hitler passed away on March 31, 1999 in Goa.  (S.M.)

05. 06. 1925 – 31. 03. 1999



Remédios Januário Colaço, popularly known as Remmie Colaço, 
was born on September 19, 1925. As a child he learnt to read and 
write Konkani and English in a local school at Khamamol, 
Curchorem, Goa where he resided. He learnt to read and write 
music with Diogo Mestri at the parochial school in Sanvordem. 
Subsequently at the young age of fifteen, he was taken to Bombay 
for further studies by his father. He lived at Sewree and later on 
moved to Dhobitalao. As a student of St. Joseph's English School, 
Wadala, Bombay, he used to always take part in the school concerts 
with his closest compatriot, the late Bollywood actor, Shammi 
Kapoor.

Remmie stepped on the tiatr stage for the first time in the tiatr Bagintlem Ful. The tiatr was produced by 
the local cultural group called 'Jolly Boys of Sewree' and staged at Damodar Hall, Parel, Bombay. As 
Remmie was a handsome guy, the director of the play thought it fit to offer him the role of the leading lady 
of the play. A man playing the role of a woman was a common phenomenon then, as girls were not 
encouraged to act due to social taboos. Remmie performed the role of the heroine so well that the 
audience applauded him for his superb performance. 

As Remmie was looking out for opportunities to act in tiatrs, the same group requested him to sing two 
more songs in their following tiatr Sotachem Zoit which was staged at St Xavier's School Hall, 
Dhobitalao, Bombay. Remmie sang a duet and a trio and both the songs were hits. This show was 
witnessed by many commercial artistes like A. R. Souza Ferrão, Kid Boxer and Dioguinho De Mello 
who were acting in the same tiatr. 

Remmie came on the commercial stage for the first time in the tiatr Maim written and directed by 
Edward Almeida. He was given a female role in this tiatr also. Although it was a minor role, 
Remmie did it in style and won the hearts of the audience. He also sang two duets with A. M. B. 
Rose and Edward Almeida. It is here that Remmie established himself as a formidable actor in 
female roles. Soon C. Alvares featured him in his tiatr Tor Ho Tiatrist! in 1944 which was staged 
at P. T. Bhangwadi, Dhobitalao. Thereafter he sang many duets with C. Alvares and made a 
name for himself in the tiatr field. He acted for almost all the top directors of that time.

He was a very good playwright too. He wrote and directed numerous tiatrs which were staged not only in 
Goa and Bombay but also in other states of India like Delhi, Gujarat and Karnataka. His most popular 
tiatrs were Satvo Sacrament, Bhauponnacho Kaido, Sukh Tarvotteanchem, Don Kallzam, Chovto 
Mandament, Ghorachem Sukh (Part I & II), Atamcho Teomp, Ostorecho Mog, Zolmancho Gaum etc. As 
he was a vivid reader of English novels, Remmie's writing had a lot of depth. The comedy in his tiatrs was 
good.

As a singer, Remmie created a niche for himself in the field of Konkani song and music. 
Throughout his lifetime he must have composed and sung hundreds of songs. Many of his 

19. 09. 1925 – 22. 03. 2013



songs were recorded on HMV Records, namely solos like “Adlea Tempar”, “Suberbai”, “Tondd 
Dolle Kan”, “Xirap”, “Mog Jezucho” etc. and hit duets like “Mhojea Gharant Naka”, “Futtleli Boxi” 
and “Jivitacho Rukh” with Miss Mohana, Lourdes Lobo and Philomena Braz respectively.  The 
music for his songs was based mostly on Latin American, Austrian and German music. Having 
learnt music he could compose the music for his songs. One of his famous songs “Ankvar 
Moriechem Dukh” is broadcast on All India Radio till date and has immortalized Remmie. At the 
time of the Opinion Poll he created awareness among Goans through his songs. People still 
remember the duos which Remmie and M. Boyer sang. These songs received encores. He 
also composed many songs on sports and sports personalities. He himself was a very good 
footballer and played in the forward position for some clubs in Bombay. 

Remmie had the opportunity to be part of the troupe that went for the first time to Nairobi, 
Mombasa and Dar-es-Salaam in Africa for Jacinto Vaz's shows, Cunhead Ani Mana and New 
Fashion in 1957. He also toured all the Gulf states to perform in tiatrs, to entertain Goans living 
there.

Remmie's immense contribution to the tiatr stage was recognized by the Goa Government. In 1991 it 
conferred on him the prestigious Goa State Cultural Award.  He was also the recipient of the Centro 
Social Anjo Custodio award (Curchorem), Cine Times Award, 'Gulab' Award, Dalgado Sonskrutik 
Puroskar, Kuwait Goans Tiatristanchi Sounstha Award etc. In 2010 the Tiatr Academy of Goa honoured 

16. 11. 1925 – 23. 08. 1999

Carmo Valerian Mascarenhas alias Valente Mascarenhas hailed 
from Sangolda, Bardez, Goa. He was born on November 16, 1925.  
He came to Bombay when he was 12 years old and studied in 
Barreto High School, Cavel, and thereafter in Propriety High 
School. He loved to sing and took part in St. Francis Xavier church 
choir regularly in Dabul, Bombay. As a student he could paint 
really well as he had the talent for it. He did a lot of portrait 
painting. 

He started as a make-up artist in tiatrs and with sheer will power 
and immense talent, he went on to become an awesome actor of the 
tiatr stage, who could play any role given to him with flair and a 
natural conviction. 

Miss Ida (Joseph Mendes) wanted to stage his tiatr Kombekar at Indra Bhavan, Dhobitalao, Bombay, 
where he gave an opportunity to Valente Mascarenhas to sing five songs. A. M. B. Rose and Alfred Rose 
were the other singers in that tiatr. Valente sang well. After that he joined Dr. Simon's group and acted in 
his tiatr Kunvori Hermegildachi, followed by C. Brazil's  tiatr Amel Ponjecarn. He sang two songs in this 
tiatr, one solo and one duet with Rosario de Aldona. 



Valente was waiting for a break in acting and when given the chance proved that he was good at it. He 
proved his mettle as an actor in Dr. Simon's tiatr Santa Philomena where, to his good fortune, he got to 
play the role of the Pope, to substitute another actor who did not turn up for the show. Valente grabbed this 
opportunity and gave his best to the role and the audience was impressed.  Thereafter he acted as Friar 
Lawrence in Romeo And Juliet but it was the main role in Judas Iscariot that confirmed him as an actor 
par excellence who could ably play any role given to him. Valente tasted the long awaited success as an 
actor this time for sure. He was noticed by stalwarts like Saib Rocha who offered him a role in his tiatr 
Mog Ani Krim. Valente was excited but he had to convince his elder brother first, who insisted that he 
should perform only for Dr. Simon. Here he was helped by Anthony De Sa who convinced his brother to 
allow him to act and Valente was in. After he did that tiatr, Valente was again included  in Saib Rocha's 
multi-star cast tiatr Son of Jerusalem to play Julius. This tiatr was staged at P. T. Bhangwadi on January 
11, 1948, followed by a role in Dubavi Ghorkarn. And with each new tiatr, Valente gained name and 
fame. There was no looking back. He was flooded with offers from all directors because he could play all 
kinds of characters. The popular singer-director, Kid Boxer, included Valente in many of his productions 
and wrote roles especially for him. Valente also acted for German Pinto, Minguel Rod, João Agostinho, 
Young Menezes, Jacinto Vaz, and J. P. Souzalin to name a few. He also acted in khell tiatrs of Ligorio 
Fernandes, Pascoal Rodrigues, Lino Fernandes and others. 

 Valente Mascarenhas wrote and staged his own tiatrs too, noteworthy of which are: Guneaukari, 
Vhoddponn, Tarvotteacho Put, Bim Toxem Bhat,  Kirmidoracho Xevott, Kednaim Punn Etolo, Toch 
Amkam Zai, Asli vo Nakli, Khunni Sampoddlo and Inam Rogtacho. 

He acted in the Konkani film  Amchem Noxib and also in a Hindi film entitled 'Muqabla'. He also 
produced folk plays on All India Radio, Goa and programmes on Goa Doordarshan. 

He was honoured with the Goa State Cultural Award in 1994. Kala Mogi, Candolim felicitated him 
during Centenary Celebrations of Tiatr in 1992. 

His daughter Dolla and son Xavier are tiatrists, having taken up after their father.

Valente Mascarenhas passed away on August 23, 1999 in Goa.  (W.M.)

03. 02. 1927 – 11. 09. 1990

Owna Blaze Cabral, popularly known as Miss Mohana on the tiatr 
stage, was born in Ambirna, Socorro, Bardez, Goa, on February 3, 
1927, She did her primary schooling in the local school in Goa. She 
then went to Bombay and pursued her remaining studies at the 
Victoria School, Mahim. She took part in the school concerts. 

Her entry on the tiatr stage, along with her sister Ophelia, was in A. F. 
Rodrigues' tiatr staged at Mahim, Bombay. Her big break came in 
1948 in C. Alvares' Kortub Avoichem. There she excelled and 
received a standing ovation by the audience on being introduced in 



the opening chorus by director C. Alvares. From then onwards she played the lead role in several tiatrs by  
(of) C. Alvares.  She was a versatile artiste. She performed with stalwarts like Anthony Mendes, A. R. 
Souza Ferrão, Effie Fernandes, Alfred Rose, Master Vaz, Andrew Fernandes, Remmie Colaço, etc.

Miss Mohana had a melodious voice and she recorded several songs with C. Alvares, Remmie Colaço, 
Chris Perry, Star of Arrosim and Anthony Mendes on HMV such as “Devachi Soirik”, “Chokletti 
Dilear”, “Tambddem Bonder”, “Axirvad Di Aaii”, etc. 

Miss Mohana was very photogenic and performed in more than 40 Hindi films, most notable among 
them being , Nagina, Saqi, Shart, Sansar, Patanga, Ashima and Aag. She was a guest of honour Insaniyat

at the Cannes Film Festival in 1954. 

She was based in France but did not lose her grip on Konkani which she spoke so fluently with much love 
and affection to all she met on her trips to India. Later on she went to Beirut in Lebanon and there, along 
with her sister Ophelia, did several programmes on T.V.

In 1963 her last performance was in a tiatr by Ophelia and Bab Peter Aiz Nam Faleam. After a brief illness 
in La Coucourde,  France, Miss Mohana went to her heavenly abode on  September 11, 1990.  (J.R.) 

30. 03. 1928 – 06. 08. 1991

Aristides Dias was born to Ana Rita Fernandes and Antonio 
Joaquim Dias of Arlem, Raia, Salcette, Goa on March 30, 1928.  
After completing his initial studies in the village school, Aristides 
Dias completed his Segundo Grau in Portuguese in Manora, Raia. 
He was a very fine artiste, possessing a unique calligraphic 
handwriting that made him the cynosure of all eyes. In school he 
excelled in singing and acting.

At the young age of twelve, he was invited by Roque Antonio 
Borges of Nuvem, Salcette, Goa, to be a part of his troupe along 
with Jephsis Hitler and Prof. C. A. Gomes. In his very first tiatr he 
excelled in the role of a young girl. His song too received an encore. From thereon there was no looking 
back as Jephsis Hitler and Prof C. A. Gomes took him in their troupes where he perfected his acting and 
singing skills. 

When he was just 17 he penned his first tiatr Visvas. The great tiatrist, A. R. Souza Ferrão, recognized and 
appreciated his talent. Aristides Dias dreamt big and soon penned his second tiatr Kuttumb, which turned 
out to be his first commercial tiatr and was liked by the tiatr aficionados. Buoyed by this success, he 
decided to venture out of his comfort zone. He resigned from his job in Chowgule Industries, Vasco da 
Gama, Goa and dedicated himself to tiatr wholeheartedly, writing and staging one hit after the other 
under the banner of 'Young Stars of Goa'. Later he penned Liplolo Ghutt, Doea, Divors, Dispott'tto, 
Doulot, Koidi, Dev Nit, Rudon, etc. Among these, Divors was the first tiatr to complete 100 shows of its 



performances. 

Aristides Dias was a good composer. His songs had a simple yet catchy melody, lyrics of high standard 
and perfect rhymes. Some of his memorable songs are “Ximiter”, “Azilant Vetam”, “Senator”, 
“Murteo”, “Remetichea Dongrar”, etc. He sang his songs in style. He was often seen on stage singing 
along with his brother, Luciano Dias. 

Aristides Dias was a kind hearted and generous person. He devoted a lot of time to teach the backward 
students of his locality. 

Aristides Dias acted in the Konkani film Mhoji Ghorkarn. He had composed a song on Rajiv Gandhi, the 
late Prime Minister of India, but did not live to sing it. 

Aristides Dias was working on his new script Dilolem Utor, when death snatched him away on August 6,  
1991 at the age of 63.  (M.G.)

26. 04. 1928 – 16. 07. 1986

Aniceto Salvador Conceição (Conceição being his surname) alias 
A. S. Conception was born on April 26, 1928 at Curtorim, Salcette, 
Goa.  Later he settled in Vasco.

After his basic education in Goa, he went to Bombay, where he 
started his acting career.  It is Jackdom who brought Conception to 
the forefront in acting and Romaldo Fernandes who introduced  
him to the commercial tiatr stage in Victor Mittmitto's tiatr.  
Conception started off as a singer and sang comic solos and also 
played female roles.  He also sang duets in the company of 
Romaldo Fernandes.  His songs were much appreciated by the 
audience.  Because of his popularity, other directors also began casting him in their tiatrs, but in small 
female roles, in addition to his rendition of songs.

In 1953, as a singer, he toured Goa with C. Alvares' group when they staged their tiatr Mauxi Vo Paichi 
Bail.  Back in Bombay he acted in John Claro's Camil Bottler directed by A. R. Souza Ferrão.  Even the 
opening chorus of the said tiatr was Conception's composition,  which was well executed.  

He was last seen in Bombay at P. T. Bhangwadi on June 11, 1954 in C. Alvares' tiatr Jurament.  
Thereafter he came down to Goa. In Goa he worked as a foreman for M/s. Pandurang Timblo Industries 
in the port city of Vasco.

While in Goa he did not stop his dramatic activities.  In those days tiatrs were staged only during the night 
and sometimes they would go on throughout the night.  Tiatr by night and work by day was a tedious 
proposition.  However, he did not give up acting and performed in various tiatrs by commercial as well as 
non-commercial directors.  In fact they had a selected band of artistes.  He became a Goa-based artiste in 



the true sense of the term.

Even when he staged his own play Birmôt in 1957 in Goa, he named his group 'All Goa Dramatic Stars'.  
This tiatr was earlier staged in Bombay in 1954. Gradually they formed another group and named it 'Stars 
of the Goa Stage'.  It consisted of all good artistes, able composers and excellent singers.  

Conception initially teamed up with Nelson to sing duets with Nelson playing the female part.  Later 
Conception and Nelson together with Anthony formed the formidable trio Conception-Nelson-Anthony.  
This trio was a driving force behind the entire group and Conception was the leader of the trio.  
Conception-Nelson-Anthony were also the fearless trio of the Konkani stage. They received tremendous 
support from people.  The government, the politicians and the so-called leaders, were all apprehensive 
because they were openly exposed for their corrupt practices. The trio was known as 'Political Blasters'.  
During the Portuguese rule as well as after Liberation of Goa, they did not spare anyone, be it the Police 
department, the PWD, the Municipalities or any other department.  They also brought to the fore 
wrongful policies of the government at the Centre and at the State level.  In their trios, it was Conception 
who appeared on the stage first and was welcomed by a thunderous applause and cheering and even 
lighting of crackers and 'fozne' (locally made explosives) outside the pandal (mattov).  Such was the 
reception they received. Later, after the death of Nelson, the trio was renamed Conception-Souza Boy-
Anthony with the inclusion of Souza Boy.

 Conception-Nelson-Anthony jointly directed a tiatr entitled  Lokak Lagon on April 15, 1963 at 
Municipal Garden, Vasco. Conception, besides directing his own tiatr Birmôt, also directed Piddeacho 
Khuris by Dr. V. Antão and another one entitled Gottalo.  

The playwrights of the group always wrote special roles for Conception and he took maximum care 
while executing them.  He turned out to be one of the greatest artistes produced on the tiatr stage.  His 
acting was truly a dramatic presentation of talent and his monumental success in character acting made 
him one of the finest artistes. Thus his name became a household one.  The best roles of his entire career 
were in Aristides Dias' Divors and Doiea. He preferred to do tragedy roles because he could give off his 
best in them.

Conception had great love for and devotion to the tiatr stage.  Even veteran directors like A. R. Souza 
Ferrão, J. P. Souzalin, C. Alvares and M. Boyer respected him.  Because of his high quality acting, many 
tiatrs in which he performed, became highly successful.

But with time the pressures in the industry probably got to him.  Because of his ill-health,  he was advised 
not to perform. But his love for the tiatr was so great that he could not leave it.

His last memorable role was in John Claro's Purtugez Kolvont.  It was so realistically and naturally 
portayed that many were stunned at his performance, unable to tell the real from the theatrical.  Such was 
the impact he made on the audience. 

Conception served the tiatr stage for almost 34 years and passed away on July 16, 1986 at his residence in 
Vasco.  (F.C.)



Roam Tony was born to Maria Rosaria and Agusto Rebello from 
Vasco-da-Gama, Goa on February 28, 1929 and was baptized with 
the name Antonio Romão Rebello. Roam Tony was one of the best 
composers of songs particularly duets, trios, quartets and quintets 
on the tiatr stage. His compositions had depth, satire and wit. His 
rhymes were good and his topics were usually very rare.

Roam Tony emerged on the tiatr stage as a singer at the age of 18. 
His elder brother, Jackdom, was a good composer, singer and actor 
who did major roles in Minguel Rod's tiatrs. The young Roam 
Tony was inspired by his brother's histrionics on stage. He loved to 
sing and with the help of his brother, Jackdom, he perfected the art of composing songs. 

At the age of 19 he wrote his first tiatr Maim Ti Maim and staged it in his village, Mangor, with the help of 
local boys. His songs were liked by all and the news of Roam Tony's compositions reached Nelson 
Afonso, who immediately took him in his tiatrs.  Roam Tony got this much deserved exposure and 
gained popularity. He then tried his hand at writing tiatrs. Mozo Put, Maim Ti Maim, Paicher Fest 
Poddlam, Goenchem Eleisanv, Uxttem, Dotor, Piso Pulis Inspector, Hanv Konnacho?, Deodita, Nimnni 
Chitt and Raj Goribanchem were the tiatrs penned by him.

 He brought variety to the side-shows in tiatrs. His songs such as “Moskoreo”, “Kudd'ddi Bhoinn”, 
“Lamanni”, “Goa Amcho Ganv”, “Izddim”, “Mahatma Gandhi”, “Imtto Bhattkar”, “Census”, “Alma”, 
“Ek Dis Ek Rat”, etc. will remain all time classics.

When Roam Tony wanted to stage his tiatr Goenchem Eleisanv, the then Goa Administration ordered this 
tiatr to be scrutinized and accordingly the officials deleted many of his powerful dialogues. Roam Tony 
lamented that his tiatr was reduced to an empty vessel. He said  “Mhozo tiatr poko korun uddoilo.” 

Roam Tony was a true patriot and zealot. His love for his motherland was immense. Even before Goa's 
Liberation he was influenced by the works of Mahatma Gandhi and sang a song on the Father of the 
Nation. Due to the nationalist feelings in the song, the Portuguese officials arrested and imprisoned him. 
Post Liberation too he was harassed by the administration as he composed and sang songs criticizing the 
government.

Roam Tony produced two cassettes of his songs, 'Kudd'ddi Bhoinn' and 'Kumarak Faxi' which were later 
converted into videos. 

Roam Tony passed away in Vasco on April 4, 2005.  (M.G.) 

28. 02. 1929 – 04. 04. 2005



Seby Coutinho was born on September 5, 1929 in Bombay but 
hailed from Cortalim, Mormugão, Goa, and lived in Colvale, 
Bardez. Having done his schooling at St. Sebastian High School, 
Dabul, Bombay, he showed great interest in singing songs.

In school he won many awards in elocution. His first appearance 
on the Konkani tiatr stage was at P. T. Bhangwadi in Ernest 
Rebello's tiatr Avoicho Ghutt. At the same time he also did minor 
roles in English plays.

Having been encouraged by John D'Cunha, Seby wrote his first 
tiatr Ekloch Put. In 1953 he wrote and staged Curddo Millionar. Both the above mentioned tiatrs were 
staged under the banner of the Fort Dramatic Company.

He was a good composer. He composed songs and gave them to others to sing. He loved the tiatr stage 
and formed 'The Goan Cultural and Dramatic Society'.  With the help of band leader B. Paul he got into 
C. Alvares' tiatr Bhorvanso where he sang two songs. 

Seby was a fine artiste. His role in Alfred Rose's Dotor Advogad propelled him to popularity. He 
excelled in varied character roles, including comic ones. 

Seby acted in tiatrs by leading tiatr directors like J. P. Souzalin, C. Alvares, Prem Kumar, Alfred Rose, M. 
Boyer, Robin Vaz and Dr. Simon C. Fernandes. Seby also performed in Menino de Bandar's non-stop 
show Soccorina.

He wrote and directed tiatrs like Mhaka Guneanv Bhogos, Amche Disgras, Mhozo Oprad,  Avoicho 
Ulhas, etc. 

Although Seby was a fine ballroom dancer, he also excelled in folk dances. He choreographed several 
dances for institutions and organizations in Bombay. Seby's choreography can be seen in the Konkani 
movie Amchem Noxib. Apart from dance activities and tiatrs, Seby held a full-time job at National Rayon 
Corporation Office at Ewart House, Fort, Bombay. 

Seby featured in Prem Kumar's run-away Konkani hit film Boglantt and Bonifacio's video film 
Zababdari.  Seby performed a lead role in the Goa T. V. serial 'Ek Kahani' that was based on Damodar 

Mauzo's Konkani novel Angounn.

Seby breathed his last on January 9, 2000 after a brief illness at the Holy Spirit Hospital, Andheri, 
Mumbai.  (J.R.)

05. 09. 1929 – 09. 01. 2000



Prem Kumar can be called the reformer of the tiatr stage as his 
contribution brought Konkani tiatr to a high standard that can be 
compared to dramas in other regional languages. He was a very 
good actor, writer, director and lyricist. He was one of the best tiatr 
artistes of his time.  He acted in many tiatrs besides writing and 
staging 55 tiatrs of his own. He also acted in Hindi films.

Pedro Xavier D'Costa, popularly known as Prem Kumar in tiatr 
circles, was born on  September  8, 1929 in Chandor, Salcette, 
Goa. Pedro did his primary schooling in Bombay. He continued to 
live in Bombay because of his job.  He was a qualified 
compounder.  

As a member of the Cine Artistes' Association, a Hindi film organisation in Bombay, Pedro was bold 
enough to ask producer-director Dhirubhai Desai, the doyen of Hindi films, for a role. As Pedro was 
middle-aged, it was difficult for him to bag a role. But Desai's Production Manager, Pralhad, recognising 
Pedro's talent, offered him the role of a blind man in 'Unchi Haweli', which Pedro performed to his 
satisfaction. It is here that Pedro took for himself the name Prem Kumar. 

He enacted several small roles in Hindi films like 'Mera Salam', 'Bandish', 'Shaukeen', 'Hum Bhi Insan 
Hai', 'Sakhi' and 'Bahadur'.  K. N. Singh, a noted Hindi film character artiste, spotted him on the sets and 
patted him for his excellent portrayals. His performance in 'Hamara Hak' as a Muslim moulvi (priest) 
won him accolades for delivering the dialogues in chaste Arabic. Many spectators were surprised to find 
a Goan Catholic playing this role to perfection. The veteran film director, S. M. Esmael, promised him a 
big role in his forthcoming Hindi film but fate willed otherwise as the director expired and the promise 
remained unfulfilled.

Prem Kumar made his debut on the tiatr stage at the young age of thirteen at P. T. Bhangwadi, Bombay, in 
Mhozo Put written and directed by himself. Noted director, Anthony De Sa, encouraged and helped little 
Prem Kumar to stage this show. Vasant Joglekar - a noteworthy name on the Marathi stage - once 
accompanied Prem Kumar to watch a Konkani tiatr of a top Konkani writer-director at P. T. Bhangwadi. 
The guest's reaction to the scene of a landlord's house against the backdrop of a jungle scene put Prem to 
shame. Here started his  pursuit of the upliftment of the tiatr stage. His love for Konkani made him bid 
adieu to Hindi films. His passion for the tiatr stage was such, that he put back into it everything he got 
from it, only to see its development and growth.

His tiatrs specialized in settings and visuals through the aid of projectors and slides - a new concept he 
introduced on the tiatr stage way back in the 1950s. It was a joy to watch his tiatrs. He drenched them with 
spectacular scenes like those found in the movies. His tiatrs were patronized by the masses as well as the 
glitterati as the tiatrs mixed a strong storyline with rich dialogues. His tiatrs were based on family, social 
and religious topics. The dialogues of his tiatrs were of high literary standard and the comedy in his tiatrs 

08. 09. 1929 – 12. 10. 2007



had its own unique style. The 'cantos' in the tiatrs were very melodious and heart-rending.

Out of his 55 tiatrs, Jawan was on patriotism. Mortikar showed the fleeing of a murderer through a 
majestic backstage projection of a road scene showing the criminal taking to his heels.  Jivit Ek Sopon 
brought out the best of Betty Ferns - one of the finest actresses of the tiatr stage – playing the role 
disguised as a male. Prem Kumar held 25 performances of this tiatr within 12 days of this show in Goa, 
which was a record at that time. Abdul Narayan D'Souza and Fulam Ani Kantte dealt with the issue of 
communal harmony. Vavraddi enacted naturally by Prem Kumar himself presented a panorama of the 
rural scene. His Piso is the only mono act drama of the tiatr stage till date. In the tiatr Maria Magdalena,  
Jesus tells Magdalena to quench her thirst from the rock, which will fetch her water. She strikes the rock 
and the water zooms like a fountain on the stage to the thunderous applause from the audience. The late 
Valerian Cardinal Gracias was all praise for this religious drama. 

Once the late Y. B. Chavan who was then the Chief Minister of Maharashtra was awestruck to note that he 
was presenting the award to the same actor, Prem Kumar, who had acted superbly the role of a cripple in 
Angounn.

His magnum opus was Rinn, an experiment with the sliding stage. In this tiatr he portrayed a courtroom 
drama showing a court scene with flashbacks of events by sliding the stage from the court scene to the 
actual events as they occurred and returning to the original court scene. 

Although his tiatrs were big budget ones because of the sets he used, some of them like Dukh, Kakut, 
Peleache Vostuchi Axea Korum Naie and Ordhi Bakri crossed the century mark.

The speciality of his direction was that each character in his tiatrs was required to wear the costumes as 
the situation in the story demanded. He used to train his artistes on how to make use of voice modulation 
while delivering their dialogues. 

Besides Goa and Bombay, he staged his tiatrs in Poona, Ahmedabad, Delhi, Calcutta, Mangalore and the 
Gulf countries.

He has over sixty trophies to his credit, including the trophy presented to him by the then Chief Minister 
of Goa, Dayanand Bandodkar, and a Gold Medal for his acting, direction and presentation of tiatrs. Other 
awards and prizes won by him are: IGP Arun Bhagat Shield,  Cine Times Award,  Maharashtra Award,  
The Goan Review's Best Director Award in 1997 and  Dalgado Konkani Academy's Sonskruti Puroskar. 
He was felicitated by Kala Academy, Goa during the celebration of 100 years of Konkani Tiatr.

He produced his own audio cassette 'Lojen Baulolem Ful'. He also aired many of his plays on All India 
Radio as well as on television. He contributed to Konkani films. The screenplay, dialogues and lyrics of 
some songs of the Konkani film Boglantt produced by M. Das, were written by Prem Kumar. He also 
played the main role in the film along with actress Rita Rose.

Prem Kumar breathed his last on October 12, 2007 at Bhatia Hospital, Grant Road, Mumbai. 

Tiatr Academy of Goa posthumously published his three tiatrs namely Mortikar, Abdul Naryan D'Souza 
and Jivit Ek Sopon and Goa Konkani Academy published two tiatrs Jawan and Fulam Ani Kantte in book 
form and preserved them for posterity.  (F.C.)



M. Boyer was a doyen of the Konkani stage who dominated the 
tiatr world for almost five decades. He is the only tiatr artiste so far 
to be conferred the prestigious Padmashree and the Sangeet Natak 
Academy Award, by the Government of India for his outstanding 
contribution to Goan tiatr.  

Named Manuel Santana Aguiar, he was born on October 11, 1930 
at Caranzol Waddo, Marcaim, Ponda, Goa, to Sebastião Floriano 
Aguiar and Mariquinha Luis.  He lost his father at the tender age of 
six and the little boy, being the only son, took the responsibility of 
looking after his sisters.

 Manuel was a student of Catholic Educational Institute, Margao, Goa. His principal, Mr. Almeida, did 
not approve of his performing in tiatr and unfortunately one day his principal saw him performing for a 
tiatr in Assolna, Goa.   This prompted him to choose the stage name M. Boyer, a name which he took 
from his favourite American actor, Charles Boyer, and from then on this name stuck.  

When in school, he composed and sang a song “Putan Haddlea Okol, Maim Daddaita Kopol” in his 
village tiatr and greatly entertained the audience. He was called to sing again the following year and he    
sang his new composition “Rebekão”, with a 'piddo' (stem of the coconut leaf) in his hand. The 'piddo' 
was supposed to be a double bass. 

He loved to watch tiatrs and tiatrists perform. His favourite tiatrist was A. R. Souza Ferrão. When he did 
meet his idol in person, his joy knew no bounds. Manuel impressed him and made sure that A. R. Souza 
Ferrão learnt about his talent for singing and composing. He was asked to join in the chorus of the 
opening song of A. R. Souza Ferrão's tiatr Zotkaxi and be the 'kunnbi' in the dance.  

On May 14, 1946, M. Boyer, was confident enough to go on stage and sing two songs in a tiatr Kunnbi 
Jackicho Julgament by João Agostinho Fernandes. This tiatr was staged at Damodar Devull, 
Chitramandir, (now Damodar Vidya Bhavan) Comba, Margao. 

 M. Boyer was a visionary. The songs that he composed were of a very high standard as far as the lyrics 
and themes were concerned.  After his success in Goa, Kamat de Assolna included him in his troupe to 
perform at P.T. Bhangwadi, Bombay. He was a hit with the audience there. But it was in C. Alvares' tiatr 
Jurament staged in Bombay where he sang seven songs that mesmerised the audience. From then on it 
was M. Boyer everywhere, the darling of the masses.  

  Having been successful in singing and acting, M. Boyer ventured into scripting tiatrs. His first tiatr 
Rinnkari was staged at Nuvem for the feast in November 1948. Thereafter there was no stopping him and 
he wrote and directed many other tiatrs viz.,  Bekar Empregad, Bakro Parabens, Private Wedding, 
Bessaum,  Atam Konn Ghatki?, Bhurgim Ani Bhangar, Adim Tem Atam Hem, Ekuch Rosto, Sounsar 
Sudhorlo, Ghor Dukhi Ganv Sukhi, Mog Kazar Divorce,  Ekuch Kazar, Chintnam Zalim Sopnam, etc.  

11. 10. 1930 – 30. 05. 2009



The 'cantos' in his tiatrs were a real treat to listen to. His most popular play Ekuch Rosto based on the 
theme of communal harmony features in the book Tiatrancho Jhelo published by Goa Konknni Akademi 
in 1996. 

There was a time when A. R. Souza Ferrão, M. Boyer and Mendes were called the 'Big Three from Saxtti', 
such was their popularity.  The combination of Boyer-Remmie-Jacinto was a formidable trio which 
attracted tiatr audiences. Boyer's comic duos with Remmie Colaço were hilarious to watch. 

M. Boyer was a spontaneous composer and sang both non-comic and comic songs with equal flair. He 
was one of the singers who received multiple encores for a single song and every time he came back on 
stage, he had another impromptu verse and chorus to sing which had the audience screaming for more.  
He was called the 'jadugar' of the Konkani stage.  His style of performing the 'attko' (No. 8) while singing 
his comedy solo on stage had the audience squealing in delight and is emulated even today.  

M. Boyer sang more than a thousand songs composed by himself on stage, in audio cassettes, on All India 
Radio and on gramophone records. Goan music lovers all over the world have a collection of his timeless 
songs passed down from generation to generation. Some of his very popular songs are “Goenche  
Convent”, “Dudachim Latam”, “Cardinal Gracias”, “Baulim Tim Mennachim”, “Ixttagot”, “Taria 
Mama”, “Zeela Ani Leela”, “Amchim Nattkam Tumche Tiatr”, “Combo Bokddi Mazor” and many 
more. He produced four audio cassettes namely Golden Goa, 25 Vorsamni, Doulot Goenkaranchi and 
Tiatrist.  The first two are now available on compact discs.

During his career as a tiatrist, M. Boyer toured Africa, Gulf countries and London. He performed in 
Delhi, Bombay and many other places in India.

 He has several awards to his credit like Goa State Cultural Award, Man of the Year Award (Bombay), 
Kullagar Award, Gulab Award, Cine Times Award and Jivit Award. 

He passed away on May 30, 2009 at his residence in Raia, Goa.  (S.M.)

05. 08. 1932 – 21. 10. 2003

Alfred Rose revolutionized the songs of Konkani Tiatr with his 
versatility. He was a composer, musician, writer, director, actor and 
one of the greatest singers in the realm of Konkani tiatr.

Rosario Alfred Fernandes was born on August 5, 1932 at Aldona, 
Bardez, Goa.  He was the son of one of the stalwarts of Konkani 
tiatr, A. M. B. Rose.  Alfred was initially known as Jr. Rose.  In  
1952 he re-christened himself as Alfred Rose, on stage.  

Alfred Rose made his debut on the tiatr stage in Jose Mendes' (Miss 
Ida) tiatr Kombekar and audiences raved about the popular cantar 
“Kiteak Jiv Khatai”.  This song was sung along with Selvyn and 



Thomas Coogan. 

In 1945 Alfred Rose made an impressive appearance in J. P. Souzalin's tiatr Poilea Cheddeacho Baltim. 
Later C. Alvares featured him in his tiatrs. 

Alfred Rose performed in tiatrs of great contemporary writers like Remmie Colaço, C. Alvares, M. 
Boyer, J. P. Souzalin and others.  Gradually, he garnered enough experience to write and direct his own 
tiatrs.  He staged his first tiatr Yench Tem Karann in 1956 at P. T. Bhangwadi, Bombay. In this tiatr he sang 
a solo 'Mhozo Noman', acknowledging the invaluable support rendered to him in his struggle as an 
upcoming tiatrist. 

Alfred Rose wrote about thirteen tiatrs. The most popular among them were:  Lakhpoti Nouro, Dotor 
Advogad, Bhangaracho Hoti, Angounneanchi Vokol, Churchureanchem Kazar, Director Saib (1961, 
Non-Stop Show), etc.

Besides tiatrs, Alfred Rose is known to have introduced the idea of Konkani Musical Shows to the 
contemporary audience which was hungry for Konkani music and cantaram. His six Musical Shows 
during his time, made him a tiatr icon. His Rock Musical Show in 1990 was the first of its kind in which all 
songs were sung with pre-recorded sound tracks.

Alfred Rose added life and vivacity to the Konkani cantaram and made them appealing and attractive to 
the audience through his artistic talent as a composer and singer. The themes he dealt with were varied. 
His passion for Konkani language and Goa is well pronounced in his songs such as “Goenkar”, “Goa 
Xarak”, “Noman Tuka Goa”, “Goa Ani Goenkar”, “Jivit Goenkaranchem”, “Hanv Konkani Zannam”, 
“Goencho Vepar”, “Ami Soglle Ek” and “Konknni Konknni”, among others. 

Alfred Rose wrote songs displaying his patriotism towards the country, its leaders and freedom fighters. 
His Gandhian wisdom is noticeable in “Mornnacho Mukutt”, where he expresses his reverence for the 
Father of the Nation. He even gave credit to the contribution of late Prime Ministers of India through 
songs such as “Uzvadd Indiecho” (dedicated to Nehru), “Lal Bahadur Shastri” (dedicated to Shastri), 
“Xittkavnnim” (dedicated to Indira Gandhi) and “Noman Rajiv” (a tribute to Rajiv Gandhi).

Alfred Rose composed several songs on other personalities also such as “Mother Teresa”, “Lady Diana” 
and others. He composed songs on popular artistes of the Konkani stage such as A. R. Souza Ferrao, J. P. 
Souzalin, Reginaldo Fernandes and others.

Numerous religious songs were composed by Alfred Rose through which he displayed his religious 
fervor. “Kor Novenam”, “Dotorancho Dotor”, “Jezuchem Rogot”, “Dhonia Bhogos Maka”, “Saibinichi 
Ladainh”, “Mhojea Ghara Ietam” and “Tersachem Devosanv” are noteworthy songs reflecting his love 
for and his ardent faith in God.

 Interestingly, there are several songs he composed with titles of women's names such as “Celina”, 
“Leticia”, “Juliana”, “Sandra”, “Wilma”, “Janet Ani Linet”, “Lovely Esta”, which confirm the fact that 
his compositions gave significant value and recognition to women. He also composed mandos, which 
were performed in Goa and abroad.  

Besides solos Alfred Rose sang alongside artistes such as C. Alvares, M. Boyer, Al Jerry Braganza, 
Bernard de Aldona, Delfina, Filomena Braz, Rico Rod, as also with his wife Rita Rose and children 
Engelbert, Schubert and Alria.



Alfred Rose composed several songs not just in Konkani, but also in English and incorporated both these 
languages in his songs. Some of the popular English songs he composed include: “Lighthouse”, 
“Angela”,  “Date With Daisy” and  “Why Did I Fall in Love?”.

Alfred Rose was also a musician and wrote the music for his songs. In 1978, he released his first album 
Alfred Rose Hits Album No 1. This was the first audio cassette released in Konkani. He recorded 
numerous Konkani songs on audio cassettes and gramophone records. 

Besides tiatr, he made an immense contribution to Konkani films. He acted in films such as Amchem 
Noxib, Sukhachem Sopon and Boglantt among others. He composed the lyrics and music for most of the 
songs in Boglantt. He roped in Hindi film playback singers such as Shailendra Singh, Mahendra Kapoor 
and Krishna Kale to sing his compositions. His far-reaching influence is noticed in the broadcast of his 
songs on Emissora Portugal, Radio Ceylon, Goa FM, AIR Panjim, AIR Mumbai, Beirut, Bahrain and 
even Nairobi. As a tiatrist, he performed in Germany, Paris, Canada, UK, US, Africa, Gulf countries 
besides several states in India. 

With popular titles such as “Goa's Melody King” and “The Man With the Golden Voice”,  Alfred Rose 
carved a niche for himself in the hearts of Konkani tiatr and song lovers. 

His contribution to Konkani literature was commendable.  He was one of the few tiatr artistes to publish 
novels such as Vingans Monte Kristachem, Munis Ou Deunchar, etc. He was the first to publish a comics 
book titled Zomnintli Bhirant.  He also published 10 volumes of his songs, some of which contained 
musical scores. 

 He breathed his last on October 21, 2003 at Mahim, Bombay. 

Alfred was the recipient of many awards in India and abroad. In recognition of his immense contribution 
the government of Goa conferred on him the prestigious Goa State Cultural Award posthumously.  (C.F.)

11. 09. 1932 – 20. 07. 2016

Alegre Antão, known to all tiatr lovers as Star of Arossim, hailed 
from Arossim, Salcette, Goa and was born on September 11, 1932. 
At the young age of 13 he got an opportunity to sing two songs in a 
tiatr in Majorda. The audience liked both the songs. 

In 1948 Star of Arossim went to Bombay where his good friend and 
a good tiatr artiste, A. S. Conception, introduced him to A. R  Souza .
Ferrão, a tiatr artiste of high calibre. Souza Ferrão made it possible 
for Star of Arossim to perform in tiatrs presented by the Bombay 
tiatrists.

In those days Souza Ferrão was directing and producing Reginald 
Fernandes' tiatr, Aguadchem Prizaum. Star of Arossim got an opportunity to sing four duets in this tiatr. 



With this his popularity graph kept on rising. Soon there was a demand for him by other directors to 
perform in their tiatrs. Star of Arossim acted in tiatrs of Anthony Mendes, C. Alvares, Souza Ferrão, 
Alfred Rose etc. He also wrote and directed his own tiatrs. They include Amcho Dusman, Bacro 
Democracy, Cunnbi Onton, Retired Tarvotti, etc.

Initially, like many other male artistes, Star of Arossim played female roles. He sang duets in tiatrs 
singing the female part. He had a very pleasant voice and good music sense. Besides singing the first 
voice he could also sing seconds very well. We can still listen to his voice on  All India Radio Goa in 
songs like 'Cheddeachem Baltim' with Alfred Rose and 'Orrad Tarvotti' with Anthony Mendes. Many of 
his songs are recorded on HMV records like the solo 'Fulus-Sotte', and duets with Mohana, namely 
“Tambddem Bonder”, “Xit Koddi”, “Nirmon”, “Fancy Fair”, “Bhirmot”, etc. that have music by the 
renowned Goan musician of the Hindi film industry, Anthony Gonsalves. 

In 1979 Arossim got a good job on board the ship which he took up. Therefore he was seen on stage only 
when he was home on vacation. But after retirement he wanted to serve the tiatr stage in earnest. He lived 
with his family in Santo Estevam.  

As he aged he became weak and frail. He was housebound for a few years until he passed away on July 
20, 2016 at his residence in Santo Estevam.  (I.C.)

20. 10. 1932 - 16. 11. 2002

Robin Vaz was born on October 20, 1932 at Cuncolim, Salcette, 
Goa.  As a youngster he was accustomed to the songs and 
celebrations by the 'kunnbi' labourers who resided behind his home 
in Cuncolim. At times he joined them in their festivities and 
singing. No wonder he became an expert in folklore and was 
recognised as such on the Konkani stage, All India Radio and even 
in films.  Robin Vaz credited his mother, Valentina, for developing 
in him a love for tiatr. She would take him along for performances 
in the locality. The first tiatr he witnessed was Pai Tiatrist João 
Agostinho's Kunnbi Jaki in which A. R. Souza Ferrão was 
prominent. Enamored by tiatr, Robin would organize children's 
tiatrs along with his childhood friends, using bedsheets as curtains. 
Names of contemporary prominent tiatrists such as Anthony De 
Sa, J. P. Souzalin, A. R. Souza Ferrão, Miss Julie, etc., would be assigned to the roles played by each of 
them.  

When he was about eleven years old Robin had the opportunity to act in a play in his village and was 
appreciated for his role. Gradually he performed in tiatrs by Jephsis Hitler, Kamat de Assolna and 
Saluzinho D'Costa. By the age of fifteen Robin staged his own tiatr Put Konnancho?, in which some 
commercial artistes also participated.

He migrated to Bombay for employment. His childhood fascination for folklore enabled him to present 



popular programmes on folk songs at All India Radio, Bombay. Robin was involved in the movement for 
Goa's Liberation. As a member of the Azad Gomantak Dal he played a prominent role in the tiatrs 
authored by its Secretary, Mussolini Menezes, such as Ravji Ranno, Padrichem Bondd, Martyrs of 
Cuncolim, etc. Robin also performed in tiatrs of prominent directors like Anthony De Sa, Alfred Rose, C. 
Alvares, Jacinto Vaz, J. P. Souzalin, Kid Boxer, Saib Rocha, A. R. Souza Ferrão, etc.

Robin penned and directed at least 27 tiatrs. Among these some of the prominent ones were: Agente 
Monteiro, Opinion Poll, Dada, Put Konnancho?, Saddam Hussein and  Shantichem Login. Some of his 
religious plays were Adanv Ani Eva, Barabas, Dominic Savio, Don Bosco, Fatima Saibinn, Sam Juanv  
Baptist ani Ghatki Salomen. His last tiatr was Miss Isabel. 

Robin Vaz composed and sang many songs. Some of his most popular songs till date are:  “Sitaram 
Gaddiwala”, “Kunbi Vauraddi”, “Backbay-chem Varem”, “Pipirmitt”, “Va-Re-Va”, and “Darling 
Lucy”. He travelled and performed extensively with his folklore troupe. Even today his folk songs are 
popular on All India Radio, Goa and Mumbai. Goa with Love and Unforgettable Hits were some of his 
audio cassettes.

Robin Vaz acted in the following five Konkani films - Nirmonn, Sukhachem Sopon, Kortubancho 
Sonvsar, Mhoji Ghorkarn and Bhuierantllo Munis.  He also acted in the Hindi films entitled Aap ki Izzat 
Aap Bachao and Asit Sinha.

In recognition of his enormous contribution to the Konkani tiatr stage the Kala Academy presented him 
the prestigious Lifetime Contribution to Tiatr Award in 2001.

Robin Vaz passed away on November 16, 2002 at Fatorda, Goa.  (R.F.)

28. 11. 1932 – 08. 10. 1971

Cecilia Albuquerque was born on November 28, 1932 in Nairobi, 
Kenya. She was educated at Canossa Convent, Mahim, Bombay, 
where she participated in a play when she was about eight years 
old. She continued acting in plays staged in the school.  At the age 
of 15 she was  praised for her acting abilities by Valerian Cardinal 
Gracias who was the chief guest at a school function.

In 1953, Cecilia assisted Fr. Napoleon Silveira, the Parish Priest at 
Our Lady of Victories Church, Mahim, in writing a tiatr. Cecilia 
had hopes that she would be acting in the play. It was titled Cazari 
Bail Ghorant Nhoi Ofisant. This tiatr had prominent tiatrists such 
as C. Alvares as the hero, Miss Mohana as the leading actress and 
Anthony Mendes. Though Fr. Napoleon approached her father to allow her to act in the tiatr, Cecilia's 
father was vehemently opposed to her participation.  Due to unforeseen circumstances Miss Mohana 
was required to travel to England. Hence Fr. Napoleon again appealed to Cecilia's father to permit her to 
take up the role. Though he refused permission for a considerable period of time, he finally relented and 
gave his consent. Thus Cecilia got an opportunity to act along with two of the established commercial 



tiatrists.  At the end of the performance Anthony Mendes was awarded a prize for his acting. However, 
Anthony declined the prize and instead, awarded it to Cecilia. He opined that he was an established 
artiste and held that such awards should be given to upcoming artistes to encourage them. Although C. 
Alvares predicted that Cecilia had a bright career ahead as an actress, her father remained inflexible.

Cecilia married Jerry Machado in 1954. Her husband allowed her to resume acting in tiatrs. Initially she 
acted in shows held for charitable purposes. In 1956 Lambert Mascarenhas featured her in his play in 
English titled The Redoubtable Dona Assucena. When Thomas Fernandes staged Max Pereira's Meunni 
Cecilia performed the lead role as well as sang two songs with Anthony De Sa. Being convinced of her 
histrionic talents, Jerry permitted her to act in commercial tiatrs and soon Anthony De Sa featured her in 
his tiatr Aya staged at P. T. Bhangwadi.

After her appearance in Inam Rogtacho by Valente Mascarenhas, Cecilia performed in the tiatrs of  
several prominent tiatrists such as Anthony De Sa, Jacinto Vaz, M. Boyer, Prem Kumar, Robin Vaz, 
Romald Fernandes and others. Cecilia gained fame in Bombay, Goa and even in Mangalore. She is 
remembered for her willingness to oblige requests for her participation in tiatrs. Some of her memorable 
performances were in tiatrs such as M. Boyer's Atam Konn Ghatki?, Romald Fernandes' Tarvotti Pai and 
Agente Monteiro by Robin Vaz.

Cecilia's own tiatrs were: Mottem Anjelin, Conn Connancho? and Rinn. She also directed Jessie 
D'Souza's tiatr Kurnatti Mali. 

Cecilia's singing is immortalised through three of the four songs in Al Jerry Braganza's Konkani film 
Sukhachem Sopon: “Patovantli Kunvor” with Braganza, 'Sitaram Gaddivala” with Robin Vaz and 
chorus and “Motiancho Surngar” a Mando accompanied by Braganza and chorus. The songs were 
published in 1966 though the film was released the following year. Cecilia also featured with C. Alvares 
in Mhoji Ghorkarn in which she performed the popular song “Bacra Bab”. Besides singing in Konkani  
films, she also sang for Hindi films. In addition to the songs from Sukhachem Sopon, Cecilia's rendition 
of the mando “Jimmy, Jimmy Moga” is a perennial, nostalgic favourite among listeners.

Cecilia Machado passed away prematurely on October 8, 1971.  (R.F.)

22. 01. 1933 – 01. 06. 2016

Ricardo Vincent Rodrigues alias Rico Rod was born on January 22, 
1933 in Sirlim, Chinchinim, Salcete, Goa. 

Rico Rod's elder brother, Severin de Sirlim, was a tiatrist   In 1943 .
Rico Rod first performed in a 'fell', presented by the youth in his 
village. Later he performed in village concerts held during village 
feasts.

On completion of his primary education in Goa, Rico Rod went to 
Bombay to pursue further studies. At this time his elder brother was 



already in Bombay and staged his own tiatrs occasionally.

Rico's debut in tiatr was in one of his brother's tiatrs staged in Bombay.  He was invited to enact a female 
role. The comedian in that tiatr had to go to Goa and the troupe was left without a comedian.  As the 
director was aware of Rico's potential, he was asked to do the comic role. He took up the challenge and 
performed up to the expectations of the director and the audience.

Later Rico Rod performed in tiatrs of Seby Coutinho and Alvares Champion. But it was his performances 
in Alfred Rose's tiatrs Pessaumkar and Dotor Advogad which were noteworthy.

Rico Rod had a style of his own. Besides being an actor, he was also a good composer, singer, playwright 
and director. His songs were recorded on HMV Records and are still broadcast on All India Radio, like 
“Dorji”, “Duddvank Lagon”, “Soro Naka”, etc. Rico Rod also produced three audio cassettes of his 
popular songs.

In 1957 two groups of tiatrists emerged. One group was headed by Young Menezes and included Kid 
Boxer and Alfred Rose, while A. R. Souza Ferrao, Anthony Mendes and others were in the other group. 
Rico Rod supported Young Menezes and his team and so he featured in all tiatrs staged by that group in 
India and Africa. 

Rico Rod has many tiatrs to his credit and some have done well. His first tiatr Naum Naslolo was staged at 
P. T. Bhangwadi in 1959. It was followed by Paichem Vhoddponn in 1961. His other productions include 
Torui Kiteak Sotaitai? and Bekar Patranv. 

He performed in the Konkani films: Sukhachem Sopon, Mhoji Ghorkarn and Bhuierantlo Munis. He also 
performed in the film Cortubancho Sounsar, which he co-produced.

Rico Rod took up employment in Muscat, Oman, where he worked for almost 15 years. Despite 
involvement in his job, he continued to perform there on the tiatr stage.

He passed away on June 1, 2016 at his home in Sirlim. (P.E.) 

24. 09. 1933 – 16. 02. 2011

Philomena Braz e Crasto, popularly known as Philomena on the 
tiatr stage, was the daughter of Dr. Nazareth Braz and Candida 
Crasto of Orlim, Salcette, Goa.  She was born on September 24, 
1933 in Fort, Bombay.  Acting was natural to her and she often took 
part in her school concerts.  She completed her English education 
through St. Anne's Girls High School, Fort, Bombay, and then 
served as a school teacher for a brief period at Holy Name High 
School, Wodehouse, Bombay.

In her youth Philomena was involved in church work and would 



occasionally have children's shows.  She trained the children for acting and many times she herself 
performed in their programmes.  In one such show, Alfred Rose was the chief guest. He saw her potential 
and took her to act in his tiatr Zotkaxi Dorji in the year 1963.  And from then on Philomena never looked 
back.

Immediately after the first performance of Zotkaxi Dorji, C. Alvares booked her for his play Axea.  And 
thereafter she acted in tiatrs of other directors in Bombay. She acted in most of C. Alvares' tiatrs, such as 
Mhoji Voni, Atanchio Suno, Kortub Avoichem, Bhattkar de Goa, Kednam Udetolo To Dis, Kizil 
Nastanam Ghor Nam and many more. 

Besides Zotkaxi Dorji Philomena acted in Alfred Rose's other tiatrs like Director Saib, Rogtak 
Tannelolo, Lakhpoti Nouro, etc. Her stellar role was in Prem Kumar's tiatr Ordhi Bakri.  She acted in 
many of his hit tiatrs like Vauraddi, Rinn, Rekad, Kakut, etc.  Philomena performed for almost all the 
topmost playwrights like Saib Rocha, Minguel Rod, M. Boyer, Jacinto Vaz, Remmie Colaço, Robin Vaz, 
Dr. Simon C. Fernandes, etc.  Her most memorable role was in Axea followed by her role in the 'all ladies 
show' Khuincho Mandament?, both by C. Alvares..

In order to encourage newcomers and boost their morale, she acted in several non-commercial groups.  
She acted for directors like Jessie D'Souza, Albert de Britona, A. Pereira de Santa Cruz, Peter de Siolim, 
Kastel Kid, Francis de Verna, Xavier Boy, etc. 

She was a full time telephone operator.  She initially worked for a private medical practitioner and later at 
Ritz Hotel. She retired from the reputed National Textile Corporation in Bombay. She was among the 
very few tiatrists of that time who took tiatr as her hobby and as such could not take up shows in Goa and 
preferred to act for non-commercial tiatrs in Bombay. 

Philomena was a good singer too.  She sang solos, duets, trios and quartets, comic as well as non-comic 
songs in the company of Anthony Mendes, C. Alvares, A. R. Souza Ferrão, Alfred Rose, Robin Vaz, Star 
of Arossim and others. These songs are available on HMV records.  She also lent her voice to several  
music cassettes and compact discs. 

Philomena  directed and produced a tiatr titled Axechi Doxa, scripted by Anthony Ferns of Vakola, 
Bombay, which was a success. 

Philomena served the Konkani stage for more than four decades.  During her entire tiatr career she 
performed in several tiatrs. She was a versatile artiste and a hit with the audiences. 

After Shalini and Mohana, Philomena was also an early entrant on the tiatr stage and a contemporary of 
other great artistes like Ophelia, Cecilia, Antonette and Violet.    

Philomena was married to Barnabe Crasto of Chinchinim who was also a lover of tiatr and a non-
commercial artiste himself.  Because of the support and encouragement Philomena received from her 
husband, she continued to act.  She was instrumental in introducing her other two sisters to the tiatr stage.

During the Centenary Celebrations of tiatr she was honoured by Kala Academy, Goa on April 24, 1993, 
for her meritorious services towards the development of tiatr.  She also received several other awards and 
recognition. 

She passed away on February 16, 2011 at her residence in Chinchinim, Salcette, Goa.  (F.C.)



Minguel Santana Dourado, known on the tiatr stage as M. Dod de 
Verna, was born on November 2, 1933 to Domingos Dourado and 
Ana Maria Dourado of Verna, Salcette, Goa. 

Dod de Verna was gifted with a melodious voice, which he put to 
good use in his childhood, performing in village concerts. He was 
greatly inspired by and held in awe the great tiatrists, A. R. Souza 
Ferrão and Minguel Rod, whose songs he would learn by heart and 
sing. Maturing with age and experience on stage, he began to 
compose his own songs and rose to become one of the finest 
composers of the Konkani stage.

Buoyed by the success and name that he earned singing in village concerts, he set his eyes on realizing his 
heart's desire and wrote his first tiatr Konnanchi Girestkai? at the age of 18. The success of his first tiatr 
made him pursue his dream and realizing that Bombay was the hub of tiatr, he left Goa to fulfill his aim of 
becoming a reputed tiatrist. 

Tiatr then was ruled by the cream of tiatrists, and it was not easy for a newcomer to step on stage in the 
garb of an actor or singer. He decided to start from scratch and started participating in singing 
competitions. Luck favoured him as on Christmas night at P. T. Bhangwadi, John Claro's Camil Bottler 
was to be staged and before the staging of the tiatr there was a singing competition. Dod participated in 
the competition and bagged the first prize. It was at this competition that A. R. Souza Ferrão noticed 
Dod's talent and offered him an opportunity to sing on the commercial stage.  

M. Dod de Verna was an instant hit and soon he got offers from the stalwarts of tiatr like C. Alvares, 
Anthony De Sa, Anthony Mendes, Andrew Ferns, Master Vaz, Remmie Colaço and others. While in 
Bombay he staged two of his own tiatrs and soon he returned to Goa with the tag of a reputed tiatr artiste.

In Goa, he occasionally teamed up with Master Vaz and Young Menezes to sing trios. After a brief stint 
with 'Stars of Goa', a troupe that was soon disbanded, he became a member of 'Young Stars of Goa' troupe 
and along with Nelson Afonso, Young Menezes, Tony Sax, Champion Peter, Jacinto Vaz, Conception, 
Aristides Dias and others dominated the Goan tiatr stage. M. Dod started his career on the tiatr stage as a 
singer, but soon started enacting cameo roles. M. Dod de Verna often sang the opening song in tiatrs. He 
also sang with Platilda, Sabina, Philomena, Aristides Dias and Nelson Alfonso. 

Some of his famous songs are “Handbilam Maddoitat”, “Joker Zauncho Poddlo”, “Karddam”, “Gõychi 
Fenni”, “Bodol'lam Chart”, “Gõychem Eleisanv”, “Noko Aslolo Monis”, “Devacho Upordes”, etc. 

M. Dod de Verna wrote and presented tiatrs with good messages, such as Konnachi Girestkai?, Hor'rad 
Tarvotti, Motlobi Podon, Kallzacho Aunddo, Gõychi Mati, Thevoi Thomas, etc. He acted for all the great 
directors of his time. Whenever he staged a new tiatr he would introduce some new talent on stage. 

He was last seen on stage in J. P. Souzalin's Sam Francis Xavier. A new tiatr of Star of Curtorim titled 

02. 11. 1933 – 08. 03. 1970



Nelson Afonso hailed from Aldona, Bardez, Goa but settled in 
Vasco, Mormugão. He was born on April 20, 1934. While he was 
very young, Nelson showed his talent for singing. A neighbour, 
Baptista Lobo, gave young Nelson a chance to sing in his village 
tiatr.

Nelson became popular as a singer at the village level. A. S. 
Conception who was also his neighbour spotted him in one such 
village drama. As Conception was already an established tiatrist, 
he introduced Nelson to the commercial tiatr stage. Nelson was 
soon recognized by the senior tiatrists of that time who cast him in their tiatrs. Initially Nelson performed 
female roles. He composed meaningful songs.

As an actor and singer, Nelson made a great impact on the tiatr stage. He then started writing his own 
tiatrs. His scripts were good and people liked the themes of his tiatrs. In all he wrote 27 tiatrs of which 
some were on political themes. His political tiatr Nationalist became a hit among the Goan audiences. 
Some of his other hit tiatrs were Dotor Salazar, Almas Do Outro Mundo, Dolorosa, Jikle re Jikle, 
Doganch Puro, Goemkar te Goemkar, Ghorabo etc. 

The troupe 'Stars of the Goa Stage' was founded by Nelson comprising of young tiatrists. The name of the 
troupe was subsequently changed to 'Young Stars of Goa'. Nelson then formed another group with other 
senior and junior tiatrists when he staged his tiatr Asro. He named the group 'Old and Gold Stars of Goa'.

Nelson composed and sang duets with Anthony, Conception and Champion Peter. Later on Conception, 
Nelson and Anthony formed their own trio which sang political songs. These songs became popular and 
were in great demand. 

It was Nelson who introduced the first revolving stage in his famous tiatr Dolorosa in 1968. The stage 
was fabricated by him. 

Nelson passed away at the age of 48 on June 18, 1982 in his home at Vasco. (W.F.) 

20. 04. 1934 – 18. 06. 1982

Kantteantlem Ful was to be released in Bombay and M. Dod de Verna's photograph was printed on the 
handbill, but destiny had other plans and M. Dod de Verna left for his heavenly abode on March 8, 1970 
in Goa at the young age of 37 years, leaving behind a half-written script of his new tiatr Sot'techem Ghor.  
His friend and colleague, Nelson Afonso, completed the script and staged the tiatr after Dod's death in his 
memory.  (M.G.)



On November 8, 1938 the village of Ambirna, Soccorro, Bardez, 
Goa, was blessed with the birth of Emerciana Clara Ophelia Cabral 
popularly known as Miss Ophelia on the Konkani Tiatr stage.

As a student of Victoria School in Mahim, Bombay, Ophelia took 
part in school concerts and earned great appreciation from her 
teachers. Later she was attracted to the Konkani tiatr stage, 
inspired by her sister Miss Mohana's talent and fame. Ophelia got 
her first break in A. F. Rod's tiatr Apurbaiechi Sun. Close to this in 
1955 Master Vaz cast her in his tiatr Nores Bomboi Jela. Very soon 
her melodious voice and acting talent especially as a vamp, caught 
the attention of Ace Director C. Alvares. Once she set foot on the tiatr stage, there was no turning back. 
Over a long period she did various roles in several tiatrs of C. Alvares and sang duets with him which 
were in great demand. Apart from playing the role of a vamp, she became famous for her tragedy roles 
which were so impressive that they brought tears in the eyes of the audience. Although her tragedy 
performances in C. Alvares' Kednam Udetolo To Dis?, M. Boyer's Besaum and Bhurgim Ani Bhangar 
and Prem Kumar's Dukh were heart-rending, it was her performance in Dr. Simon's Poskem that earned 
her the title of 'Tragedy Queen of the Konkani Stage'.

Although tragedy was her forte, she also excelled in comedy roles in C. Alvares' Xezari Kombo and 
Mazor Cat Zalem.  Her fine performance in Rosario Rodrigues' non-stop drama Mhaka Jieunk Diat was 
greatly appreciated. She displayed her acting and singing prowess not only in Goa and Bombay, but also 
all over the Gulf, Beirut and UK.

Ophelia wrote and directed two tiatrs Mhojim Bhurgim and Bailanchi Sobai.  And later along with 
her husband, Bab Peter, produced and directed many popular tiatrs Apurbaieche Teg Khambe, Konn 
Nhoi Konnacho, Maink Zai Punn Paik Naka, Guneanv Mhozo Nhoi, etc. 

Ophelia was a good singer and some of her duets with C. Alvares and Bab Peter are timeless. Many of her 
duets with C. Alvares were recorded on Columbia Records and are played till date on All India Radio 
such as “Figur Haddlam Putan”, “Axirvad Zavo”, “Jawan”, “Prem Korum-ia”, etc. Ophelia, along with 
Bab Peter, produced Konkani song albums like Konkani Motiam, Goan, Myrose, to name a few. After 
their passing away, their daughter Tatum (Babli) celebrated and brought alive her parents' immortal love 
story through a song album entitled Bab Peter-Ophelia Omor Mogachi Kanni. 

Ophelia acted in the Konkani films: Amchem Noxib, Nirmonn, Bhuierantlo Munis and Bogllantt. She 
also acted in C. Alvares' telefilm Faxi Mogachi. On a visit to Beirut she acted in an Arabic T.V. 
programme along with her sister, Mohana, in a dance sequence and also played a role in an Arabic film.

Miss Ophelia was the recipient of several awards. She was given a special award for her tragedy role in 
Prem Kumar's tiatr Dukh. The Tiatr Academy of Goa presented her with the 'Lifetime Contribution to 

08. 11. 1938 – 19. 02. 2016



Born on August 15, 1939 in Mardol, Goa, Shalini Mardolkar has 
carved her name in golden letters on the scroll of honour of 
Konkani artistes both on the stage and screen. From childhood she 
performed in Marathi and Gujarati plays. There she acquired good 
knowledge of the art of acting, since those plays were directed by 
artistes of repute. A group 'Shalini Songit Mandal' was established 
and she played the role of the child artiste in its plays. 

Shalini's first appearance on the tiatr stage was in Anthony 
Franklin Coelho's Bhau-Bhoinn where she was cast opposite C. 
Alvares in the lead role. C. Alvares then cast her in his tiatr Vojem.  
One of her most memorable performances was the role of Mother Mary in J. P. Souzalin's Saibinnicheo 
Sat Dukhi. Later on Shalini acted in tiatrs of several famous directors like Jacinto Vaz, Robin Vaz, Prem 
Kumar, M. Boyer, Anthony De Sa, Alfred Rose, etc.

Shalini had a very appealing voice and she sang duets, trios and quartets with C. Alvares, Master Vaz, M. 
Boyer, Robin Vaz, Anthony Mendes, Jacinto Vaz, etc. Her melodious voice is immortalised in the song 
“Dhol Mhojea Bai” in Frank Fernand's all-time hit movie Nirmon (1966)  .

In 1966 Shalini received the National Award for Best Actress in the Film 'Nirmon' at the hands of the then 
Prime Minister of India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi. 

Nirmon was directed by her husband, the noted Hindi film director, A. Salaam. Shalini performed in 
several other Konkani movies Amchem Noxib (1963), Mhoji Ghorkarn (1969), etc. She also acted in the  
Hindi film Taqdeer, which was a remake of Nirmonn.

Shalini wrote and staged the tiatrs Korta To Bhogta and Sounsaracho Gaddo. 

This great star of the Konkani stage and screen passed away in Mumbai on January 7, 2013. (J.R)

15. 08. 1939 – 07. 01. 2013

Tiatr Award' in 2009 and in 2014 the Government of Goa awarded her the prestigious 'Goa State Cultural 
Award' in the field of tiatr. She was also the recipient of 'The Goan Review's Best Actress Award' in 1997.

On February 19, 2016, Miss Ophelia breathed her last in Mahim, Mumbai.  (J.R.)



During the last 125 years of its existence, tiatr has faced numerous 
challenges and has undergone ups and downs many a time. But every 
time some obstacles appeared there emerged several artistes who with 
their sheer dedication to the tiatr stage, managed to keep the flag of tiatr 
flying high.

Their contribution to the preservation, promotion and development of 
tiatr is immense and valuable. It is because of them that the tiatr 
continued its journey uninterrupted from 1892 till 2017 – a period of 
125 years.

Such selfless and dedicated tiatr artistes are featured in this chapter.



Among the contents of the handbill for Batcara, a musical comedy 
in two acts, staged at the Gaiety Theatre in Bombay on Tuesday, 
November 22, 1904, one line has assumed historical significance 
for Konkani Tiatr. Pai Tiatrist João Agostinho Fernandes 
categorically stated: “First appearance of our actresses and the introduction of a variety of other items on 
our stage such as never been attempted before by any other Dramatic Clubs in our Community.”

On this day Regina Fernandes, wife of João Agostinho, became the first lady of Konkani Tiatr.  
Carmelina Fernandes and N. Gomes were the other two actresses in this play. This revolutionary step of 
having ladies in dramatic performances preceded Marathi theatre by about twenty-seven years. Whereas 
Regina appeared on stage first and had a bigger role as Roza Maria Luiza Vaz, the wife of Batcara de 
Panzaria,   Carmelina played the role of Cecilia Miranda, fiancée of the landlord's only son Casmiro. 
Carmelina Fernandes was the sister of Regina Fernandes. The family of Pai Tiatrist João Agostinho can 
be truly regarded as the “First Family of Konkani Tiatr.” João Agostinho, his first wife Regina (who he 
married on August 22, 1895), as well as their daughters Sophia and Annie acted in his tiatrs. Later other 
children also followed in their footsteps.

The original handbill for Batcara in 1904 indicates the name only as 'Miss Fernandes' for the role of 
Cecilia Miranda (Ernestina is added by handwriting). This 
inadequacy in specifying the name of the actress led to 
speculation that Sophia may have played that role of Cecilia in the 
first staging. Sophia, born on May 30, 1896, would have been just 
around eight years old-- too young to play the role of a fiancée.  
However, the printed booklet  of Batcara I dated  January 1, 1909, 
clarifies this doubt as it  clearly mentions Sra. Carmelina 
Fernandes in Cecilia's role. The obituary for Regina who passed 
away on  December 20, 1908 mentions her as the sister of 
Carmelina. This obituary also confirms that by this time 
Carmelina was married to Chrispino Correia and she seems to 
have moved out of the tiatr scene after her marriage. 

It is a well-known fact that after Regina's passing away, leaving 
behind four small children, João Agostinho married Luiza Maria 
Colaço on  May 3, 1909. She too featured in his tiatrs. At the 
inaugural staging of Batcara II on Tuesday,  May 23, 1911,  the 

The Fernandes Ladies

Carmelina Fernandes  

Luiza Fernandes  



role of the Batcan Rosa Maria Luiza Vaz was  acted by Mr A.V. Britto and not by Joao Agostinho's second 
wife Luiza Maria. At this time Luiza was expecting her first child, Regina Maria, who was born a month 
and a half later on  July 9, 1911.  However, the role of Cecilia Ernestina Miranda as Casmir's 'wife' was 
played by Miss Fernandes.  As Sophia was now 15 years old we can safely presume that she played the 
role of Cecilia in 1911. When Batcara I was re-enacted on Tuesday  December 7, 1915 at Empire 
Theatre, Luiza Maria acted as  the Batcan  and Sophia  acted as Casmiro's fiancée. Sophia  Fernandes  
earns the distinction of being the first female who recorded Konkani songs on gramophone as she 
accompanied her father in the production of a His Master's Voice (H.M.V.) disc in 1908. 

Sophia's younger sister Maria Ana Rita (Annie) Fernandes was born on   September 15, 1901. She was 
among the female artistes in Batcara II on  May 23, 1911. When  Albert Gonsalves/The Drunkard 
(Bebdo) was presented by The Goan Amateurs Dramatic Society at Gaiety Theatre on Thursday,  
October 8, 1925, Anne Fernandes acted as Gertrude Lobo (the drunkard's wife). Given her background as 
a singer, and since the audience was assured that there would be 'Comic songs in English and Concanim', 
Anne must have been involved also as a singer. Geraldina was staged by the 'Associação Dramática 
Marganense' at Cansaulim, Goa near the railway station, on January 6, 1927, Feast of the Three Kings 
(Epiphany). Advertised as a Theatro - Opera it contained 26 Songs in English and Konkani. Two songs in 
English were by 'Mlle. Anne Fernandes.' (R.F.)

L C D' Braganza, whose stage name was Rama, hailed from Morjim, Pernem, Goa. He lived in 
Colaba, Bombay. He staged his own tiatrs in Bombay around 1908 onwards.  He wrote quite a few 
tiatrs, but one tiatr that made him famous was Maurice Ani Juliana Vo A Real Love Story, which was 
staged in the year 1910.  In fact it was one of  L. C. D' Branganza's tiatrs in Bombay, which made the 
first impact on young A. J. Rocha (Saib Rocha) and which probably was responsible in creating this 
tiatr's greatest playwright, director, administrator and disciplinarian.  (F.C.)

German Pinto hailed from Oxel-Siolim, Bardez, Goa and lived at 
Saitan Chowk, Dadar, near the Portuguese church, Bombay.  He 
was a prolific writer and wrote many tiatrs.  It was he who 
introduced Aleixinho de Candolim at the age of 13 to the tiatr stage 
in his tiatr Lojechem Bongllant. This tiatr was staged on November 
11, 1939 at Instituto Luso Indiano (ILI), now Goan Institute hall in 
Dabul, Bombay. Another of his hit tiatrs was Nirducai.  (F.C.)



F. Nazareth was a prominent tiatrist who belonged to the era of 
Jack Aquila.  He was a great writer and director of that time.  He 
wrote many tiatrs and two of his tiatrs Rogtak Tanelolo Bapui  
(staged in 1943) and Bhirancul Avaz were very popular.  (F.C.)

Along with F. Nazareth there was another famous tiatrist during that time, who was known by his stage 
name Millionar. His real name is not known.  He hailed from Parra, Bardez, Goa, and lived in Grant 
Road, Bombay. He was famous for composing songs very quickly and singing them on stage. His 
compositions were also sung by others.  He also performed cameo roles in tiatrs. He was a member of 
Jack Aquila's Union Jack Opera Company.  (F.C.)

John Bartle, popularly known as Johnnie Batloo, hailed from 
Bardez, Goa.  He was one of the topmost comedians of the tiatr 
stage during the lives and times of Saib Rocha and J. P. Souzalin. 
He was a permanent member of Union Jack Dramatic Company, 
set up in 1916 by Saib Rocha. He was a good singer as well, with a 
special love for original music.  He, in the company of another 
tiatrist by the name of Bom Jesus, sang on the stage, both playing 
the accordions. Batloo wanted to be a music director.  When the 
musicians played for his song he would appear on the stage as a 
'maestro' conducting the musicians and then get into his singing 
part.

Formally untrained in music, Batloo assembled jazz-type 
fragmented musical notes into a rhythmic sequence. Once its beat 
was established, he departed from the pattern and combined notes 
and words into a new kind of musical melody.  His 'riyaz' 
(practice) lay more in his skills as a mimic rather than in technique.  
His songs spanned many genres.  Besides comic songs, he also 
sang non-comic songs.  (F.C.)



Bom Jesus who lived at 'Morna Golli' in Dhobitalao, Bombay hailed from Colva, Salcette, Goa. He had a 
flair for music and also played the guitar.  Besides singing, Bom Jesus also performed minor female 
roles in tiatrs. (F.C.)

Emedio Sailor hailed from Salcette, Goa and lived at Sewree, Bombay. One of the founder members 
of 'Union Jack Dramatic Company', he was a good singer and actor of the tiatr stage. He was active 
in tiatrs for a brief period between 1918 and 1928.  Introduced to the tiatr stage by Saib Rocha, 
Emedio Sailor went on to become a playwright of repute. (F.C.) 

05. 01. 1904 – 04. 12. 1982

Antonio Francisco Souza was born to Joaquim Mariano Souza and 
Maria Cecilia Ferrão on January 5, 1904 at Ambora, Raia, Salcete, 
Goa. But he lived mostly in Sanvordem where he was running his 
own business houses 'Casa Souza Ferrão' and 'Sofar Sons 
Engineering', both of which were doing quite well. Having studied 
both English and Portuguese in school, he was quite fluent in these 
languages along with his mother tongue, Konkani. 

Since his younger brother A. R. Souza Ferrão was already a 
tiatrist, they had started their own group called 'Jolly Brothers 
Dramatic Club' with their band 'Banda Nacional' and cast 
comprising of Miss Julie, Vincent Rod, Luis Rod, Minguel Rod, 
Vaz de Pilerne, Jacinto Vaz, Kid Boxer and Romaldo D'Souza. 
Together they wrote and staged tiatrs under the said banner, both in Goa and Bombay. 

A. F. Souza Ferrão was a good actor, having performed for the likes of João Agostinho Fernandes in his 



tiatr Cavelchi Sundori and in Minguel Rod's tiatr Ghorchem Kestaum and many more. His tall stature and 
towering personality often got him the role of 'bhattkar' (landlord).   He wrote and staged his own tiatr 
Mojea Bhava.

A. F. Souza Ferrão was a favourite of Kid Boxer and both went on a six-month tour to Lourenço Marques 
and after they returned in 1963, his tiatr Mojea Bhava was re-staged with Goa-based artistes. He acted in 
the Konkani films Amchem Noxib and Nirmon in cameo roles.

A. F. Souza Ferrão died on December 4, 1982 at Sanvordem, Curchorem, Goa. (S.M.)

20. 06. 1904 – 28. 04. 1998

Cornelio Apolino Gomes was born in Chinchinim, Salcette, Goa 
on June 20, 1904. After completing his primary education in 
Portuguese, he  studied Latin and French in the Seminary for two 
years.  He was then sent for higher studies in English and passed 
the then Matriculation Examination of the Poona Board through 
St. Joseph's High School, Arpora, Goa.  He later answered School 
Teachers Certificate examination because he wanted to pursue a 
career in teaching.

While he was teaching  at Guardian Angel High School, 
Curchorem, he wrote a Konkani tiatr titled Solam Mest Ani 
Hemlet, which was staged by the students.  The show became a hit 
and did three repeat performances.  Since the show was doing wonderfully well, Fr. Gervasio Pinto, the 
then Principal of the school, advised Prof. Gomes to stage the same play all over Goa with a commercial 
cast. 

Prof. Gomes founded the now defunct high school, New Educational Institute, in his own village, where 
he taught for almost 8 years.  He also taught in some other schools.

Prof. Gomes was a lover of tiatr. In each and every school where he taught, he staged his tiatrs, giving an 
opportunity to his students to participate.  He wrote and directed several tiatrs: Papa Mhaka Khoxi Nam 
Conventant Vechi, Chint Munxea Rinn Kaddchea Adim, Undrachea Ragan Ghorak Uzo, Bhikareak 
Pois Korcho Nhui, Lapitt Bostiaum, etc. 

Kamat de Assolna, Jephsis Hitler, M. Boyer, Lucas Ferns, Aristides Dias and Domnic Vaz were regular 
artistes in his tiatrs.  

On November 17, 1957, on the day of the feast of Guardian Angel at Curchorem there was a tussle 
between Custodio Diniz and Prof. Gomes. Custodio staged his tiatr Tin Lakh where live horses 
performed on stage.  On the other hand, Prof. Gomes staged Mhaka Nakat Tin Lakh with a formidable 
cast consisting of Jacinto Vaz, Dioguinho De Mello, Ismenia, Balduinho Araujo, Domnic Vaz, Aristides 
Dias, Luis Rod, Tony Sax etc.



Prof. Gomes toured the whole of Goa with his plays.  His songs, folk songs, plays in Konkani and English 
were staged by commercial artistes at various places in Goa and Bombay. While on tour in Bombay, he 
acted in his own plays in the company of  C. Alvares, Alfred Rose, A. R. Souza Ferrão, Philomena Braz, 
Jessie and others.  In his village he had his own troupe of singers, with whom he participated in the 
Mando Festival for several years.  He won laurels and many prizes for his mando compositions as well as 
for his original music and style of presentation.  Some of his famous mandos are: 'Tenar Kumpas', 
'Mogachem Kantar', 'Khellta Mando Nachtoleachea Tonddar', etc.

Prof. Gomes was a multi-faceted personality - a teacher, writer, playwright,  lyricist,  musician, folklorist 
and performer.  In 1981 he published a collection of thirty English poems in a book titled 'A Garland Of 
Multi-coloured Flowers'. The poems deal with a variety of themes: domestic, social, political, spiritual 
and physical. 

He passed away at his residence in Chinchinnim, Goa on April 28, 1998 at the ripe old age of 94. (F.C.)

C. Brazil hailed from Assagao, Bardez, Goa.  He was a writer, director, actor, composer  and  singer.  One 
of his popular tiatrs was Amel Ponjecarn staged at P. T. Bhangwadi, Bombay in the year 1946 to a jam-
packed audience.

When Brazil first landed in Bombay, he was unknown to the tiatr world.  Lucasinho Ribeiro first 
introduced him in his tiatr after he cleared the audition.  Contrary to his group companions' advice not to 
introduce Brazil in his tiatr, as he had a weak voice, Lucasinho wanted to chisel the youngster's delicate 
vocal chords. The rest is history.  C. Brazil, as a singer, was an instant hit. (F.C.)

Anthony Tooloo was a noted playwright, an excellent composer and a numero uno singer who has a 
number of comic and non-comic songs to his credit, most of which were recorded by HMV.  Tooloo 
displayed a high degree of competence in what he did. (F.C.)

Anthony Tooloo, known as the 'Lion Singer of the tiatr stage', hailed from Ribandar, Ilhas, Goa.  He 
belonged exceptionally to that era when performing artistes used to rattle off their lines as if they were 
reciting poetry.  The tiatr Amel Ponnjekarn by C. Brazil in 1946 featured Tooloo in a pivotal role. 



João Carvalho hailed from Bardez, Goa.  Being an accomplished playwright and director, his plays 
reflected social consciousness. A great thinker and prolific actor, Carvalho featured in most of J. P. 
Souzalin's tiatrs.  He was a contemporary of John Lazarus D'Souza and Anthony Tooloo.  He would 
usually enact female roles.

Carvalho's tiatrs provided the best of themes, talents and technological brilliance which was one of the 
formulae that this tiatrist used to make his performances successful.  He was known for his versatility as 
a playwright and actor. His tiatrs were considered highly philosophical.  (F.C.)

Joel D'Mello hailed from Bardez, Goa and lived near Parsi Dairy Farm at Princess Street in Bombay. He 
was a great composer and an impressive singer, gifted with a melodious voice.  He sang mostly non-
comic songs.  Many of his songs were recorded on HMV records besides his numerous renditions on the 
Konkani stage for many a director. (F.C.)

Francis Mosno belonged to the era of Minguel Rod, A. R. Souza 
Ferrão, Anthony Vaz etc.  He lived at Gowalia Tank in Bombay.  
He was a playwright, a comedian and a fine composer.  He excelled 
in comic roles and songs.  His comic performances were very 
natural.  He wrote a few tiatrs and his most popular ones were 
Bebdo Millionar in 1944 and Hem Kitem?  (F.C.)

L. C. Dias was an experienced and mature tiatrist who played his characters with great ease.  He 
performed for many directors of his time.  He gave a memorable performance of his career in J. P. 
Souzalin's Assonoracho Kistulo?.  Dias believed in quality and not in quantity and he wrote a few quality 
tiatrs.   One of them is Khuim Asa Tem Sukh? which was a hit at that time.  He is also instrumental in 
bringing a number of new talents to the tiatr stage, one being Caetaninho Rebello in his above-mentioned 
tiatr.  (F.C.)



Since his father was an established name in the tiatr world, Tony had 
it easy to step onto the tiatr stage. He was a talented actor and singer but his father's presence in the tiatr 
world  was undoubtedly the additional plus point. He was 18 years old when he first performed in his 
father's farce Mhozo Khapri Chakor staged at St. Xavier's School Hall in Dhobitalao, Bombay. Then he 
acted in John  Lazarus De Souza's tiatr in the role of a young boy. After that came Vauraddi and Kunnbi Jaki, 
both written and directed by Tony's father, João Agostinho. One farce Cazar Matarponnar,  written by João 
Agostinho, was once performed by only four artistes i.e. A. R. Souza Ferrão, Anthony Mendes, Ophelia and 
Tony.  He also performed in tiatrs directed by Minguel Rod, Jacinto Vaz, S. T. Miranda, Kid Boxer, A. R. 
Souza Ferrão, Dr. Simon Fernandes, J. P. Souzalin, Saib Rocha and Anthony De Sa among others.

He was a tiatrist by birth having his lineage handed down to him by 
the founder of Tiatr. He inherited the talent from his own father, Pai 
Tiatrist João Agostinho Fernandes of Modsai, Borda, Margão, Goa.  
With such an awesome background, it was only natural that he took 
up after the great man. 

Antonio Concessão Fernandes alias Tony Fernandes hailed from 
Modsai, Margão. He was born on  June 27, 1916 to  João Agostinho 
and Luiza Maria Fernandes. He did his schooling at St. Sebastian 
Goan High School, Dabul, Bombay.  He was an artist by profession. 
He was as passionate as his father was about Konkani tiatrs.

Tony passed away in his Modsai home on August 22, 2005. (W.M.)

Tony was a good singer and sang duets with his singing partner, Anthony Mendes. Tony played the female 
partner in the duet. They were named Tony-Mendes and were quite popular in those days.  The most popular 
song sung by Tony was 'Bhott Zambaulecho'. He played the guitar with no formal training. Tony has to his 
credit his songs recorded by Columbia Records, which are sometimes broadcast by All India Radio.

Married to Anna Maria Quadros, Tony has a daughter, Sharmila. 

27. 06. 1916 – 22. 08. 2005

Vaz was a favourite with the audiences and at times tiatr aficionados would sing along with him.  His 
voice and style of singing were unique. Years after he bid farewell to the stage, he is still remembered by 
tiatr-lovers.  (F.C.) 

Tattaful Vaz  (real name not known) has contributed immensely to the Konkani stage by way of writing 
tiatrs, enacting both male and mostly female roles, and above all, by singing songs.

Hailing from a family of tiatrists, Vaz was a natural performer. Once  while performing at P. T. 
Bhangwadi, Bombay, he rendered a solo dressed in six different saris.  He unwrapped one sari at a time 
saying that these are for the public and finally ended the song with the remark, “but my petticoat and 
blouse are meant exclusively for my hubby”. 



John F. Costabir hailed from Verna, Salcette, Goa.  He was a great playwright during the life and times of 
João Lazarus De Souza. He would regularly stage his shows between the late 1920s till early 1940s.  (F.C.)

Manny D'Souza was a gifted composer and singer and participated 
in the tiatrs of all the great directors like J. P. Souzalin, A. R. Souza 
Ferrão, Dioguinho De Mello, Anthony De Sa etc. from the 1940s 
to the 1960s.  Having a handsome and pleasing personality, Manny 
was the opening singer in several tiatrs.  He was acknowledged as 
the real 'political clownist' (soloist) of that time.  One of his all-
time favourite songs on Goa “Team Noixtteanim Pokrun Khelem 
Tuka” would get an encore for more than four times at every 
performance. (F.C.)

Afonso hailed from Baga, Bardez, Goa.  He was popularly known as Afonso Pako in tiatr circles. He was 
a good composer and singer, gifted with a powerful voice and could sing without a microphone. He 
performed for many commercial directors. He belonged to the era of Anthony Vaz, P. Nazareth, 
Dioguinho De Mello, Souza Ferrão etc.  (F.C.)

Vaz de Pilerne hailed from Pilerne, Bardez, Goa. He lived in Parel 
and worked  for Bombay Electricity and State Transport (BEST)  
as a clerk. He started his commercial tiatr career in Saib Rocha's 
Son of Jerusalem.  He later performed for stalwart directors such 
as J. P. Souzalin, Kid Boxer, Anthony De Sa, A. M. B. Rose, 
Dioguinho De Mello, etc. He played minor male and female roles 
in tiatrs.

Vaz was a composer and a singer.  Besides solos he would join his 
colleagues in singing duos, duets, trios and quartets.   He also 
wrote and directed his own tiatrs like Minguelachem Kortub, 
Dhuvek Zai Nouro, Romeo-Juliet, Mogachi Tiksann, etc.  (F.C.)



Simoes was married to Bombay's renowned dixtticarn (person who expels evil spirits), Carlota Simoes 
of Byculla. 

Dennis Simoes was born in 1901 and hailed from Candolim, Bardez, Goa. He was introduced to the 
commercial tiatr stage by Aleixinho de Candolim in one of his tiatrs.

Simoes performed in many tiatrs of Minguel Rod who wrote appropriate roles for him in his tiatrs. In 
Minguel Rod's Intruz Vo Carnaval Simoes performed a bhattkar's role which is remembered even today.  
Simoes performed different roles during his career such as bhattkar (landlord), father and gouio 
(simpleton). He played the memorable role of a simpleton bridegroom in Anthony De Sa's tiatr 
Farikponn.   Simoes also played female characters with ease. In C. Alvares' Conn To Mali? he played the 
role of a simpleton bride to perfection.

Dennis Simoes passed away in Bombay in 1957.  (F.C.)

1901 - 1957 

Edward Almeida, popularly known as E. Almeida in tiatr circles, 
hailed from Cavelossim, Salcette, Goa.  He was a sophisticated 
performer – a king amongst villains; at the same time, enacting 
roles of a landlord, an elderly father and a foreign returned 
gentleman. He performed in tiatrs of several directors of his time. 
Almeida was equally good at singing and sang duos, trios and 
quartets.  

He also wrote several tiatrs and presented them all over Goa and 
Bombay.  Notable among them were: Maim, Lunddo, Bhauponn 
and Mogan Kelo Nett Ani Sasreak Poddlo Pett. 

Edward was a sartorial perfectionist.  His stage costumes were impeccably tailored and he held his 
smoking pipe at a jaunty angle.

During his twilight years, he preferred to go against everyone's good advice and have his own way as far 
as casting tiatrists in his tiatrs was concerned.

Edward passed away in Goa.  (F.C.)



S. T. Miranda was born in Siolim, Bardez, Goa.  He was an 
irrepressible performer of the tiatr stage.  He was a brilliant 
playwright and an accredited singer as well.   He has some of his 
songs recorded on HMV, like “Mai Ani Pai”, “Nouro” etc.  He 
enacted the role of a patient in the Konkani feature film, Amchem 
Noxib.

Miranda's 'tiatristponn' was the amazing rags-to-riches saga of a 
fascinating personality. He wrote several tiatrs.  

As a young lad, Miranda loved tiatr so much that he patronised 
every tiatr that came to his village and when there weren't any 
around, he would hop on a cycle, ride to the nearby towns of Mapusa and Panjim and then soak in the 
tiatrs which starred his favourites and other hot favourites of that era.

So it was inevitable that this ardent tiatr fan would go to Bombay to seek name and fame through 
'tiatristponn'.  One day upon his visit to the Siolim Club where Miranda was putting up, a good Samaritan 
happened to bump into him and introduced him to a director who gave Miranda an opportunity to sing for 
the first time.

For three years Miranda remained only a singer.  Soon he got an opportunity to do roles in which he 
excelled and turned out to be a much sought after performer.  He further ventured into writing and 
directing his own tiatrs and was a huge success. Karacheachi Viaj and Bicari were two of his most 
acclaimed tiatrs.  (F.C.)

Caetano Dias, popularly known as C. Dias in tiatr circles, was a renowned writer-director of the tiatr 
stage.  He was also an actor and would do justice to the roles he performed.  He staged many tiatrs in the 
company of commercial tiatrists.  Koddko Millionar was one of his most popular tiatrs.  He was an 
experienced playwright who provided scripts to the upcoming tiatrists and also refined the scripts of his 
co-tiatrists.  (F.C.)



Miss Rofin hailed from Nadora, Bardez, Goa and lived near Shree 
Cinema in Mahim, Bombay.  She, along with her other sister, was a 
group dancer for Hindi cinemas.  Miss Rofin was first introduced 
to the tiatr stage by Titta Pretto in his tiatr Mogak Lagon in 1950, 
before even Miss Mohana could take to the stage.  Miss Rofin was 
picked up by J. P. Souzalin for his tiatr Oxem Kelear Sudhrot 
Goem.  She was a regular performer in all the tiatrs staged by the  
Colaba Dramatic Troupe.  She had a melodious voice and could 
sing well hence she not only acted in many tiatrs but also sang a 
number of songs in them.  She struck a balance between her 
participation in film dances and her performances in tiatrs, so that 
she could give her best to both.  (F.C.)

Diogo Cardozo hailed from Calangute, Bardez, Goa.  He was a 
playwright, an actor and a songster of yesteryears.  He lived at 
Sewree, Bombay and worked for Hindustan Lever for some time.  
He won the first prize for singing Minguel Rod's song in a 
competition held at P. T. Bhangwadi. He tried to imitate Minguel 
Rod in tiatrs and hence he was often called the duplicate of 
Minguel Rod because of his style of rendering songs with 'castor'( 
tail coat), white bow-tie, white gloves and 'pulmento' shoes. 

His songs were popular and he capitalized on his resemblance to 
Minguel Rod's style of singing. Diogo did different types of roles 
on the stage but playing an elderly sister dressed in a typical 
'ghagra' and blouse (gagreachem mana) was his forte.   He performed in several tiatrs during his lifetime, 
which include those by directors of non-commercial as well as commercial tiatrs.  His popular tiatrs 
include João Poder and Rinnkari.  (F.C.)



The three brothers from Parra, Bardez, Goa namely, S. B. Radio, 
Peter de Parra and Francis de Parra, were acclaimed singers. 
However, Francis de Parra was a much sought after tiatrist. The 
three began their careers as non-commercial tiatrists and ended up 
being tiatrists who mattered on the commercial tiatr stage. 

Santan Baptist Fernandes alias S. B. Radio, the eldest of the Parra 
brothers, hailed from Parra, Bardez, Goa.  He lived in Colaba, 
Bombay and was the leader of the Colaba Dramatic Troupe that 
staged most of their tiatrs in Sir Cowasjee Jehangir Hall at 
Museum, Colaba.  He was a celebrated dramatist, singer and actor.  
He performed both comic as well as non-comic roles. His popular 
tiatrs were: Colaba-voilo Nouro, Motlobi Kuzner, Nanavati and Kazari Dadlo. 

S. B. Radio passed away in Parra, Goa, on August 21, 1985.  (F.C.)

1920 – 21. 08. 1985

João Inacio De Souza, popularly known as João Inacio in tiatr 
circles, hailed from Vasco da Gama. He was born on July 2, 1921.

He worked for Marmagoa Port Trust (M. P. T.), Vasco da Gama.

He was a great tiatrist of his times and performed various character 
roles such as bhattkar (landlord), kunnbi,  hindu, etc. in tiatrs.  He 
excelled particularly in the role of a Portuguese police officer 
(primeiro cabo) due to his fluency in Portuguese, authoritative 
voice, fardamento  (police uniform) and above all his 
characteristic style of a police officer. His memorable 
performances where he played such a character were in Nelson 
Afonso's Nationalist and Almas de Outro Mundo.

João Inacio was a composer and a good singer. Besides solos, he composed and sang trios, quartets and 
quintets and hence he was a strong pillar of tiatr side-shows.  A few of his songs, namely “Kazar Borem”, 
“Sukh Bhogxi”, etc. were recorded on HMV records. 

He was also a playwright and director with a few successful tiatrs to his credit such as Kumpar Mhojer 
Demand Kela,  Sukh, Kednach Polleunk Nam, etc.

João Inacio passed away in Goa on June 1, 1978.  (F.C.)

02. 07. 1921 - 01. 06. 1978



Paulo D'Mello, son of Pedro Mariano D'Mello and Maria Joaquina 
Fernandes, who took the stage name Ex-Sailor, was born on July 3, 
1923 at Calata, Majorda, Salcette, Goa.

He completed his primary schooling in his village school where he 
showed a keen interest in learning Konkani. He was also very 
enthusiastic to participate in the church choir.  He took the lead in 
singing the litany in his village.

In December 1931, at the celebration of the feast of St Roque, 
Lourence Santano, a local director, heard young Paulo sing a song 
for their guests. He was so impressed by his singing that he 
immediately asked him to sing a song in his tiatr scheduled to be 
staged in Majorda in 1932.  Paulo sang a comic song “Poder João” 
in this tiatr and received a thunderous applause. Gradually he got offers from other directors.  He took a 
keen interest in acting too and soon became a good actor.

Ex-Sailor was a composer and hence faced no difficulty in composing songs for any tiatr at any time. He 
would sometimes bunk school and go to a quiet place in the fields and compose his songs.  Realising his 
distraction from studies, his parents took him out of the village school and admitted him as a boarder at 
St. Luis Gonzaga School in Navelim.  He completed his 'liceu' and around 1942 went to Bombay and 
joined the Indian Navy.  

While in Bombay Ex-Sailor got an opportunity to sing and act in tiatrs of commercial directors.  His 
popularity increased.  He performed different types of roles on the tiatr stage and sang many songs.  He 
also penned, directed and produced some of his own tiatrs, popular among which are: Mog Dukh Sukh, 
Suberbai Bailechi, Kastank Lagon, Hanv Tem Herderi, Dekh Pai-Mainchi, etc.  (F.C.) 

03. 07. 1923 – (?)

11. 02. 1923 – 01. 02. 2004

Francisco Xavier Guião De Souza, popularly known as Souza 
Guião, was a multi-talented personality, a sportsman and  a singer 
who captured the hearts of Goans with his melodious voice and 
unique style of singing. 

Born on February 11, 1923 in Calangute, Bardez, Goa, Souza 
Guião obtained his education in St. Joseph's School, Arpora. He 
studied further in Portuguese at the Lyceum, Panjim. 

He participated in hundreds of tiatrs, produced and directed by 



popular artistes of the Konkani stage, mainly as a singer. Being well-versed in English and Portuguese 
besides Konkani, he mesmerized audiences by singing songs in three languages. He was an excellent 
yoddler. His capacity to control his voice, modulate it when necessary and yodel at times, endeared him 
to his audiences. He could easily imitate various singers of his time. He created history among the 
Konkani singers by imitating 7 popular singers - Souza Ferrão, Dioguinho D'Mello, Balduino Araujo, 
Aleixinho de Candolim, Young Menezes, Kid Boxer and Johnson Carvalho - all in one song. 

During the Portuguese rule Souza Guião was a regular singer at Emissora de Goa, presently known as All 
India Radio. At that time he was one of the artistes to sing in Konkani, English and Portuguese on All  
India Radio, Goa which was broadcast to all the Portuguese colonies like Mosambique, Angola, Macau 
etc. His Konkani song Tivim Ganv, in honour of Our Lady of Perpetual Succour, is remembered even 
today. 

He was a regular crooner for the musical band which used to play during the banquets hosted by the then 
Governor of Goa, Dr. Vassalo Silva. Souza Guião was praised by Dr. Vassalo Silva for his melodious 
singing.

Souza Guião had the opportunity to sing for Jawaharlal Nehru, the then Prime Minister of India, when he 
visited Goa soon after Goa was liberated. He sang India Pandavachem Xar which was highly 
appreciated by Nehru.

Souza Guião was also an excellent sportsman. He was the all-Goa carrom champion for many years. He 
had the opportunity and played confidently with stalwarts of the game from foreign countries like 
Portugal, Britain and Germany. He was also a superb footballer. He played for the team trained by the late 
Lube Tavares, a pioneer in football activities in Goa.

Even at the age of 81, he was very active and enjoyed walking, cycling and singing his own songs. At the 
end of a long and active life, he passed away on February 1, 2004 at his residence in Calangute.  (I.C.) 

Peter Fernandes alias Peter de Parra was the second of the Parra brothers.  Initially he lived in his village 
club at Dhobitalao, Bombay and thereafter shifted to his own apartment in Malad. He worked for Grey 
Mackenzie. He was a good singer and rendered songs – mostly quartets, quintets and sextets - in a 
number of tiatrs.  He wrote a few tiatrs and his last tiatr in Bombay titled Jugar, in which he displayed 
good directorial skills, was an instant hit. 

He migrated to Dubai in 1965 in search of greener pastures, but continued his tiatr activities there too for 
some time.  He also produced his tiatr Bhavarth in Dubai and thereafter bid adieu to the tiatr stage. 

He passed away at his Bombay residence on September 5, 2013.  (F.C.)

05. 02. 1925 – 05. 09. 2013



17. 12. 1927 – 06. 06. 1981

João José De Souza, popularly known as Big Shot on the tiatr 
stage, was born on September 29, 1926 in Calangute, Bardez, Goa.  
The pranks and comic songs of this young lad were noticed and he 
was picked up from Karachi and brought down to Bombay by Saib 
Rocha to be cast in one of his tiatrs.  He used to sing comic songs 
for well-known directors of the tiatr stage.

His uncanny resemblance to Charlie Chaplin and his acting, 
singing and comedy took him to Karachi, Bombay, Poona and 
New Delhi, where he won the hearts of tiatr-lovers and became a 
much sought after artiste for many directors of yesteryears.  

Later on due to family commitments he stopped performing in tiatrs 
and switched over to doing mimicry of 'Charlie Chaplin' in hotels in Goa.  His  figure Chaplinesque
touched the hearts of tourists at the various hotels where he performed. 

He passed away on April 7, 1997 at his residence in Goa.  (F.C.)

29. 09. 1926 - 07. 04. 1997

Later he left his job in the Navy and took up another job. He began to take part in Konkani concerts at a 
very young age and he instantly made a mark wherever he sang. He won the admiration of the audiences 
thus becoming their favourite.  Overwhelmed by this success and his own enthusiasm, he staged two of 
his own concerts at Old Sonapur, Bombay, namely Sezareachem Kestaum and Dog Bhavanchi 
Dusmancai. People appreciated his concerts. Minguel Rod gave him the first opportunity to perform on 
the commercial tiatr stage and was very impressed with his performance. Thus he became Minguel Rod's 

Peter Anthony Nazareth, popularly known as P. Nazareth on the 
tiatr stage, hailed from Badem , Assagão, Bardez, Goa.  His 
grandfather was a great tiatrist of those times and regularly staged 
plays in aid of the village church.  P. Nazareth was born in 
Dhobitalao, Bombay on December 17, 1927.  He studied at St. 
Sebastian Goan High School, Dabul, Bombay.  After leaving 
school Peter served the Navy for 4 years.  While he was working 
here he sang a song “Mainchem Dukh” at the Naval Concert.  He 
was admired for this song and won the hearts of his colleagues in 
the Navy.



P. Nazareth wrote and directed a few tiatrs.  His first tiatr Ojeapanchem Cazar was staged in the year 
1950 at P. T. Bhangwadi, Bombay.  His other popular tiatrs include: Sorecarachem Vid, Nisontton, 
Dobrad Cazar, Boas Festas de Natal and Noxibachem Formonn. Mhojea Dolleancho Surngar was his 
last tiatr and it was performed on the terrace of Shivaji Mandir Theatre, Dadar, Bombay in the year 1962.

P. Nazareth was such a talented tiatrist that he could contribute much more to the tiatr stage but his 
untimely death snatched him away. He passed away in Goa at the age of 54 on June 6, 1981.  (F.C.)

favourite and performed regularly in his tiatrs.

P. Nazareth turned out to be one of the finest composers and singers of the tiatr stage.  His compositions 
made people emotional and brought tears in the eyes of the audience.  When P. Nazareth sang in his high-
pitched, powerful and distinct voice, he did not need the microphone. Even the very last rows could hear 
him clearly.

Although P. Nazareth initially took to singing, he later excelled as an actor even in small roles and could 
perform tragedy roles well.  His rendition of 'cantos' in the main play was his forte.  That was the reason 
many directors would include him in the role where he was required to sing emotional 'cantos'.

J. P. Noronha was another great composer and singer of the 
late1940s and 1950s. He lived in Bomb-Khana, Vikhroli, Bombay.  
He started his tiatr career by performing in the Konkani concerts 
staged by 'Stars of Colaba' troupe, where he was very much 
appreciated for his compositions and singing talent.  Later he was 
a regular singer in the commercial tiatrs and gained high acclaim 
from tiatr-lovers.  He was mostly seen in tiatrs of the renowned 
directors such as J. P. Souzalin, Jacinto Vaz, Anthony De Sa, A. R. 
Souza Ferrão, and others.  (F.C.) 



Saluzinho Barnabe D'Costa was born in Sarzora, Chinchinim, 
Salcette, Goa on May 27, 1929.   He worked as a seaman with the 
Great Eastern Shipping Company.  Saluzinho was a great actor 
and singer.  He was a member of 'Young Stars of Goa'.  He was a 
character actor and performed each and every role to perfection, be 
it that of a 'kunnbi', a villain, a landlord, an elderly gentleman or 
even a lady.  He composed many songs and performed in many 
tiatrs in Goa, Bombay and Africa.  He was the opening singer in 
some tiatrs in Goa because of his powerful voice.

Saluzinho sang mainly in the company of Jephsis Hitler for many 
years.  Their duet “Tagddi Rat” in which Saluzinho played the 
character of a landlord and Jephsis that of a fisherwoman, sent the audience into peals of laughter and 
became a very popular duet of that era.
Saluzinho passed away in Chinchinim on October 29, 1978.   (F.C.)

27. 05. 1929 – 29. 10. 1978

06. 07. 1929 – 15. 02. 2006

Although he acted in tiatrs staged by non-commercial artistes in his 
formative years, he had a dream of becoming a commercial tiatrist, which turned into reality seven years 
later.  With his own efforts he composed a solo and rendered it in Minguel Rod's tiatr Ghorchem Kestaum 
at Varca in 1948.  Thereafter he became a lieutenant of Minguel Rod who included him in the cast of 
many of his tiatrs.  Domnic was employed in the Railways and hence had his limitations in taking up 
commercial offers often.  But for the villagers he was always there, be it for a tiatr, a concert, a musical 
show or even a marriage reception.

Domnic had a great interest in tiatrs and 'fells' right from his youth.  
He made his debut in the village tiatr Bhikarea, Hem Tuka Jevonn 
written and directed by Minguel Carvalho in December 1941.  In 
this tiatr he rendered a song “Aiz Kal Senhor, Kitem Poitloi 
Gomot”, composed by his father, Salvador Vaz, who was a fine 
'khellgoddo' (folk play artiste). 

Domingos Inacio Sebastião Vaz alias Domnic Vaz was born in 
Fatrade-Varca, Salcette, Goa,  on July 6, 1929 to Maria and 
Salvador Vaz.  He was a fine composer and singer. 



Domnic became a household name.  He acted in many tiatrs under the banner of 'Young Stars of Goa'.  He 
performed comic roles and rendered comic solos (clowns).  Besides comic songs he also rendered songs 
on sensitive topics, most popular among them are “Xezari” and “Durig”. These and other songs of his are 
recorded on HMV records and are broadcast on All India Radio till date. His song entitled “Ganv-
Ganvchim Add-Nanvam” was a unique one which he composed on the names of different villages of Goa 
and their characteristics. 

Domnic Vaz passed away on February 15, 2006 at his residence in Fatrade, Varca.  (F.C.)

Domnic was also a writer and director of tiatrs. He wrote, directed and produced 
 Munddkarachi Sun, Kasador Frank, Nirmiloli Sun, Boreponn, etc. 

Domnic composed several songs, some of which he sang himself while others he gave to his co-tiatrists.  
He composed songs for many audio cassettes of other singers too, which have become popular.  He 
performed in tiatrs, 'contradans', (a Portuguese dance) 'khells', and 'khell tiatrs' of renowned directors. 

Albert D'Souza, popularly known as Albert de Britona, hailed from Britona, Bardez, Goa. He made his 
debut on the tiatr stage in Robin Vaz's Bebdo Put and created a sensation with just one song: “Narial 
Panni”.  Thereafter he gave as many as a dozen hit songs mostly dressed in female attire.

Albert spent many years in Ahmedabad, as he was working there.  Besides Ahmedabad, he rarely 
performed in Bombay and Goa.  He was one of the members of the famous Ahmedabad trio ALBERT-
PEREIRA-POLSON, who were known as 'Big Three In Ahmedabad'.  His tiatrs Dogui Mhoje Put and 
Bomboikar Nouro in 1961 and 1966 respectively were staged in Bombay.

Under the banner of Britona Films, Albert produced Cortubancho Sounsar, a hilarious musical comedy 
film in 1970. He also contributed a few lyrics for the songs of this film.

J. J. PEREIRA the second member of ALBERT-PEREIRA-POLSON trio was a good singer and a tiatr 
enthusiast. He was a contractor for tiatrs in Ahmedabad for a very long time.  He staged tiatrs of Bombay 
artistes at the Town Hall in Ahmedabad. He was also a playwright whose three tiatrs were staged in 
Bombay by Joseph D'Souza (Jack of all Stalls).

POLSON the third member of ALBERT-PEREIRA-POLSON trio was a good singer and composer. 
Besides trios, he also rendered solos in tiatrs. (F.C.)



Effie Fernandes hailed from Arraddy, Candolim, Bardez, Goa. 
Alexinho de Candolim introduced him to the tiatr stage in the 
famous P. T. Bhangwadi in Bombay. Effie performed in many  
tiatrs of J. P. Souzalin and was considered as his personal assistant. 
They were both staying in the same building at Dhobitalao, 
Bombay.  At that time rehearsals of all tiatrs were held at Effie's 
residence.

He also acted for other renowned directors of that time. He could 
play any role. He played the male as well as female lead roles 
exceptionally well. He was also a good singer.  (I.C.)

Joaquim Mendes, popularly known as Young Mendes, came from 
a family of tiatrists in Aldona, Bardez, Goa.  His uncle, Jose 
Mendes (Miss Ida), was already an established artiste and it was he 
who introduced Young Mendes to the tiatr stage. As he was very 
young then, the name Young Mendes stuck to him. 

His first performance was successful. Soon after, he was picked up 
by J. P. Souzalin and other top directors to participate in their tiatrs. 
He acted regularly in Alfred Rose's, C. Alvares' and Remmie 
Colaço's tiatrs. Young Mendes was an effective character actor and 
could do any role with ease. Audiences are not going to forget for a 
long time his roles in Prem Kumar's tiatrs, Amchi Bhas and Pai.  He 
had the knack of managing the stage and props and hence he was a 
great asset to art directors like J. P. Souzalin and Prem Kumar.  

Young Mendes wrote his own tiatrs and staged them. Rogtacho Thembo, Purtugalak Gelo, etc. are some 
of his tiatrs. He composed the lyrics of many songs and set them to music. His compositions were mostly 
duets, duos, trios, quartets etc.

 C. Alvares was in Goa with one of his tiatrs and Young Mendes was acting in it. He died during this time 
at a young age.  (I.C.)



Rosario Vierra was born on February 6, 1931, in Saipem, 
Candolim, Bardez, Goa.  An expert gents' tailor by profession, 
Rosario ran his tailoring shop, Taj Jubilee Tailors, near Taj 
Mahal Hotel, in Colaba, Bombay and lived in Malad. 

He had a great liking for tiatrs and took to the tiatr stage only as 
a hobby. He was a good composer and an extraordinary singer.  
He imitated the renowned American jazz pianist and vocalist Nat 
King Cole while rendering his songs. He was a much sought 
after singer for the opening song in tiatrs as he had a powerful 
voice and would sing in English as well as in Konkani. He 
performed for stalwarts such as Master Vaz, C. Alvares, Robin 
Vaz, Prem Kumar, etc.  

After serving the tiatr stage for around 16 years, Rosario had to discontinue due to his flourishing 
tailoring business. 

Rosario passed away on July 12, 1987 in Malad, Bombay. (F.C.)

06. 02. 1931 – 12. 07. 1987

04. 03. 1931 – 08. 03. 2006

Aleixinho Costa, popularly known as Allen Costa, was born in 
Agasaim, Ilhas, Goa on  March 4, 1931.  He studied in Lyceum at 
Panjim and subsequently joined 'Emissora de Goa', Panjim in 
1954. From 1954 to1989 he rendered dedicated service of 35 years 
as an announcer at 'Emissora de Goa' during the Portuguese rule 
and later at All India Radio (AIR) after Goa's Liberation.

During this period Allen Costa produced many musical folk plays 
(songit lokam-khell), written by famous Goan folk playwrights, on 
the radio. He hosted many programmes and prepared news 
bulletins in Konkani for AIR.  Humorous programmes titled 
'Tiatrachea Palkar' and 'Moujecho Khell' which became very 
popular on Emissora de Goa and later on All India Radio were introduced by Allen Costa and produced 
by him  in collaboration with reputed tiatr artistes like Jacinto Vaz, M. Dod de Verna, Jephsis Hitler, Paul 
Fernandes, Hilariano Costa and many others. He was the one who introduced the popular programme 
'Antu Babachi Gozal' on All India Radio.

Allen Costa had a mellifluous voice, a voice full of emotion. He sang many songs on AIR, some of which 



Besides singing, he also performed different roles in many tiatrs of commercial directors like Nelson 
Afonso, Peter Champion, Roam Tony, John Claro and many others. He was a strong pillar of the Goan 
tiatrists' troupe 'Young Stars Of Goa'.

are broadcast till date. “Adeus Korchea Vellar”, one of his most memorable renditions composed by 
musician-novelist Reginald Fernandes, is a tribute to his vocal prowess. His other songs which became 
popular on the radio are: “Kallzache Ulhas”, “Negar Gelem Sukha” and “Mandoviche Deger”. All three 
songs were composed by him.

Allen had the distinction of hosting the popular Konkani Songs request programme, 'Manajogtim 
Gitam', twice a week and also broadcasting live and recorded radio reports on the annual St. Francis 
Xavier's feast at Old Goa and the Feast of Our Lady of Immaculate Conception at Panjim for 35 long 
years. 

He was the recipient of the prestigious Goa State Cultural Award in 1992 for his contribution to the field 
of tiatr. He also received Mumbai's Goan Review Art Foundation (GRAF) Award in 2003 for his 
dedicated services in promoting Konkani art and culture.

On October 4, 1955, the day Minguel Rod, the stalwart of the tiatr stage, passed away, Emissora de 
Goa broadcast a special programme of two hours at a stretch, as a tribute to this great artiste. This 
programme was hosted by Allen Costa. 

Allen Costa was also a journalist.  He headed the weekly Konkani section of 'O Heraldo' (a Portuguese-
Konkani daily in Goa) as its Editor from 1956 to 1957.  He contributed numerous articles to various 
Konkani newspapers and periodicals such as 'Chabuk' (Bombay), 'Porjecho Adhar' (Mapusa, Goa), 
'Vauraddeancho Ixtt' (Pilar, Goa) and later 'The Goan Review' (Mumbai). After retirement he hosted chat 
shows popularly known as 'Goenchea Mollbar' along with his daughter, Tina Costa, on FM Rainbow, 
Goa, for four continuous years. These shows too were very successful.  

Allen Costa passed away on March 8, 2006 at Dona Paula, Goa. (F.C.)

21. 07. 1932 – 27. 11. 1965

Thomas Aguelino Fernandes, known to the tiatr world as Peter 
Champion, hailed from Cortalim, Salcette, Goa. He was born on 
July 21, 1932. He was very good at doing comic roles. He excelled 
particularly in the role of Hindu characters. Therefore in those 
days, whenever an actor was needed to play a Hindu character, the 
choice automatically fell on him.

He was a fine singer. He used to compose comic songs and sing 
them in tiatrs. The audiences waited for his comic solos which 
were referred to as 'clowns'. Being thin, he appeared very comical.  



He was a founder member of 'Young Stars of Goa' dramatic troupe. He performed in all tiatrs staged by 
this group. He often went to Bombay to perform in tiatrs staged there by the Bombay directors. His 
performances in tiatrs took him even to Africa.

He kept the audiences roaring with laughter.  He would always end his comic song with the word 'Amen'. 
He sang duets in the company of Nelson Afonso and Minguel Noronha as his female partners.

Although he penned a few tiatrs of his own, his most acclaimed tiatrs were Bacro Kut Zalem? and Afrikar 
Juze.  

Peter Champion passed away at the young age of 33 on November 27, 1965.  (I.C.)

 He was born on April 1, 1933. Hailing from Arlem, Raia, Salcette, 
Goa, young Luciano took to the stage quite easily since his elder 
brother, Aristides Dias, was already a known name in the tiatr 
world. But credit does go to his own talent of singing and good 
composing ability with a melodious voice to boot. And he made it 
big among the commercial tiatrists. 

He was chosen to sing the Opening song in all tiatrs produced by 
Young Stars of Goa. His unique style of entering the stage for the song, pacing up and down during the 
interludes and the way he stood on his toes while he sang, endeared him to the audience who used to listen 
in rapt attention. 

Luciano was an asset to and a regular member of the troupe 'Young Stars of Goa'. He was in demand for 
his songs even in tiatrs produced by the Bombay group which came down regularly to perform in Goa. 
Sometimes he was even invited to Bombay to sing for them. Luciano  recorded many songs on HMV 
records and also sang on All India Radio. He produced an audio cassette of his selected songs titled   

Somaz Bodolta which is now available on compact disc.

He wrote and directed a few tiatrs as well, popular among which were Patkachi Saulli, Maha Pap, Khoxe  
Bhair Kazar, etc. 

Although his forte was singing songs, he also performed minor roles in many tiatrs. 

Luciano died at Arlem, Raia on August 1, 2013.  (S.M.)

Luciano Dias is remembered as a singer on the Konkani tiatr stage. 
He was very popular and was liked very much by the tiatr goers for 
his songs with a moral.

01.  04. 1933 – 01. 08. 2013



17. 12. 1933 – (?)

Francis de Parra, the youngest of the Parra brothers, was an 
established playwright and director.  Born in Parra in 1933, João 
Mariano Francis Fernandes, popularly known as Francis de Parra 
on the tiatr stage, lived at Gowalia Tank in Bombay.  He was an 
extempore composer and acquired the reputation of a good 
playwright, following the acclaim for his quality tiatrs viz 
Lagmoddi Sun, Sotiechem Ghor, Rogtacho Xirap, Ghorkar and 
Sotiechem Bhiradd.  By the time he bid adieu to the tiatr stage, 
Francis had become a popular commercial tiatrist.

He was a great composer and singer.  Lovers of Konkani 
traditional pop music and emotional compositions cannot forget 
his melodious voice in “Kunhad Ani Meunno” which became 
immortal.  This duo was sung by him along with C. Alvares.  This all-time hit song is being broadcast on 
All India Radio even today and is still popular among the listeners. Francis set a high standard of 
proficiency with his ability to portray vastly different characters with credibility as far as the rendition of 
duets, duos, trios, quartets, quintets and even sextets were concerned.  He composed songs for others 
also. He composed 'cantos' for some tiatrs, mostly for the non-commercial ones.

His most memorable performance was in C. Alvares' tiatr São João-chem Fest  in which he played the 
role of a newly wedded son-in-law, who is 'drowned' by the cousin of the bride on the feast day.  In fact 
the hit song “São João Ghunvta Mure” was a canto from this  tiatr, which was later recorded on Columbia 
Records as a song.  Francis de Parra also featured in the Konkani film Amchem Noxib. 

He passed away on August 14, 1980 in Parra, Goa.  (F.C.) 

1933 – 14. 08. 1980

Rosario D'Souza alias R. D'Taleigão hailed from Taleigão, Ilhas, 
Goa and was born on December 17, 1933.  He was a talented 
musician and singer. He began learning music while in school, but 
due to financial problems, could not pursue it further. He was the 
first choice among singers for any functions that took place during 
his young days in Taleigão.  He participated in the village tiatrs 
regularly and sang at least one song in each of them.

His father took him to Bombay before he could complete his 
studies in the music school in Goa and got him admitted in St. 
Aloysius High School at Bandra.  Later he took up a tailoring job 



and became an expert tailor.  He was a much sought after tailor for quite some time in Bombay.  In spite 
of his work he made time during the night to compose songs and also participated in amateurs' concerts.  

His first attempt at tiatr writing was Noxib Cuznerachem which he staged in Taleigão in 1949 with the 
local artistes who were earlier his schoolmates. Then followed a singing competition during the staging 
of Young Menezes' tiatr Lamb Xempddecar, wherein he stood second among 12 competitors. The news 
of this young boy's talent reached Minguel Rod who immediately gave him an opportunity to sing in one 
of his tiatrs.  His songs were instant hits and were very much appreciated by the audience. Minguel Rod 
then included him in a few of his tiatrs that followed.  As a result R. D'Taleigão got a lot of exposure to 
and recognition from tiatr-lovers.

After a couple of years R. D'Taleigão took part in C. Alvares' competition held during the performances 
of one of his tiatrs and bagged the first prize jointly with another singer.  He performed in a few tiatrs of 
different directors, mostly Master Vaz.  By now he was a commercial and a much sought after artiste for 
the tiatr side-show.  But unfortunately R. D'Taleigão had to give up the tiatr stage early in his career.  
(F.C.)

Manuel D'Lima passed away in October 2016 at his residence in Santa Cruz, Mumbai. (F.C.)

After the 'Syndicate' was disbanded, he again partnered with Santan Rodricks and together they took up 
tiatr contracts for a brief spell of time under the name of Lima-San.

His later tiatrs which were produced commercially were Europi Saukar, Shakuntala, Bism Saib, Milagr, 
Khorkhos Ostori, Quo Vadis and Soddvonddar. He also wrote several skits which were aired on All India 
Radio, Bombay. 

Manuel D'Lima hailed from Porvorim, Bardez, Goa.  He lived in Santa Cruz, Bombay and worked for 
Bank of India.  Before he became a member of the 'Syndicate', he used to write and direct tiatrs and stage 
them as well.  His first tiatr which he staged in his village in Goa and thereafter in Bombay was  Eke 
Oklek Don Noure which was in aid of  the Socorro Union.

1934 – (?). 10. 2016



He was also a great footballer. After some years he went to Muscat in search of greener  pastures.While in 
Muscat he appeared in Prem Kumar's Kakut in 1979.

He passed away at his residence in Mulund, Bombay, on June 12, 1994.  (F.C.)

After leaving school he came to Goa and while in Goa he staged his 
first tiatr Rebekanvachim Cortubam in his native place, Divar.  His 
villagers recognized his talent and encouraged him to become a 
good writer-director.  He staged two tiatrs Kurnatti Sezari and 
Gouio Sirvidor.  Thus he became very popular not only as a 
playwright but also as a composer and singer.  Nirmonn 
Devachem, Mogacho Dotor, etc. are a few of his other popular 
tiatrs that were staged.  A few of his tiatrs that never saw the light of day due to lack of financial resources 
included Todd'ddoki Nouro, Volin Resper, Mottvo Kumpar, etc.

Cajdon was gifted with a melodious voice.  He usually sang comic songs.  Besides, he composed many 
comic as well as non-comic songs, which he liberally distributed to other singers.  

 While performing in these tiatrs, Alfred Rose spotted him and recognising his talent for composing and 
singing, gave him an opportunity to sing in his tiatr Yench Tem Karann in which he became very popular 
among tiatr audiences.  He later featured in more tiatrs of Alfred Rose.  He also performed in tiatrs of 
other renowned directors. 

Later Cajdon had to go back to Bombay in search of a job. He worked for BEST for some time as a cable 
jointer.   While in Bombay he began to perform in non-commercial tiatrs,  along with Seby Coutinho, 
Rico Rod, Vincent Semedo, Severino de Sirlim, Philomena Braz, etc.  He also staged four other tiatrs 
penned by him.

Caetaninho D'Souza, who was popularly known as Cajdon on the 
tiatr stage, was a great composer and a melodious singer of his 
times.  He was born in Divar on March 15, 1934. 

He studied at Holy Name High School, Wodehouse, Bombay.  
Here he would regularly take part in school concerts.

15. 03. 1934 – 12. 06. 1994



At the age of fourteen Greg went to Bombay. He worked in Colaba 
and stayed in his village club (kudd) at Dhobitalao. He acted in 
Vittal Dessai's tiatr Putachi Avoi. He got an opportunity to act in P. T. Bhangwaddi in Frank de Santa 
Cruz's tiatr Angvonn.  Initially he enacted female roles and sang as a female character. He then shifted to 
comedy roles and 'character' roles like the role of a 'bhattkar' (landlord), a farmer, a hindu character, etc.  

He composed many songs and sang them. He sang trios, quartets and quintets with great tiatrists like 
Roam Tony, Aristides, Star of Arossim, A. R. Souza Ferrão, Anthony Mendes, Jr. Rod, Marcelin de 
Betim, etc. He sang duets with Antonette, Jessie, Ophelia, Cecilia, Platilda and others. Special mention 
must be made of the many duets he sang with Sabina.  

He acted in the films Amchem Noxib and Mhoji Ghorkarn. He also appeared in the telefilms Eke Oklek 
Char Novre, Ami Zale Mhatare, Jib, Kazar Za-Za-Za, Ixttagoth and Kazar Zata-Zata-Zata. 

Greg wrote and staged his own tiatrs. Some of his popular tiatrs were Goencho Sadu Utrancho Sadu, 
Addchar, Irmanvachi Hokol, Mhojem Noxib, Mhozo Titiv, Avoichim Dukam and Simiterint Ekvott. He 
was in the process of writing his new tiatr Eka Maddache Dog Bhattkar just before he died. 

Greg was one of the members of Kid Boxer's troupe which toured and performed in Africa for the first 
time along with Alfred Rose and Master Vaz. He was also a member of 'Young Stars of Goa' troupe and 
performed in all the tiatrs staged by it along with his wife, Sabina. Greg also performed in the tiatrs of 
other famed directors such as M. Boyer, Remmie Colaco, C. Alvares, etc.  

Gregorio Francisco Fernandes, better known by his stage name 
Greg de Candolim,  was born to Filomena Rodrigues and  Manuel 
Diogo on March 10, 1935 in Ximer, Candolim, Bardez, Goa. He 
lived in the Police Quarters at Alto Chicalim, Vasco. His father was 
a 'Khell Tiatr' and 'Zagor' artiste in those days. Greg was just about 
eleven years old when he acted in his father's 'Khell Tiatr' and 
'Zagor'.  In 1949 his co-villager, the famous Aleixinho de 
Candolim, introduced him to the tiatr stage in his tiatr Black 
Market which was staged in Candolim. In this tiatr he sang the song 
Agvadcho Foler Bond Kiteak? which was composed by his father.

He has one audio cassette Sezarn to his credit.

Greg passed away on March 30, 1999.  (I.C.)

10. 03. 1935 - 30. 03. 1999



In his acting career Rosario played several roles including those of a hero, a villain, a father, a landlord 
and many more.  He selected clothes to suit his roles.  His personality was an added asset.

At the beginning of his tiatr career, Rosario started a group named 'Goenche Fulte Bonge' and registered 
the organization under the Societies Registration Act 1860.  Salvador Fernandes, Johnny Coutinho, 
Prince Jacob, Cajetan de Sanvordem, Menino Fernandes, Mariano Travasso, DomnicVaz and Jack 
Souza Ferrão performed in his group. Even great playwright-director-actor Rosario Rodrigues, besides 
Mike Mehta and Anthony San performed in his plays.  

Rosario's father worked in the Police Department, hence he had 
opportunities to watch a number of tiatrs in his official capacity 
because of the 'Censura' (censorship) existing then.  Along with his 
father, Rosario witnessed many tiatrs produced and performed by 
directors like Minguel Rod, Aleixinho de Candolim, Jacinto Vaz, 
Jephsis Hitler, A. R. Souza Ferrão, etc.  Therefore he was attracted towards dramatic art and loved 
watching tiatrs. He inherited the dramatic talent from his uncle, Santan Dias, who was a good composer 
and singer himself.  Rosario Dias composed songs. 

Rosario Dias was an accomplished actor and playwright.  He had 
immense energy and skills for acting.  His crystal clear voice and 
superb dialogue delivery were commendable. He would analyse 
his role thoroughly and perform it effectively.    His high quality 
acting made him an amazing dramatic performer and a great actor 
of his generation.

Rosario Dias had the privilege to act in Aristides' hit drama Divors, M. Boyer's masterpieces Sounsar 
Sudhorlo and Ekuch Rosto, John Claro's Purtugez Kolvont and 23 Vorsam, etc.  He performed in several 
tiatrs produced by Fr. Caetano D'Costa. He also acted in a number of khell-tiatrs and non-stop shows like 
Menino de Bandar's Succorina, Duddu Ani Ginean, etc., Rosario Rodrigues' Uzvadd Paloilo, Hanga To 
Yetolo, Kallim Kupam, etc. 

He wrote and staged a few tiatrs and khell-tiatrs, the first one being Visvasghat. His plays were full of 

As an artiste Rosario acted in many tiatrs produced by commercial and non-commercial tiatrists. He 
treated any tiatr, whether written by commercial or non-commercial tiatrists, with dedication as if it was 
his own play.  He believed in perfection and suggested ways and means of improving the performances.  
He turned away from the old style of acting and developed his own inimitable style thus emerging as a 
dynamic actor.

Born in Manxem, Canacona, Goa, on December 9, 1936 to Sabino and Regina Dias, Rosario completed 
his education up to SSC at Loyola High School, Margao, Goa.  Thereafter he obtained a Diploma in 
Agriculture and joined government service. On securing training in Animal Husbandry from the 
National Research Institute, Punjab, he worked for more than 38 years for the Department of Animal 
Husbandry, Goa.

09. 12. 1936 – 28. 10. 2005



Besides performing in Goa, Bombay, Poona, Delhi and Karnataka, Rosario toured Gulf countries and 
London. 

wisdom and common sense. Niayacho Gulam Porjecho Dusman, Noxibantlim Khoddpam, Avoichim 
Dukam, Inspector Douglas, etc. are some of his popular plays. In Cleopatra the court scenes were 
depicted in great detail and were well received by the audiences.    

Rosario was also a very good compere. He helped many playwrights in writing their dialogues.  The 
dialogues for the Konkani film Girestkai by Ambika Films were written by him. When Sharad Gosalia 
wanted to dub the Hindi film Konn Khaise in Konkani, it was Rosario Dias who helped him with the 
preliminary work.

He passed away at his home in Gogol, Margao, on October 28, 2005.  (F.C.)

His role in Sadashiv Bandekar's translation of Shakespeare's Hamlet was considered as his best 
performance back in 1959 at Curchorem. Another memorable role was that of a mamlatdar in Mike 
Mehta's Goem Tum Roddonaka. 

Jack became a commercial tiatrist by acting for directors like Florence Fernandes de Santa Cruz, Tony 
Sax, Menino Colaço, Jephsis Hitler, Remmie Colaço, Rosario Dias, Mike Mehta, Anil Kumar, etc.

Jack acted in the Konkani films Amchem Noxib, Nirmon, Bhuierantlo Munis, Zababdari, etc. 

Jack Souza Ferrão first stepped on the tiatr stage in 1944 as a little 
seven year old lad, in the tiatr Kunnbi Jaki originally written by 
João Agostinho Fernandes and re-staged and produced by the 
famous A. R. Souza Ferrão, his uncle. Born in a family of tiatrists 
on March 15, 1937 at Sanvordem, it was inevitable that Joaquim 
Conceicão Souza alias Jack would  become  a tiatrist. With his 
entry into yet another tiatr directed by Antonio Joaquim Dias 
(Aristides' father), at the same time, this dream of his came true.

Jack Souza Ferrão directed Fr. Jose Antonio Costa's tiatr Dr. Alfred and John Dias' Hanv Rinnkari.  He 
also wrote and directed three of his own tiatrs i.e. Nossai, Avoichem Sukh and Pai Hanv Bhurgo Mungha.

As a student of Guardian Angel High School, Sanvordem, he took 
part in many a tiatr and excelled in acting. Paixão Manuel Pereira, 
Sebastião Pereira, Abdonio Rodrigues, Mathew Pereira and Prof. 
C. A. Gomes were some of the directors he acted for.  

Jack Souza Ferrão died at Margão, Goa, on November 25, 2013.  (S.M.)

Jack started acting in comedy roles initially. Later he switched on to playing character roles. He sang 
songs in many tiatrs like Bhauponnacho Kaido, Onupkari Put,  Bhavank Lagon, Kitem Amcho Fuddar, 
Kirmidor, Botler Bab, etc.  

15. 03. 1937 – 25. 11. 2013



Hilario João Zeferino Silveira, popularly known as Zeferino de 
Calangute, was born on October 21, 1937. He hailed from 
Madd'ddo Vaddo, Calangute as his name suggests. At the tender 
age of five he acted for the first time in a programme organized by 
Calangute Church. He did the role of a girl which he portrayed very 
well. Soon after this he participated in the Goan folk play called 
'Zagor' in his own village of Calangute. He won the hearts of his 
audience. They appreciated his talents. He began writing and 
directing 'Zagors' and 'Khells' which were performed in different 
parts of Goa. 

Back in Calangute, he continued to stage tiatrs in Calangute with the help of local talents. 

When he came back to Goa, he wrote and directed another tiatr entitled Duddvankar and staged two 
shows of it in Calangute with the local cast. He wrote more than 30 original tiatrs. Some of them are 
Anton Bhattkar, Sirvidor, Rogtacho Fors, Pai Tum Chol Ghora, Bogos Saiba, Amchea Bapa, Vhoilem 
Khailem, Ghovalem Ghor and Moddlolo Khuris. 

As he grew older, at the age of twelve he was seen on the tiatr stage. He was in Bombay when he wrote 
and directed his first tiatr Bhurgeanchi Durdoxea. He staged this tiatr in Bombay with a commercial cast. 
It turned out to be a great success and he was in demand among the commercial directors.

In addition to writing, directing, acting and singing, he was a specialized make-up artiste as well. 

Zeferino passed away on February 10, 2015.  (I.C.)

He went to the Gulf for better prospects where he worked for 7 years. His fortune took him to London 
where he worked for 8 years. Goans living in London were treated to his tiatrs which he staged there.

He acted in many tiatrs in different parts of Goa and Mumbai with the likes of C. Alvares, Kid Boxer, 
Alfred Rose, M. Boyer, Jacinto Vaz and others. 

21. 10. 1937 – 10. 02. 2015



Hailing from Badem, Assagão, Bardez, Goa, John Nazareth was 
born in Dhobitalao, Bombay on March 31, 1938. He studied up to 
SCCE at St. Sebastian Goan High School, Dabul, Bombay.  He 
was attracted to the tiatr stage inspired by his brother's love and 
passion for it.  At a young age John composed his own songs and 
sang them in concerts. He was then introduced to the commercial 
tiatr stage by his brother, P. Nazareth, in his tiatr Boas Festas De Natal in 1955.  John sang a song “Goa” 
in this tiatr.  His song and the tiatr were big hits and from then on John persevered in the art. He continued 
composing songs with more vigour and enthusiasm.

John Nazareth, like his brother P. Nazareth, was a very powerful 
singer.  He composed duets, trios and quartets, besides solos.  He 
was a much sought after tiatrist to sing the opening chorus because 
of his melodious voice and clear rendition. 

John sang for almost all the heavyweights of the tiatr stage such as J. P. Souzalin, A. R. Souza Ferrão, 
Anthony De Sa, C. Alvares, M. Boyer, Jacinto Vaz, Remmie Colaço, Conception-Nelson-Anthony, Prem 
Kumar and others.  He teamed up with Philomena, Sabina and Antonette Mendes for duets.  One of his 
duets “Mainger Vetam” with Miss Veena is an all-time favourite on the All India Radio till date.  His 
other popular songs are “Rinn Kaddun Cazar”, “Tersacho Foll”, “Kurddo”, “Meunni”, etc.  He  
produced the first album of his songs in audio cassette format titled 'Fuddar'. Although his second song 
album 'Koddu Sounsar' was recorded, it was not released. 

John worked at Taj Mahal Hotel, Bombay for 25 years and performing in tiatr was his hobby. Later he 
worked in the Gulf for almost two decades - Saudi Arabia for A. A. Catering Services for 10 years and 
Spriney's Catering Services Abu Dhabi for 10 years. While in Abu Dhabi he continued to perform in 
tiatrs.

John Nazareth penned 5 tiatrs of which only three were staged.  Of these Colaba Voili Madam and 
Bahrainvalo Saib were much appreciated by the audiences.

John Nazareth passed away on May 19, 2005 in Mahim, Mumbai.  (F.C.)

31. 03. 1938 – 19. 05. 2005



Joanita Filomena Machado e Fernandes, wife of backstage artiste 
Jerry Fernandes, popularly known as Filomena Lopes in tiatr 
circles, was born at Confraria Vaddo, Candolim on August 29, 
1938.  Besides taking part in folk plays on All India Radio, then 
Emissora de Goa, Filomena acted and sang on the tiatr stage for 
some well-known directors such as Aleixinho de Candolim, P. 
Nazareth, M. Dod de Verna and C. Alvares.  She performed major 
roles in Aleixinho de Candolim's Santa Cecilia; Dhormacho 
Bautto and Omtea Kollxar Udok.  Later she married Jerry 
Fernandes and performed in Jerry's as well as his brother Antonio 
Sinforiano's tiatrs.

Filomena also participated in a number of episodes of the then most popular radio programme 
Bolkanvancher Gozali on Emissora de Goa (All India Radio).  

She passed away on May 10, 2015 at Marra-Pilerne.  (F.C.)

29. 08. 1938 – 10. 05. 2015 

Born on March 21, 1939 in Calangute, Bardez, Goa, Peter Gomes 
studied at St. Joseph's High School, Arpora. He lived in Cortalim. 
He wrote his first tiatr Ghorkar Saluzinho which he staged in aid of 
the village church. Peter Gomes has about nine tiatrs to his credit: 
Noxtti Mauxi, Kortub Maimchem, Malgoddi Sun, Nouro Afrikar, 
Goencho Negociante, Kazarachem Portonnem, etc. He has the 
credit of producing a three-in-one Cinema-Zagor-Tiatr, which was 
appreciated by the audience. 

Peter Gomes was an excellent football player. When he was 
working for Goa's premier company Salgaocars he was the 
goalkeeper of the Salgaocar football team. Side by side he acted in 
tiatrs of several famous directors. His duets with Luis Rod as the female partrner were much appreciated 
and the two of them were a pleasure to watch. Peter Gomes was a member of the 'Young Stars of Goa' 
troupe.  

However due to his work and football career, he was unable to make time for tiatr. From 1982 onwards, 
due to ill health, Peter Gomes was not seen much in tiatrs. 

After a brief illness he breathed his last in Calangute on December 24, 2016. (J.R.)

21. 03. 1939 – 24. 12. 2016



The name Carmo Rod immediately brings to mind the sweet 
voiced singer who used to sing the famous song of late Reginald 
Fernandes “Adeus Korchea Vellar”. He sang it at the finale for 
every wedding in Goa in the 1960s when he was crooning for the 
very popular band 'Radio Serenaders' of Carlito Rodrigues from 
Chinchinim, and later for Josinho's band  'AVC Pops'.  He sang it 
with so much feeling that it created a very romantic mood for 
couples dancing on the floor. And then he ended it all by singing the 
“Good Morning” verse.  

Born on July 16, 1939 at Orel, Assolna, Salcette, Goa, his full name 
was Carmo Piedade Rodrigues.  His entry on the tiatr stage began 
quite dramatically when he won the first place in a song contest organised by the Goan Dramatic Group at 
P. T. Bhangwadi, Bombay. The song was about the speciality of 'Vol' (cotton saree-like attire worn by 
women in those days). Carmo won the contest hands down. He was a crooner basically and since he had a 
beautiful voice he was soon picked up to sing and act in tiatrs by popular directors like C. Alvares, Robin 
Vaz, Alfred Rose, Jacinto Vaz, John Claro, Jephsis Hitler and many others. 

Carmo Rod reached the pinnacle of his singing career when he sang the song on Opinion Poll entitled 
“Don Panam” immediately after the 'Opinion Poll' and for which he was given an Award of a Gold Leaf 
by the great personality, Dr. Jack de Sequeira himself, for singing the song beautifully. The song was 
composed by Philip Antão, the famous football player of Salgaonkars who hailed from Chinchinim, 
Salcette, Goa. The song was in demand wherever he performed. 

Carmo sang both English and Konkani songs with equal ease and the audience just loved his singing. He 
used to sing duets regularly with Anita de Goa and the twosome became quite popular with the crowd. 
Their  “Parcel Rakho” and “Korezm” are still remembered by the tiatr-goers. songs His other famous 
songs include “Bhangarachem Xith”, “Xikop Gorjechem”, “Marlon Brando” and “Vhoni-Der”.  

Goans can never forget his voice in the song “Nach Atanche” from the famous film Nirmon. This 
particular song was pretty difficult to sing. Carmo sang it perfectly, the way it was meant to be and thus he 
became the voice for A. R. Souza Ferrão's character in the film.

In his tiatr career, Carmo staged a few tiatrs and played a variety of roles on stage and even donned the  
costumes of ladies to play female roles. The last tiatr in which he acted was Jephsis Hitlers' Bhau Ani Zau. 

Carmo Rod then migrated to Kuwait for better prospects but unfortunately, he fell ill and had to return to 
Bombay to undergo a brain surgery. After sometime he developed some serious complications. He died 
on August 13, 1975 in Bombay and was interred in his native village, Assolna, Goa. At his funeral the 
band played the hit song 'Don Panam', a fitting tribute to the great singer. (S.M.)

16. 07. 1939 – 13. 08. 1975



Avelino Lemos, elder brother of S. Lemos, was born on September 
23, 1939 at Arambol, Pernem, Goa. He shifted to Sada, Vasco as he 
was working for Mormugao Port Trust (MPT). Avelino was a 
versatile singer and being a member of 'Young Stars of Goa', he 
performed mostly in tiatrs of Nelson Afonso, Aristides Dias, C 
D'Silva, M. Dod de Verna, Tony Sax and others from that troupe.

Avelino had a powerful and distinct voice and sang appropriately 
to suit the character he portrayed.  He sang comic as well as non-
comic songs, mostly as a Hindu character. One such comic song 
'Puddvem Khorpita' was a craze among the tiatr audiences of that 
time.  In the absence of Conception due to his prior job commitments, Avelino replaced him in the 'trio 
kings' songs mostly in Bombay.

Avelino wrote and directed a few tiatrs which were performed during the village feast in Arambol.  He 
was also a much sought after singer for litany (ladainha) in the locality, as he was well versed with the 
litany and the hymns of saints and Our Lady.  

Avelino sang in S. Lemos' first two song cassettes: a comic solo “Kristanv Zatam” and a historical solo 
“Dogui Bhagivont” in the first album 'Milagrincho Khuris'. He sang two songs – a comic solo “Amcho 
Goenkar” (on Goa feni)  and a duet “Kazar Zatoch” with Philomena in the second album 'Devachem 
Dennem.'

Avelino Lemos passed away on August 20, 2000 at his residence in Vasco, Goa.  (F.C.)

23. 09. 1939 – 20. 08. 2000

04. 06. 1940 – 09. 09. 1999

Romeo Mendes was born on June 4, 1940 at Assonora, Bardez,  
Goa. Romeo Mendes and his brother, Anthony de Assonora, 
started performing in their village concerts. At the age of eight, 
Romeo took to singing on stage as 'Star of Assonora', a name given 
to him by his brother. 

He matured into a fine singer but migrated to Bombay to pursue a 
career in automobile engineering. Later he set up his own garage, 
'Happy Home Garage', in Worli, Bombay.   

He was brought onto the commercial stage by Ernesto Rebello in 
his tiatr Bomboichi Istil. In this tiatr Romeo sang the song Maim 
Putak Axeta, which was received by the audience with encores.  



27. 02. 1941 -  16. 05. 2013

Romeo performed in the film Nirmonn along with the renowned singer, Antonette D'Souza. He sang the 
popular song Claudia together with Ophelia and Antonette. In 1966 he married Antonette. 

Romeo Mendes was an expert in automobile repairs and owing to his good work, he was a much sought 
after mechanic. Owing to his business pressures he could not make time for the stage. 

He penned his first tiatr Uchamboll which was well received by the audience and then went on to write 
more tiatrs. He acted for the great stalwarts, J. P. Souzalin, Prem Kumar and C. Alvares. 

Romeo Mendes was a good footballer too donning colors for the Goan Sports Club, Bombay. 

His love for his mother tongue, Konkani, was immense. In 1995 his initiative to work for Konkani led to 
the formation of 'Maharashtra Konknni Kala Sanstha', a vibrant association working in the field of tiatr. 
He was a tiatr contractor and a producer of Konkani song albums.

Romeo  produced many audio cassettes of his songs, which turned out to be bestsellers. Romeo was the 
first audio cassette producer to introduce Hindi film actors and actresses in his Konkani audio cassettes. 
Some of the Bollywood stars who lent their voices to his cassettes are Amitabh Bachchan, Hema 
Malini,Anil Kapoor, etc. Romeo was also a singer on Bombay Doordarshan and All India Radio 
Bombay.

Romeo passed away on September 9, 1999.  (M.G.)

He was unemployed. He got a job in the house of a Portuguese officer in Panjim. Star of Curtorim 
requested the officer to help him get a job in the Goa Shipyard at Vasco. Star of Curtorim was employed 
there as an assistant fitter. He was soon promoted to the post of supervisor in the department. 

Star of Curtorim wrote his first tiatr Put Mhozo Bekar in1959. It was appreciated by the audience which 
gave him a boost to write more tiatrs. His next tiatr was Nirmilolem Jivit. This tiatr was seen by Nelson 
Afonso, an outstanding director of the tiatr stage at that time. Nelson Afonso congratulated him for the 
beautiful presentation, especially the opening chorus depicting the scene of Heaven. With the 

Vincent  Florencio Fernandes,  popularly known as Star of 
Curtorim, was born on  February 27, 1941 to  Joaquim  Joao 
Fernandes and Maria Augusta Mascarenhas e Fernandes in 
Curtorim, Salcette, Goa. 

His primary education was in Portuguese. As most of the Goans 
used to go to Bombay, the 'City of Dreams',  in search of 
employment,  Star of Curtorim also went to Bombay in search of a 
job. As the diplomatic relations between the Portuguese, who were 
ruling Goa then, and the Indian Government started deteriorating, 
he came back to Goa immediately.



Star of Curtorim passed away on May 16, 2013.  (I.C.)

For his valuable contribution to the tiatr stage Star of Curtorim was felicitated by Kala Academy in 2008. 
He was awarded the prestigious Goa State Cultural Award by the Government in 2009. 

encouragement he received from Nelson, he could stage his tiatr throughout Goa with the help of the then 
popular dramatic troupe, 'Young Stars of Goa'. 

Then came his tiatr Sezapai. This story has an interesting background.  The story of Sezapai was inspired 
by a real life beggar who used to beg in front of St. Andrew's Church in Vasco. He used the money he 
collected by begging to buy biscuits, chocolates and fruits and would then distribute these among the 
children who came to the church for Catechism. Star of Curtorim saw this beggar doing the same thing 
every day as he passed that way while going to work in Goa Shipyard. Star of Curtorim's most successful 
tiatr, Sezapai , was indeed a tribute to this unknown beggar. Nelson Afonso helped Star of Curtorim to 
stage this tiatr in every nook and corner of Goa. The tiatr became so popular that Star of Curtorim came to 
be called 'Sezapai'. Another very  popular tiatr of his is Kantteantlem Ful.

His progress on the tiatr stage kept pace with his progress in his workplace. He was promoted as head of 
department. 

After his retirement from service he started staging his old tiatrs. He also wrote two new tiatrs, Izmol and 
Maim Dukhi Sasumaim Sukhi, which he staged successfully. 

He has written three tiatrs: Sonstin Sandlolo, Dukhacho Daag and 
Konnank Mhunnom Maim?

Lourenço A. Fernandes, popularly known as Lawrence de Tiracol, 
was born on July 17, 1943 in Tiracol, Pernem, Goa. He was a 
writer, lyricist and  singer.

He was introduced to the tiatr stage at the age of 14 by Francis de 
Parra in Sotiechem Biradd. He also performed in a few tiatrs by 
popular tiatr directors of that time.

However, he excelled as a composer of Konkani songs. Lawrence 
produced a record number of 48 albums on cassettes and CDs in a career of 19 years. 

The Goa Government conferred upon him the Goa State Cultural Award in 2015. He was also felicitated 
by Kala Academy of Goa. 

Lawrence de Tiracol breathed his last on April 26, 2016 in Tiracol.  (J.R.)

17. 07. 1943 – 26. 04. 2016



Souza Boy's father was a sailor and he did not approve of his son's participation in tiatrs. Someone 
reported to his father on board the ship that Souza Boy was taking part in tiatrs and was gaining 
popularity as a tiatrist.  Later when his father came on a vacation to Goa, he warned Souza Boy of dire 
consequences if he dared to act in any more tiatrs.

No sooner did his father go back on board the ship than Souza Boy continued participating in tiatrs.  He 
would give his mother the slip, sing his songs in the tiatrs in the neighbouring villages of Maina, 
Curtorim and Chandor and return the following day to get a beating from her.  In spite of all this, he did 
not give up tiatr.

Caetano Francis de Souza, known on the tiatr stage as Souza Boy, 
was born in Macazana, Salcette, Goa on April 4, 1944.  After 
completing 'segundo grau' in Portuguese in his village school, he 
studied up to SSCE in English. 

Besides being an excellent composer of satirical songs, he was an 
equally good singer and a good comedy artiste too.  Souza Boy 
performed for the first time in the year 1957 in a village tiatr.  He 
sang a song composed by him donning female attire.  Later in 1958 
he performed in a tiatr wherein commercial artistes Kamat de 
Assolna, Lucas Fernandes, Jephsis Hitler and Domnic Vaz 
participated.  He sang two songs and was applauded not only by 
the audience but by the commercial artistes as well.  Soon Kamat de Assolna booked him for his tiatr in 
Vasco to render two songs.

In 1963 Souza Boy was employed in Ribandar Hospital and subsequently shifted residence there.  He 
participated in tiatrs all over Goa, and became very popular through his songs and comic roles.

In 1966 Souza Boy was to participate in a tiatr in his village, Macazana.  All of a sudden his father signed 
off from the ship. Souza Boy was surprised to see his father at home on the day of the tiatr.  When he made 
his entry on the stage for his first song, he was shocked and nervous to see his father, mother and uncle in 
the audience.  Although nervous, the rendition of both his songs was superb and he got encores three to 
four times for each song.  When he returned home after the performance, he heaved a sigh of relief when 
he overheard his father say to his uncle: “He will not stop acting because it is his passion, so it is senseless 
advising him to the contrary.”  His father did not confront him on this subject any further.

As Souza Boy went on gaining popularity, Jephsis Hitler introduced him in Minguel Rod's tiatr Lembddo 
Santan directed by Kid Boxer.  He sang a song “A-B-C” which was well appreciated by the audience and 
he received compliments from Kid Boxer too.  Soon a friend of his from Calangute gave him an 
opportunity to sing in Aristides' tiatr Divors.  He sang “Bail Kuveitt Geli” which got a roaring applause 
from the audience.  

Later he wrote his own tiatrs and presented them all over Goa. Some of his tiatrs are: Dogui Tosle, Tukai 

04. 04. 1944 - 03. 02. 2002



Tench, Hanv To Krimidor, Tukach Lagon, etc. 

Souza Boy came on the stage at a very young age and remained as a non-commercial artiste for a very 
long time because of his responsibilities towards his job.  He soon joined the commercial tiatrists.  
Initially he sang solos and duets.  

In 1976 Prem Kumar gave him a break in his tiatr Fottkiro in Bombay and in the following year Souza 
Boy performed in Prem Kumar's Fulam Ani Kantte.  Souza's songs and his acting were liked by all.  

The famous trio consisting of Conception-Nelson-Anthony needed a good singer to replace the late 
Nelson Afonso.  Souza Boy fitted the requirement and was soon absorbed into the new trio renamed 
Conception-Souza-Anthony during the silver jubilee performance of Koidi. He continued to be a 
member of this trio till his sudden demise.  In 1988 Souza Boy toured the Gulf countries for the first time 
to perform in Fr. Freddy J. da Costa's tiatr Khata Pita Dev Dita.  He, along with Jr. Nelson and Anthony, 
sang for the trio. 

He also sang for many audio cassettes, including two of the trio's own productions.  He  composed 
several songs. To name a few that became popular: “Ghor Moddon Ttrokant Poddlam”, “Damrachi 
Bhol'lam”, “TV-k Lagon Bhurgim Napas”, “Sat Mhoineachem Bhurgem”, etc.

In 1995  he underwent a heart surgery and was advised by the doctors not to participate in tiatrs since his 
health did not permit it.  However his passion and love for tiatr were so much that, on the quiet, he took 
part in tiatrs. He died of a massive heart attack on  February 3, 2002 while returning home from a tiatr.  
(F.C.)

21. 06. 1944 – 09. 04. 2007

Ulhas Buyão was born on June 21, 1944. Since his childhood he 
used to compose songs and later developed a passion and love for 
Konkani language and music. Born in the tiny village of 
Zambaulim and brought up at Curchorem, he made a name for 
himself with his distinct voice, rendering his beautiful 
compositions to the tunes of everlasting melodies. As a singer 
having an extraordinary voice, his music embraced the traditions 
of Goa's Konkani songs, and his lyrics had depth. He composed 
music, and rendered songs in his inimitable style. He was also a 
noted Konkani poet.

Ulhas Buyão performed in many tiatrs.  A very versatile actor, he had an opportunity to perform in M. 
Boyer's Ekuch Rosto. “Deva Mhojea Deva”, a 'canto' which he rendered in this tiatr, was a hit amongst 
Goans. He also performed major roles in Hanga Nith Na and Hanga Khun Zala both scripted by him. He 
performed in tiatrs of some of the noted directors of the tiatr stage like Prem Kumar's Visvas and Adv. 
Mike Mehta's Sunita  which are still remembered by tiatr lovers. Although he was a Hindu, he composed 



He sang for All India Radio, Goa from 1963 to 1983. The Gramophone Company of India produced three 
records of Ulhas Buyão's songs which feature his memorable songs like “Rat Gazoum-ia”, “Nachum-ia 
Talar”, “Tandd Re Tanddela”,” Yo Go Yo Go Calangute”, “Munddkarmno”, etc.

a song Jezu Krist which he sang with emotion and it became one of his hit songs.

Ulhas Buyão's songs will remain embedded forever in the hearts of millions of Konkani lovers. He has 
sung many songs in Konkani. “Chan'neache Rati” a classic song is best remembered even today by the 
younger generation and “Goenchea Mhojea Goenkaramno”  will be remembered as a song which ignited 
the hearts of Goans during the Opinion Poll. He produced two audio cassettes titled 'Goenchi Mati' and 
'Chan'neache Rati', which are now available on compact discs. 

Ulhas Buyao passed away at his residence in Goa on April 9, 2007.  (W.F.)

13. 10. 1945 – 17. 12. 2016

Daniel Salvador Lemos, popularly known as S. Lemos on the tiatr 
stage, was born on October 13, 1945 at Dadar, Bombay.  He hailed 
from Goa's picturesque village of Arambol, Pernem, Goa.

S. Lemos enjoyed singing from his childhood. As a young lad he 
would memorise the songs aired on All India Radio.  He enjoyed 
singing so much, that when it was time for him to receive First 
Holy Communion, he was kept back as he did not learn his 
catechism. His brother, Avelino Lemos, who was also a tiatrist, hit 
upon a unique idea. He set the catechism lessons to music and thus 
S. Lemos enjoyed learning his catechism lessons through singing 
and surprised the parish priest.  Avelino initially composed songs 
for S. Lemos to sing for weddings and tiatrs. S. Lemos turned out to be a versatile singer. 

 A tailor by profession, S. Lemos made his debut on the tiatr stage at the tender (?)  age of thirteen in 1958 
with Mhojem Ghor Futtpath by Agostinho Coelho followed by  Pat D'Souza's tiatr  Maim in 1963.  
Recognising his capability in rendering meaningful songs, C. Alvares cast him in his tiatr Amchim 
Festam.

S. Lemos featured in many tiatrs of non-commercial directors as a singer. On the commercial level he 
first featured as a singer in M. Boyer's Adim Tem Atam Hem in 1977.  His melodious voice and great style 
of singing captured the hearts of the audience and he instantly became a favourite of tiatr-goers. The first 
time he toured Goa was in 1978 in Jacinto Vaz's tiatr Avoichem Dukh, in which he sang two songs 
“Sermanv” and “Sambhallunk Xik”  and became a craze among the Goan tiatr audiences as well, proving 
to be a strong pillar of tiatr side-show.

From then on S. Lemos performed in tiatrs of Prem Kumar, Alfred Rose, Bab Peter & Ophelia, Joe Rose, 



Tony Dias, Comedian Domnic and Samuel Carvalho among others. He also participated in the non-stop 
shows of Prince Jacob, Mario Menezes and John D'Silva, as well as in a number of musical shows.  
Besides Goa, he toured the Gulf countries a couple of times to perform in tiatrs and musical shows.

S. Lemos wrote, directed and produced a tiatr Bebdo, which was staged all over Bombay in aid of the 
Arambol church in Goa.  

He produced 18 Konkani audio cassettes of which 'Zaum Devachi Khoxi', 'Upkar Devache', 'Jezuk 
Kitem Dilam?', 'Okman Devak' etc. got a good response from Konkani song lovers. Some of these 
cassettes are now available in compact disc format. 

In 2013 he was awarded the 'Lifetime Contribution to Tiatr', award by Tiatr Academy, Goa for his 
contribution to tiatr.

S. Lemos passed away in Mumbai on December 17, 2016.  (F.C.)

Bernardo Vitorino Fernandes popularly known as Bernard de 
Aldona, was born on March 25, 1946 to Anna Felicia and João 
Celestine Fernandes in Goncoi, Aldona, Bardez, Goa.  As a young 
lad in school he showed great interest in singing and liked to watch 
tiatrs and meet some famous tiatrists in the green room. Since 
Bernard had a melodious voice he was encouraged by all-time 
greats like J. P. Souzalin, A. M. B. Rose, Alfred Rose etc. who also 
hailed from Aldona.

 Other renowned directors like Remmie Colaço, Nelson Afonso, C. 
Alvares, Prem Kumar, Jacinto Vaz etc. gave him an opportunity to 
sing in their tiatrs. Although Bernard was much in demand for the village shows, it was Anthony De Sa's 
commercial tiatr Ghatkem Kumsar that brought him into the limelight with three hit songs that had the 
audience asking for more. Some of his songs are still played on All India Radio (A.I.R.) Goa. His all-time 
hits are “Suknnem Zaun Uddon Gelem” “Ghou Poile Bebde” and “Hatant Dile Dande”.

He directed several tiatrs e. g. Atancho Sounsar, Kitem Amcho Estad, Guneav Konnacho?, Zalach Paije, 
etc.  Of these Kitem Amcho Estad and Zalach Paije were big successes. With Zalach Paije he toured 
Bombay and impressed the audiences there. 

On July 6, 1983, in the prime of his life, his outstanding career came to an end. Bernard de Aldona bade a 
final good-bye to his family and to thousands of his fans. He was only 36 years old then.  (J.R.)

25. 03. 1946 – 06. 07. 1983



João Aurelio Chico D'Costa, popularly known as Chico D'Costa, 
was born in Mapusa, Bardez, Goa on June 11, 1947 to Balbina and 
Francis D'Costa who was a well-known photographer and artist. 
Chico received training in photography and turned out to be a very 
good photographer. 

Chico was drawn to music and singing Konkani songs, and in this 
his sister, Othelia, played a vital role. Like their father, both Othelia 
and Chico had a flair for music and songs. Chico tried his hand at 
writing tiatrs. His first tiatr, Noxibak Roddtai, was staged in the 
compound of St. Jerome's Church, Mapusa.

In 1968 Othelia and Chico got their break in the commercial tiatr 
Bailek Lagon in which they sang the famous duet 'Sorginchem Nirmonn' dressed as bride and groom. 
Later they toured Bombay. 

Chico  recorded some popular duets with Othelia on All India Radio, Goa which are broadcast till date. 
Chico and Othelia did playback singing in the Konkani film Kortubancho Sounsar.  The duets “Mhozo 
Jiv Axela” and “Xitoll Dou” Chico  sang with Kitty Carasco and Othelia respectively in this film became 
all time hits. Chico had a powerful voice. His diction was perfect, tone and modulation awesome. 

He bade good bye to this world on July 20, 2012.  (J.R.)

11. 06. 1947 – 20. 07. 2012

14. 01. 1949 – 20. 06. 2016

Julio Hilario Purificação Rodrigues, popularly known as Jr. Rod on 
the tiatr stage, hailed from Cortalim, Mormugão, Goa. Son of the 
legend, late Minguel Rod, and Rita Maria Rodrigues, he was born 
on January 14, 1949.

Due to the sudden and untimely demise of his father, Jr. Rod was 
introduced to the tiatr stage at the tender age of six by Master Vaz in 
his tiatr 'Goa Maim'. Later Jr. Rod and his brother, Vincent 
Rodrigues, would regularly be included in Minguel Rod's tiatrs 
directed by Kid Boxer.

Jr. Rod became an extraordinary composer and singer and the 
audience enjoyed his songs. Most of his compositions consisted of topical and at times satirical solos and 



He teamed up with Roam Tony and Remmie (Remedios Fernandes) to form the noted trio 'Rom-Rem-
Rod'. The trio took the audience by storm and it featured in tiatrs staged by C. Alvares, Aristides Dias, 
Prem Kumar, John Claro, M. Dod de Verna and others. It also performed in Bombay and carved a niche 
for itself in the hearts of Bombay tiatr fans.

comic and witty duets, trios and quartets. His presence on stage helped tiatr fans revive memories of his 
late father's performances.

After some years when Remmie left the trio due to his commitment to his job, he was replaced by 
Josephine, another noted singer of the tiatr stage. The trios and duets sung by this team were appreciated 
by the audience.  Besides lending his unique voice for  cassettes and CDs of other singers, Jr. Rod  
produced several cassettes and CDs of his own compositions: 'Kid-Young-Rod', 'Tiatrist Zatolo Zalear', 
'Ghoddpeak Poilo Man', 'Palkachi Panch Nokhetram', 'Devacho Ugddas Yetolo', to name a few. 

Besides his contribution to singing, Jr. Rod also did a few effective cameo roles. He travelled to Delhi, the 
Gulf countries, London, etc. to perform.

Jr. Rod wrote and directed his own tiatrs, namely Paichi Girestkai, Pain Vibaddlem Putan Sambaulem, 
Ruzar Manxekar and Hench Tem. Jr. Rod directed and staged his late father's tiatrs namely, Tarvotti 
Irmaum, Pobre Fidalgo and Lembddo Santan.

Among other awards, Jr. Rod was awarded the Gulab Best Singer Award 2009, Goa Kala Gaurav 
Puroskar and Tiatr Academy's Lifetime Contribution to Tiatr Award 2012 for his valuable contribution to 
the tiatr stage.

He passed away at the Goa Medical College Hospital, Bambolim, Goa on June 20, 2016.  (P.E.)                     

16. 05. 1950 – 12. 03. 2018

Francis Xavier Mendes, popularly known as Xavier Mendes, was 
the son of the late great comedian Anthony Mendes and 
Clementina Mendes. Born on May 16, 1950 and brought up in 
Juhu, Bombay, Xavier did his early schooling there. He was always 
playing mischievous pranks. At the age of seven he acted in a tiatr 
near his home in Juhu. His inborn stage talent was noticed when he 
danced during the performance of his father and the legendary 
Master Vaz. Another stalwart of the Konkani stage, Star of 
Arossim, was so taken up by his talent that he lifted him up onto the 
stage. Much later Star of Arossim wrote a role for him in his tiatr 
'Kunnbi Anton' where Xavier excelled. The tiatr was a hit.  His 
father was not at all keen to have him act in tiatrs and forbade him to 
set foot on the stage again. But after his father's untimely death his mother desired that her sons should 
continue in their father's footsteps. In the beginning Xavier along with Derrick began singing duos, later 



Xavier was very innovative and displayed his genius on the stage in many ways. Imitating anybody was 
his speciality. He had no knowledge of French but when he spoke it on stage one would think he really 
knew French.

their elder brother, Felix, joined them. And that set the ball rolling to fame for the Great Trio Mendes 
Bros, Felix-Xavier-Derrick.

Xavier with his two brothers had earned a reputation for their contribution in Bombay in veteran 
directors' tiatrs – Prem Kumar, 'Fulam Ani Kantte',  Joe Rose's 'Ekuch Rogot', M. J. D'Lima's 
'Soddvondar', Rico Rod's 'Zhogzhogta Tem Bhangar Nhoi', Aristides Dias' 'Divorce' (in Bombay), Robin 
Vaz's 'Domnic Savio', etc. He also performed for C. Alvares. 

They (Xavier, Derrick and Felix) sang a non-comic song “Amchi Maim” composed for their late mother 
and comic songs “Maddna”, “Kasaiwall”, “Liquor Aunty”, “Khapurlem”, “Izddo”, “Cabaret”, etc. were 
appreciated by the audience. Xavier's performance on stage as a cabaret dancer was so perfect and the 
movements so accurate that one who had seen his cabaret would be thunderstruck. The trios and quartet 
sung with their sister, Thereza, 'Gheun Nachotam' in Chris Perry's 'Nouro Mhozo Deunchar' has been an 
all-time favourite on All India Radio. 'Xikop' was their first composition and Xavier with Derrick rocked 
the house with their 'Rock & Roll'. 

 After Derrick left for Kuwait in 1976 Xavier and Felix followed. By this time the Mendes Bros. had  
reached their zenith of popularity. Their first tiatr in Kuwait was houseful well in advance.  From then on 
the Mendes Bros. were seen in many of the tiatrs in Kuwait by Kuwait artistes including the then very 
popular Tony Cal of the Alexinho de Candolim group.

In Kuwait Xavier worked for the Interior Ministry. He, along with his brothers, helped the Konkani 
movement in Kuwait and helped stage two tiatrs without charging a penny for themselves to build funds 
for the establishment of the Konkani daily 'Novem Goem' in Goa.

During his later years Xavier used his musical talent for God's Kingdom. He directed the Catholic 
Charismatic Choir in Kuwait. Throughout his suffering he kept smiling and prayed for the sick who 
visited him.  

Back in India during vacations they also staged their own tiatrs 'Dharunn Vhoddil' and 'Ghuttachi Battli' 
which received very good response.

Xavier Mendes was the recipient of Tiatr Academy of Goa's (TAG's) prestigious 'Lifetime contribution 
to Tiatr' award in 2014.  On the occasion of 125 years of Tiatr he was felicitated at Hanuman Theatre, 
Mapusa. He allowed himself to be carried there. While the whole audience applauded him with tears in 
their eyes, Xavier smiled. But the Lord called him unto Himself  on March 12, 2018. (J.R.)



Anil Kumar was awarded Goa State Film Festival Awards for Best Dialogue in To Dis Udelo (2000); Best 
Lyrics for Kantteantlem Ful (2005) and Best Actor for Bhitorlea Monacho Monis in 2008.  He was also a 
recipient of Tiatr Academy of Goa's Lifetime Contribution to Tiatr Award in 2013 and Goa government's 
State Cultural Award in 2014.

Anil authored about 32 tiatrs of which at least three - Divea Pondak, Dev Podvedar and Bhirant- are 
published in book form.  Some of his well-known tiatrs include Othmo; Bhirant (a rare horror tiatr); 
Saulli; Dennem Devachem; Noxib; and Maim What is This? etc.

Anil Kumar has also directed re-staged performances of  tiatr stalwarts such as M. Boyer's Ekuch Rosto 
and Sounsar Sudhorlo;   Prem Kumar's Ordhi Bhakri;  Souza Ferrão's Gouio Put  and Pai Tiatrist  João 
Agostinho Fernandes' Tandllamchem Kestaum. Ordhi Bhakri had many performances but involved high 
costs as it had some professional technicians from Bombay.

Anil acted in Hindi TV serials such as “Circus” which also featured Shah Rukh Khan and in the Hindi 
film “Laxman Rekha” starring Jackie Shroff. Anil Kumar extended his acting talents to Konkani films 
too. He performed in M. Das' Grestkai and Pundalik Naik's Doulot. He featured in numerous video films, 
among which are Zababdari, To Dis Udelo, Bhitorlea Monacho Monis, Ordhem Chador, etc. Under his 
own Video Film Productions banner, he produced Moneak Zap Suttli and Bhavart.

Anil was a prolific lyricist and was good at composing interactive duos, duets, trios and quartets. He was 
also a good singer.  His songs are compiled in an audio cassette titled Godd-Ambott-Tikh. His play Anifa 
has also been recorded. 

Anil Kumar passed away on February 6, 2015 in Goa Medical College Hospital, Bambolim.   (R.F.)

He made his debut on the commercial tiatr stage in 1980 in Prem Kumar's Ordhi Bhakri. He then worked 
with stalwarts such as M. Boyer, C. Alvares, Remmie Colaço, Jacinto Vaz, Kamat de Assolna, Shalini 
Mardolkar, etc.  Anil studied his roles thoroughly and portrayed them flawlessly. He would also suggest 
improvements to and readily accept directions even from younger directors. His performances took him 
all over Goa, Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi, Gujarat and overseas to the Middle East and to European 
countries.

Born on March 12, 1951 as Anil C. Devulker in Chandor, Salcette, 
Goa,  he was transformed into  Anil Kumar by fellow villager and  
tiatrist, Prem Kumar, who gave him the new surname with the 
expectation that Anil too would become a great actor.  Anil 
developed a passion for tiatr which kept him rooted in the field. He 
was also influenced by his maternal uncle who was involved in 
literary activities. Anil used to act in local nattaks as well as village 
tiatrs. He was encouraged by the well-known musician, Fidelis, to 
get involved in tiatr. Anil got into tiatr with the hope that he would 
be able to contribute towards tiatr as well as be recognized for his 
involvement and good roles.

Anil Kumar made his entry on the tiatr stage through khell-tiatrs. 
He participated in the  khell-tiatrs  of commercial  directors like 
Patrick Dourado, Menino de Bandar, Ligorio Fernandes, C. D. Silva, John D'Silva, etc.

12. 03. 1951 – 06. 02. 2015



William later became an expert at composing and singing political songs.  He would fearlessly take on 
powerful corrupt politicians and sing songs exposing their misdeeds. His speciality was however his jet-
speed rendition of songs for which he was given the title 'Jet-speed Singer of the Konkani Stage'.

William Anthony Menezes, popularly known as William de 
Curtorim on the tiatr stage, was born on April 15, 1952 at Curtorim, 
Salcette, Goa.

After completing his primary education in his village school he 
began assisting his brother at his welding workshop.  William had 
the knack of composing and singing songs from a very young age.  
He was first introduced to the tiatr stage by his brother, Jockey de 
Curtorim, in his tiatr Buddkulo Xizta.  Although this song was not in his inimitable jet-speed style, it was 
appreciated by the audience.

It was Jr. Rod who spotted William's talent to sing songs in the jet-speed style, that was pioneered by 
Young Menezes.  Jr. Rod encouraged William to take to the commercial stage in Goa as well as in 
Bombay.  

William was also a good mimic and would mimic tiatrists as well as Goan politicians of yesteryears.  His 
art of mimicry was amply exhibited in his first Konkani audio cassette 'Konknni Tamasha'. He performed 
for many famed directors of the tiatr stage such as Prem Kumar, C D'Silva, Wilmix Trio, Robin Vaz, Star 
of Curtorim and many more.  He toured the Gulf countries and London to perform in tiatrs.

Besides singing, William de Curtorim was also a writer and director.  Avoin Kelem Pap Putan Dili Zap, 
Ghat Chintlo Mhaka  Meulo Tuka and Bailechi Dadagiri Ghou Pavlo Ratnagiri are some of his popular 
tiatrs. 

Besides singing in cassettes produced by others, he produced 27 audio cassettes and seven VCDs of his 
songs and skits. Some of his cassettes 'Montriancho Rock And Roll', 'Konkan Railway', 'Des-ghatki 
Montri', 'Ho Dans Kolvotancho?' etc., became very popular. 

He passed away on December 11, 2011, a few months after having met with a serious road accident in 
Goa.  (F.C.)

15. 04. 1952 – 11. 12. 2011



Bab Peter and Ophelia's first audio cassette 'Konknni Motiam' was well received in the Konkani music 
world. Other audio cassettes produced by them, namely 'Goan', 'Myrose' and 'Tourist' were greatly 
appreciated by the listeners. Songs of the above albums are now available on compact discs under the 
title 'Bab Peter's Favourites Vol. I & 2'. In 2004 Bab Peter released their fifth audio cassette and CD titled 
'Ophelia'. 

Bab Peter staged his tiatr Sang Zababdar Konn? along with his wife Ophelia and daughter Tatum (Babli) 
in Bahrain and Dubai in 1991. 

During his visit to Mumbai on vacation in 1995 he, along with Ophelia, staged another tiatr Tuka Kiteak 
Poddlam? in which he co-starred with his daughter Tatum and rendered his famous songs, 'Vegim Kazar 
Kor ' and 'Dish Antenna'. 
 
On February 19, 2005, at the age of 52, Bab Peter succumbed to a heart attack in Bahrain. He was interred 
in Mahim, Mumbai. on February 23, 2005.  (J.R.)

In 1976 Bab Peter married Miss Ophelia and this husband and wife team soon became a household name 
among tiatr fans. By this time Bab Peter had groomed himself to be a versatile artiste and a famous singer. 
In Rosario Rodrigues' non-stop show Mhaka Jieunk Diat he received rave reviews in the print media for 
his superb character role. He also bagged the 'Gulab Best Actor Award' for the same role.

As a child artiste he made a big impression on famous writer-
directors like C. Alvares, M. Boyer, Alfred Rose, Jacinto Vaz etc. 
His unique style and mischievous smile won the hearts of the audiences. He progressed from a child 
artiste to a young man who controlled back stage production i.e. stage managing and prompting. In later 
years he became a writer, director and producer of tiatrs.

Francis Peter Thomas D'Souza, popularly known as Bab Peter on 
the tiatr stage, hailed from Anjuna, Bardez, Goa. He was born on 
November 10, 1953. He was introduced to the tiatr stage in his 
childhood by his father, Domnic D'Souza, a tiatrist. 

Bab Peter and Ophelia together have several tiatrs to their credit: Apurbaieche Teg Khambe, Maink Zai 
Punn Paik Naka, Konn Nhoi Konnacho, Aiz Nam Faleam, Mijeas, and Guneav Mhozo Nhoi. Later, on a 
trip to Bahrain to act in the tiatr Dinar, Dirham, Riyal, Rupoi by Mario Santan Fernandes from Nuem, 
Cabo de Rama, Bab Peter was offered a job in Bahrain where he worked and acted in tiatrs too.

10. 11. 1953 – 19. 02. 2005



Diogo D'Souza, the diminutive  Siolkar  popularly known as Mini 
Diogo, was born at Tarchi Bhatt, Siolim, Bardez, Goa on 
September 21, 1955.  After completing his studies he worked for 
Goa Tourism Development Corporation.

When the Nehru Gold Cup tournament was held in Goa in 1989, 
Diogo impersonated the tournament mascot 'Buklo' (tom cat) for 
the inaugural ceremony of the tournament. With his physical 
stature he resembled the mascot to perfection and was well appreciated.  

Diogo was endowed with the gift of a good voice combined with the skill of composing witty lyrics.  
Special mention has to be made of his unforgettable song “Natalanchi Neuri”.  While concluding the 
song, he sang thus: Adim Natalanchi  neuri ami khataleanv, ti hat bhor astali.  Punn atam dhaktti-dhaktti 
zaun, zalea mhoje size-ichi... (Earlier the Christmas 'neuri' we ate was as big as the palm of our hand.  But 
now it has gradually become smaller and smaller, equal to my size).

Diogo never felt inferior though he was a dwarf.  He always praised God for what he was.  He composed 
songs befitting his stature and captured the hearts of tiatr-goers and received  peals of laughter wherever 
he performed.  He was most suited for comic roles and within a very short time became popular both, as a 
singer and comic actor.

He made his debut on the tiatr stage in Nelson Afonso's tiatr Asro. Famed directors from Goa and 
Bombay like C. Alvares, Bab Peter, Wilmix Trio, etc. wrote special roles for Diogo. 

Though short, he was a good volleyball player.  

Prior to becoming a tiatrist, Diogo played 'bokanv' (double bass) for a band from Duler, Mapusa.  It was a 
rare sight to see Diogo play the double bass twice his height.  He played the instrument standing on a tall 
stool, which evoked laughter from those present for the weddings and dances.  

Mini Diogo wrote one tiatr Rupeachem Kazar which was staged in Siolim and in other neighbouring 
villages.  Besides tiatr, Diogo performed in 'khell-tiatrs' and 'zagors' that were regularly held at Dando 
Guddeant in Siolim. He also took part in the annual São João Festival 'Sangodd' held in his village. 

Diogo received many awards in the annual tiatr competitions organised by Kala Academy, Goa.

Diogo passed away at his residence on January 24, 1995.  (F.C.)

21. 09. 1955  - 24. 01. 1995



Rosary Menino Fernandes, popularly known as Rosary Ferns in 
tiatr circles, was born in Colva, Salcette, Goa, on August 16, 1962. 
He was a prominent personality of the tiatr stage and served it for 
almost 3 decades.  He was instrumental in promoting tiatr in the 
Gulf especially in Kuwait where he was employed.  

Rosary wrote and directed numerous tiatrs, besides One Act Plays 
and Musical Shows, most of them in the Gulf.  Rosary Ferns is on record to have staged more tiatrs in 
Kuwait than any other artiste. Most of his tiatrs were well attended and appreciated by the audiences, not 
only by Goans but Mangaloreans as well. His forte was writing tragic tiatr stories and even more tragic 
'cantos'. One of his tiatrs Kuwait Soddun Vetanam created history when it was staged in Kuwait by the 
Mangaloreans in their dialect in the year 2009. This tiatr was originally staged for the Goan audiences 
and was well appreciated by them. 

Rosary was a good composer and singer.  He recorded a number of audio cassettes and CDs of his songs. 
His first audio cassette was Chuk Konnachi produced by Dinfa Productions, Bombay in 1990 and his last 
album was a CD Dinaracho Valor produced by Music House, Mapuça in 2009. He also produced 2 
VCDs Kanvllo Roddlo Lojen and Mogan Tujea Lasotam.  He composed Mandos and Dulpods and 
presented them in Mando Festivals organized in Kuwait. Some of the Mandos are compiled in his audio 
albums.

In August 2005 Rosary Ferns was honoured by Konkani Kulvar Kuwait, a Mangalorean Association, for 
his enormous contribution to the promotion of Konkani Sangit Kala.  He strove through tiatr stage and 
cultural programmes to bring about fusion of all the Konkani speaking people in Kuwait, Mangaloreans 
and Goans in particular.  He wrote and directed a Konkani musical programme Songit Sanz under the 
auspices of Kuwait Konknni Kendr.

Rosary passed away in Goa on January 12, 2011. (F.C.)

16. 08. 1962 - 12. 01. 2011


























































































































































































































































































































